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A system which allows the computer to capture sketches

made by a mechanical designer is described. The system not

only recognizes basic features as they are sketched, but it

also reasons the spatial relationships between features and

builds a high level abstract representation (feature model)

of the artifact. The temporal nature of the capture, one

feature at a time, serves to form a feature graph that

allows for parametric design. The system is composed of

three subsystems: a two-dimensional freehand sketching

subsystem% a three-dimensional features recognition

subsystem, and a spatial reasoning subsystem.

The freehand sketching subsystem takes the user's

input sketching actions and interprets them as simple, two-

dimensional geometric elements, such as line segments,

1The Freehand Sketching Subsystem was accomplished by
Roger Fang as a Master project in 1987 at the Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis,
Oregon.



circles, and ellipses, etc. The features recognition

subsystem interprets the collection of two-dimensional

geometric elements to extract three-dimensional information

from them and creates high level abstract representations,

features. The spatial reasoning subsystem finds

relationships between a new feature and existing features

and integrates features to form a single part.

The work of the Design Capture System is aimed at

capturing sketches of a specific application domain:

injected molding plastic parts. Twenty injected molding

plastic parts were collected and analyzed to understand the

distribution of features.

Isometric sketching is selected as the basic

constructing method for the system. The processes of

freehand sketching and computer-aided drafting were studied

to find a better scheme for computer-aided sketching.

Conclusions are also presented.
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DESIGN CAPTURE SYSTEM:
CAPTURING BACK-OF-THE-ENVELOPE SKETCHES

1. INTRODUCTION

CAD/CAM has more potential to improve
productivity than any technological
development since electricity.

- National Science Foundation

CAD/CAM systems do have the potential to greatly

increase productivity. The National Academy of

Engineering announced at the end of 1989 that CAD/CAM is

one of the ten greatest engineering achievements of the

last twenty five years, which have dramatically altered

society [Pop 90]. However, CAD/CAM is still under

development. Mechanical engineers are far from possessing

a sophisticated CAD/CAM tool for complete design processes.

Current CAD/CAM tools have greatly improved the level

of automation from manual design and manufacturing to

computerized design and manufacturing. One of the most

significant advantages of computerized design and

manufacturing is its sharable data base which can be

transferred to various formats for various applications

such as design analysis, NC machining, etc.

While CAD/CAM tools take advantage of computer's

mighty calculation capability, they are circumscribed by a

computer's limitation: deficiency of creation capability.
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This makes current CAD/CAM tools unsuitable for some design

and manufacturing processes which require creativity and

intelligence, such as design advising, process planning,

manufacturability evaluation, etc.

With the development of artificial intelligence, human

expertise is able to be coded with computer languages. The

coded knowledge grants computers the capability to simulate

the behavior of human experts to solve specific problems in

a particular domain of knowledge. Because of this, the

development of future intelligent CAD/CAM tools is

possible. The research of "The Design Capture System" is

part of an effort in the research community of future

CAD/CAM systems development.

1.1 Motives

Figures 1.1 to 1.3 show the evolution of the

production process. Figure 1.1 shows a conventional

production process and information transfer flow, in which

all of the information of design is transferred manually.

Design engineers transfer their concepts from three-

dimensional (3D) mental images to two-dimensional (2D)

sketches. Draftsmen then interpret and represent the

sketches in the manner of three-view drawings and assembly

drawings. These drawings, or called blue prints, are used

as formal engineering documents for all of the downstream
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processes, such as analysis, manufacturing, inspection, and

assembly. In order to perform these processes, analyzers,

manufacturers, inspectors, and assemblers have to recreate

the 3D models in their minds from the blue prints.

Problem
statemen

/DESIGNER

mon.0.
Mental
image
(3D)

b.

DRAFT
DESIGN

Sketches
(20)

APPLICATIONS
Analysis

Manufacturing
Inspection
Assembly

DRAFTSMAN

.411

BLUE
PRINT

mom.

3view
drawings
Assembly
drawings

(2D)

Manually information
trantransfer for
various applications

Figure 1.1 Conventional Production Process and
Information Transfer

To CAD/CAM systems, the problems of manually

transferring design information between papers and

engineers' minds for various applications of design and

manufacturing have been solved by using a sharable data

base and a data base management system. Figure 1.2

illustrates the structure of a current CAD/CAM system. The

data base created by a computer graphics system is managed

by a data base management system. The data base management

system converts the representation of the design into

appropriate formats so that the data can be shared with all
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Figure 1.2 Production Process and Sharable Data Base with
the Current CAD/CAM system.

of the downstream applications. This is the essential

structure of a current CAD/CAM systems. But current

systems work more like a drafting system than a design

system. They are not able to convert mentally conceived

forms into geometric ones, such as 3D representations of

the imaged devices and the spatial relationships among them

[Ullman 87a]. They are little used to aid the design

engineer in the early stages of design processes when

information is imprecise, sketching and cognition are

needed, and ideas flow quite rapidly. They are used as

advanced drafting tools for increasing visualization and

for creating and managing a sharable data base to support
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applications shown in Figure 1.2. With the current CAD

system, design engineers still have to externalize their

concepts with pencil and paper as they did in the

traditional design process. Draftsmen then input the

design into the computer using a mouse or a stylus and

tablet instead of using the drawing pen and paper. Design

engineers sometime externalize their mental image directly

into the computer, but this is difficult because current

CAD systems are better suited to drafting when the exact

geometric shape is known. Besides being unsuited to the

early stage of the design process, the other drawback of

current CAD systems are that they lack high-level abstract

representations that relate directly to design functions,

manufacturability, and assemblability.

It is often said that a CAD system will not make an

unexperienced graduate a good designer anymore than a word

processor will turn a six grader into a good writer. But

this is true only when referring to current CAD systems.

With the application of artificial intelligence, future

intelligent CAD systems should be capable of making the

experienced or unexperienced person a more efficient

designer.

Figure 1.3 shows the architecture of a future CAD/CAM

system. In this system, a natural, parameterized, feature-

based graphics system enables design engineers to
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Figure 1.3 Production Process of the Future CAD/CAM
System

externalize their mental images and build a feature-based

design representation (data base). A design history is

also created while the design is constructed. It can then

be used by a knowledge-based design adviser for assisting

design engineers performing design, or the system may

perform automated design to some degree. By representing

designs in a manner of high level abstraction, the feature-

based data base is suited to applications of automated

analysis, manufacturing, and inspection. From graphic

input to automated assembly, most applications shown in

Figure 1.3 are knowledge-based systems. This answers the

question of "what is the next step toward future CAD/CAM
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systems?". The question does not lie in whether artificial

intelligence is the key to the CAD system of tomorrow but

rather in how to apply artificial intelligence techniques

to mechanical design problems when building the CAD system

of tomorrow.

In 1985, in an effort to develop models of future CAD

tools, an interdisciplinary group (the Design Process

Research Group) consisting of mechanical engineers,

computer scientists, and psychologists was formed at Oregon

State University [Ullman 85]. One of the most important

early accomplishments of these researchers was an analysis

of the mechanical design process [Stauffer 87,88] [Ullman

87,88]. This analysis gathered all the information a

subject could verbalize and communicate through drawings

and gestures. The researchers, after viewing the data,

determined that there was a need for a design capture

system capable of operating in the early stages of the

design process [Ullman 89]. This capture system should not

only capture three-dimensional information of the sketch

made by the mechanical designer, but should, by utilizing

the three-dimensional data, interpret the design concepts

and build a feature model of the artifact.

1.2 Tools of an Intelligent CAD System

Three techniques currently in development will, in all
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likelihood, become the foundation of an intelligent CAD

system. They are the design history tool, the feature

model, and the expert system.

1.2.1 Design History Tools

A 1973 survey [Pahl 84] conducted in Germany suggested

that, in the mechanical engineering industry, only twenty-

five percent of products are based on original designs and

that the other seventy-five percent are based on redesigns

(adaptive designs and variant designs). In the case of

redesigns, the design is iterated back to earlier decisions

made by the same or by other designers. Design notebooks

help to trace back to these earlier decisions and recall

the design history, however, they are usually so

individualized that they are not very useful to other

designers. Furthermore, keeping a complete design notebook

is a very time-consuming and not always done.

One of the important benefits of future CAD tools is

that they should be able to record a complete design

history in a standard format. However, current CAD tools

record a design through its final drawings in terms of

geometric primitives such as lines, facets, and solids.

Calculation, constraints development, decision making, and

other important pieces of information contributing to final

drawings, are not recorded. Without this information,
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redesign must begin with incomplete information.

Therefore, a Design History Tool will probably be one

of the essential parts of a future CAD system. Ullman

[ullman 88a] defined "Design History Tool" as follows:

"Design History Tool is a design assistant to
record and play back the history of the design in
enough detail to assist in explaining the design
development, to trace constraint propagation and
decision making, and to provide a basis for
redesign."

The successful development of a Design History Tool

would be a significant step toward the automated design.

This tool would serve as an electronic design notebook. It

would be able to answer the question of why and how the

decisions are made throughout the design process and would

facilitate the propagation of any local change throughout

the whole design.

1.2.2 Feature Model

"Ongoing research

efforts on automatic

design and

manufacturing are

showing that there is

a large gap between

solid modeling

primitives and the

entities that are

0

Feature-based applications

Feature modellers

Solid modellers

Surface modellers

Wireframe modellers

1" I

1965 1970 1975 1930 1985 1990

Year

Figure 1.4 Evolution of geometric
modelers [Shah 88b]
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meaningful for design and production [Requicha 89]". As a

basic geometric modeling tool for current CAD/CAM systems,

the solid modeler [Requicha 80] is inappropriate for the

automated design environment of future CAD/CAM systems

because of a mismatch in the abstraction level. Shah [Shah

88b] summarized the inadequacies of solid modelers:

incomplete database, mismatch in abstraction level, and

poor design environment. He also proposed a feature

modeler for future CAD systems. It appears that a feature

modeler may replace the solid modeler in the 1990's for

intelligent CAD/CAM systems (Figure 1.4). "There is a

general consensus for the need to represent aspects of a

design on a more abstract level than currently available

with geometric and attribute models [Wentorf 89]".

The feature model is a high-level abstract

representation which describes the design in the jargon

used by mechanical designers and manufacturers, such as

walls, bosses, ribs, and chamfers for a domain of injected

plastic parts. A variety of definitions of the term

"feature" have been made by CAD/CAM researchers according

to applications [Vaghul 85] [Libardi 86] [Chung 87] [Luby

86, 88] [Shah 88a] [McGinnis 89] while Sakurai and Gossard

consider "feature" still a vague word with no formal

definition [Sakurai 88]. However, a definition closest to

the research described in this thesis is that of Vaghul, et
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al. [Vaghul 85]:

A "feature" is a geometric entity: 1) whose
presence, location, or dimensions are germane to
the functionality of manufacturability of the
part; or 2) whose availability as a primitive
facilitates design in the domain.

Mechanical designers will find describing designs in

terms of features that are consistent with their conceived

artifacts easier than describing designs in terms of

geometric primitives that are not directly related to

functions of design. Manufacturers will also find it easy

to analyze manufacturability and to make a process plan

with the feature model.

Questions about injected plastic parts such as "Is

there any undercut on the part?" and "What is the

thicknesses of the thinnest and the thickest wall on the

part?" can be easily answered by feature-based CAD/CAM

systems.

1.2.3 Expert System

As stated on the beginning of this chapter, current

CAD/CAM systems are not able to cover the entire process of

mechanical design since the process, especially the stage

of conceptual design, involves tasks which require

intelligence such as constraint propagation, geometric

reasoning, cognitive emulation, and decision making.

Fortunately, the expert system, a branch of artificial
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intelligence, may offer solutions to these problems.

Expert systems are knowledge-based programs which emulate

the problem-solving process of human experts to solve

specific problems. The basic structures of the expert

system, knowledge representation, and the inference engine,

have been well established during the thirty-year

development of artificial intelligence techniques

(beginning 1960 when John McCarthy created LISP at MIT).

However, knowledge acquisition is still a bottleneck in

expert system development. Extracting high-quality rules

from the expert is extremely difficult [Waterman 86]. One

reason for this is that:

"Experts," it appears, have a tendency to state
their conclusions and reasoning behind them in
general terms that are too broad for effective
machine analysis. It is advantageous to have the
machine work at a more basic level, dealing with
clearly defined pieces of basic information that
it can build into more complex judgments. In
contrast, the expert seldom operates at basic
level. He makes complex judgments rapidly,
without laboriously reexamining and restarting
each step in his reasoning process. ... Knowing
what to consider basic and relevant and not
requiring further reevaluation is what makes a
person an "expert" [Waterman 79].

Waterman [Waterman 86] calls this the knowledge

engineering paradox: "The more competent domain experts

become, the less able they are to describe the knowledge

they use to solve the problems."

In this case (knowledge engineering paradox), choosing

the correct method for extracting domain knowledge from
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experts is important. For the resolution of problems

encountered in the design process, protocol analysis is

appropriate because it captures accurate information about

the thought process of the subject while they are occurring

[Ullman 88a].

This research utilizes some of the results of the

protocol analysis performed by researchers in the Design

Process Research Group of Oregon State University [Ullman

87,88,89] [Stauffer 87] [Tikerpuu 88] [McGinnis 89] to

extract knowledge of the sketching process, feature

recognition and spatial reasoning.

1.3 The Design Capture System

1.3.1 Goal

The goal of this research is to develop an intelligent

Design Capture System (DCS) capable of extracting a solid

model and a feature model from a two-dimensional freehand

sketch. The DCS will serve as a natural man-machine

communication tool to capture the designer's sketched ideas

in the computer with features as building blocks. The

specific subgoals are:

a) Facilitating three-dimensional sketching input.

b) Constructing designs in terms of features.

c) Creating solid models and feature models.
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Although solid modeling techniques are fairly well-

developed [Wilson 88], they are not in a form that allows

engineers to sketch their ideas on the computer in a

natural way (i.e. freehand sketching on a sketch pad with a

pencil). In order to convert a designer's conceptions into

a three-dimensional form on the computer, current CAD

systems force designer to concentrate on drafting rather

than on designing. This causes interruptions in the

designer's decision-making process. "The greatest weakness

of current drawing tools is their inability to represent

mentally conceived forms in a natural manner. Designers

are hampered in the design process by not being able to

represent their ideas in a graphical language that is

compatible with their thought process [Ullman 87a]."

Three-dimensional sketching input will allow designers

to concentrate on conceiving designs with high abstraction

level features instead of concentrating on creating

drawings with low abstraction level geometric primitives.

This change will be an important step in the upgrading of

the CAD system from a drafting tool to a design tool.

For designers, using features as building blocks to

construct a design is more natural than is using geometric

primitives since almost all of them devise three-

dimensional shapes in their heads in terms of certain

features of design such as "walls", "holes", "ribs", etc.,
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and not in terms of geometric primitives such as points,

lines, facets, solids, etc.

As described in Section 1.1.2, a feature model

supports the high level information required for

manufacturability analysis, process planning, and the

development of the design history tool. Many researchers

[Henderson 88] [Sakurai 88,88a] [Choi 84] have devoted much

effort in extracting a feature model from solid data. This

is and will continue to be an important topic in the

absence of the feature based modeling system. With the

increasing use of feature modeling on CAD systems this

topic will decrease in importance.

The Design Capture System which is introduced in the

next section and will be further developed in chapters 4,

5, and 6 fills the goal presented above.

1.3.2 The system

The design capture system consists of three

subsystems: a two-dimensional freehand sketching subsystem

(called FREEHAND) [Fang 88], a features recognition

subsystem, and a spatial reasoning subsystem. It operates

in the following manner. FREEHAND allows designers to

sketch their ideas onto the computer using a stylus with a

tablet, in the same manner as using a pencil and paper.
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(Figure 1.5a). The freehand sketch is recognized on-the-

fly as one of six 2D geometric elements such as line,

circle, ellipse, etc. and is displayed on the screen

"cleaned-up", as shown in Figure 1.5b. The feature

recognition subsystem interprets the collection of 2D

geometric elements in order to extract three-dimensional

descriptions from them and then constructs a manufacturing

feature, as shown in Figure 1.6. The sketched three line

segments in Figure 1.6a define the length, the width, and

the height of a rectangular solid in the isometric manner

which are then interpreted and displayed as a feature

(block) in Figure 1.6b. The spatial reasoning subsystem

finds relationships between a "being added" feature and the

existing object. Figure 1.7a shows an ellipse and a

vertical line sketched on the interpreted block. The newly

added sketch is interpreted as a cylinder by the features

recognition subsystem (Figure 1.7b). The spatial reasoning

subsystem then infers that the cylinder is located at the

center of the top surface of the block.

1.3.3 Application domain: Injected Plastic Parts

The application domain of injected plastic molding was

selected for the development of the Design Capture System.
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Figure 1.5 Sketch Interpretation

2a. As Sketched 2b. As Displayed

Figure 1.6 Feature Interpretation

Figure 1.7 Spatial Reasoning
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Artificial intelligence researchers took approximately

twenty years to finally conclude that "developing

generalpurpose programs was too difficult and ultimately

fruitless. The more classes of problems a single program

could handle, the more poorly it seemed to do on any

individual problem [Waterman 86]". This realization forced

AI researchers to shift their efforts from developing a

general-purpose program to developing domain specific

expert systems, the knowledge-based programs used to solve

specific problems in specific domains of applications.

Instead of developing a system for solving general

mechanical design problems, this research focus on

developing a system for creating designs of a specific

domain: injection molded plastic parts. The design and

manufacturing of injected plastic parts is a complex but

relatively independent domain in mechanical engineering.

Because the material and the manufacturing processes

involved are substantially different from those of other

products, the considerations involved in and the methods

for designing injected plastic parts are unique. This

makes the design and manufacture of injected plastic parts

a good candidate for the application of an expert system.

In addition to the suitability of the domain to the expert

system, the other important reason to choose this domain is

that the application of injected plastic parts is becoming
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increasingly vital to industry.

Injected plastic parts are pervasively used in

electro-mechanical products such as printers and plotters.

The advantages of injected parts are:

1) their light weight,

2) their suitability for economic mass production,

3) their ease of forming complex shapes, and

4) their ease of assembly.

1.3.4 Limitations

One of the major reasons injected plastic parts are so

popular is that the plastic materials are readily formed

into a large variety of complex shapes. On the other hand,

a potential drawback of the "design with feature" technique

[Vaghul 85] is that the number of features required to

create a complex part is potentially very large. The

complexity of the part is restricted by features available.

Currently, the DCS system has fourteen features. These

features cover the most used features for constructing

injected molding plastic parts. However, the available

features in this experimental system are insufficient for

creating all injected molding parts. To expand the

coverage of creating injected molding parts, more features

can be added to the system by adding characteristics of

features to the features recognition knowledge base. To
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develop a complete CAD system in a University laboratory is

incredible for lacking time and human resource, or will end

up a toy system. The DCS system was targeted at

integrating with the current CAD system as an alternative

to the creation of solid parts in the environment of design

with features.

Current workstation-level CAD systems provide adequate

user interface, solid modeler, and other sophisticated

functions such as assembly and animation. Therefore, the

user interface, solid modeler, and assembly functions are

not research interests of this project.

Without the solid modeler, the system doesn't

"boolean" features to generate solid data of a single part.

It does generate generic constructive solid geometry (CSG)

data which can be accommodated to current CAD systems to

create solid data and images of the single part with its

mature solid modeler. Similarly, the system doesn't

provide a fancy user interface and assembly capability but

leaves these to complete CAD systems.

1.3.5 The System Architecture

The DCS system is implemented in C language with

Tektronix STI graphic library, and is running on a Tek-4129

workstation powered by a MicroVAX II computer (see figure

1.8).



Like most state-of-

the-art workstations, The

Tek-4129 is a 3D

workstation with local 3D

transformation and

display functions [Tek-

manual 85]. The DCS,

therefore, takes

advantage of the

workstation's 3D

capabilities for rapid transformations and shading.

STI stands for Standard Tektronix Interface [Tek-

manual 88]. It is a graphic library which provides a set

of over five hundred subroutines providing the graphic

applications developer with a convenient, consistent, high-

performance interface to Tektronix graphic display systems

and terminals.
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Tek-4 129 WORKSTATION

Local 3D functions

MicroVAX COMPUTER

11101110 DCS program

IF

STI graphics library

Figure 1.8 System Architecture
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2. REVIEW OF CURRENT RESEARCH

The goals of this research are 1) offering a natural

man-machine interface in order to facilitate 3D sketching

input, 2) extracting feature information from 2D sketches

in order to construct designs in terms of features, 3)

reasoning spatial relationships between features in order

to create solid model and feature model.

Interpreting and reasoning about 3D shapes in space

coordinates are things that humans do extraordinarily well.

"It is often said that in these abilities an average three

year-old makes the most sophisticated computer vision

system look embarrassingly inept [Pinker 86]". In

attempting to have CAD/CAM systems acquire the three-year-

old child's vision ability, researchers have done a great

deal of work on single-view drawing interpretation, three-

view drawing interpretation, feature recognition using

solid model, and three-dimensional object digitizing.

Current research in these areas were reviewed as follows.

2.1 Single-View Line Drawing Interpretation

The extraction of three-dimensional information from a

single-view drawing has been studied for years. Huffman

[Huffman 71] and Clowes [Clowes 71] introduced the

"Huffman-Clowes labeling method" to classify line segments
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in drawings into three categories: 1) convex edges formed

by both side faces facing toward a viewpoint, 2) convex

edges formed by one side surface facing the viewpoint and

the other side surface facing opposite the viewpoint, 3)

concave edges. This reduces line drawing interpretation

problems to a problem of systematically assigning labels to

edges of the drawing. This method has been verified in

various kinds of drawings [Sanker 77] [Sugihara 78] [Kanade

81] [Lee 85]. One of the problems of the labeling scheme

is that the interpretation is not unique. Several

candidates could be generated from a single drawing. Many

ideas have been proposed to precisely define the object

with the labeling scheme: reciprocals in a gradient space

[Mackworth 73] [Huffman 78], a figure-construction approach

[Shapira 85], and Linear algebra representation [Sugihara

84] [Sugihara 86]. Most recently, Pugh proposed an

algorithm which applies geometric constraints satisfication

to the labeling scheme in order to precisely define the

object by allowing users to place geometric constrains on

the line drawing.

2.2 Three-View Drawing Interpretation

Three-view drawings are still the most widely used

engineering documents for describing mechanical parts.

Mechanical engineers are trained to delineate three-
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dimensional objects in multiple projected views and to

reconstruct three-dimensional models from those plane

views. The advent of the computer era motivated the

computer graphics community to find a automated mechanism

capable of extracting 3D information from 2D projections.

Idesawa introduced a formulation of the process which

generates a solid model from a three-view drawing [Idesawa

73]. He constructed the 3D model in four steps: 1)

transforming 2D vertices to 3D vertices, 2) forming 3D

edges from 3D vertices, 3) forming 3D faces from 3D edges,

4) constructing 3D object from 3D faces.

Lafue presented a program, called ORTHO, which

retrieves the 3D structure from 2D orthogonal projections

[Lafue 78]. ORTHO generates all possible vertices, edges,

and faces that the line input ambiguities allows, then

searches the solution space to distinguish the vertices,

edges, and faces from the false ones to construct the 3D

model. One of the limitations of ORTHO is that it requires

the 3D objects to be defined in terms of faces.

Wesley and Markowsky [Wesley 81] extended their "Wire

Frame" algorithm [Markowsky 80] to a "Projection" algorithm

in order to build 3D models from 2D projections, based on

formal geometric definitions and concepts of algebraic

topology. The achievements of their work are the solving

of pathological problems by formal geometric definitions
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and assembling faces by subfaces combination. A seven-step

algorithm was introduced and implemented. Examples were

also presented for clarifying and validating the algorithm.

Sakurai and Gossard [Sakurai 83] extended Wesley and

Markowsky's approach in order to deal with geometric shapes

of planar, cylindrical, spherical, conical, and toroidal

surfaces.

All of the above approaches are similar. They start

with given 2D projections to create the simplest graphic

primitives, vertices, then, build edges from vertices,

build faces from edges and, finally, assemble faces to form

a 3D object. They all require perfect and consistent

projections.

Yoshiura et al. proposed a "top-down construction"

approach, in which the meaning of comment sentences (in the

format of natural language) is used in conjunction with the

projections in order to extract the 3D structure [Yoshiura

84]. This is quite different from the previous works in 1)

the drawings and characters are scanned into a raster

image, 2) characters are recognized and formed into

meaningful sentences to compensate for possible omitted

details of the drawings.

Instead of constructing the object step by step from

vertices to a solid, Bin [Bin 86] suggested an alternative

to generate the solid by composing five 3D geometric
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primitives (cube, pyramid, cylinder, cone, and sphere).

These primitives are input in the form of 2D orthogonal

projections, using a digitizer and a stylus. Information

required to define a primitive is the type, the sign (+ or

-), the dimension, and the location of the primitive. Each

primitive is then unioned to or differenced from the

existing object, according to the sign of the primitive, to

construct a 3D object.

The application of expert systems has also been used

to solve the problem. Wang created a knowledge-based line-

matching system to construct a 3D model from projections

which consist of lines and circular arcs [Wang 88]. This

program also served as an blue-print correctness checker.

If a line in a view was missing or redundant, an incorrect

result was displayed and the error could be corrected

interactively.

2.3 Feature Modeling

In an automated design environment, a feature model is

the preferred representation of the mechanical design

because it describes the design in the form of high-level

abstraction [Shah 88]. Current researchers construct the

feature model in two ways. The first approach is that of

extracting feature information from a solid model, i.e.

breaking down a solid model into a feature graph. The
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second approach is that of using features as design

primitives to construct the design, i.e. design with

features.

2.3.1 Feature extraction

Staley et al. [Staley 83] delineated a method of

extracting cavity features from a solid model, using the

syntactic pattern recognition technique [Fu 82]. The only

features of interest in this research are holes. However,

they claimed that these techniques could be easily extended

to recognize other cavity features.

Using the same techniques, Choi et al. [Choi 84]

described algorithms of recognizing machined surfaces

(hole, pocket, and slot) from a boundary representation

(B_rep) of a solid model. The definitions of features and

the feature recognizing algorithms are implemented in

Pascal.

Woo [Woo 82] suggested a convex hull technique to

recursively decompose depression features (removal volume

for marching) from a B_rep. For data structure conversion,

Woo developed algorithms to solve the interfacing problem

of converting a graph to a tree and of converting a graph

to a different graph.

Lee, et al. [Lee 87 88] worked on CSG tree

reconstruction algorithms which group and unify primitives
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into a desirable format suitable for feature model

applications. Mathematical set theory was applied to solve

the problem of moving a node up in the CSG tree. A "state

table" was created to facilitate efficient operation.

Sakurai and Gossard [Sakurai 88 88a] developed a

feature recognizer, which used a feature-matching algorithm

to recognize predefined form features from the solid model

in a B_rep. The recognizer searched in a B_rep model to

find characteristic facts which match the predefined form

features. Once a feature was identified, the geometry

associated with the feature was removed from the solid

model to result in a simpler model. The simpler model then

was examined recusively until no additional features were

recognized.

Henderson [Henderson 84] built a feature recognizer

using PROLOG and expert system techniques to convert the

solid model into a feature graph for automated process

planning. The recognizer used PROLOG's matching mechanism

to match feature definitions with the solid model (both are

described as rules or facts in PROLOG). With the same

application in mind, Henderson and Chang [Henderson 88]

developed a feature recognizer, using an expert system

tool, KEE, and LISP language to extract depression

features. The feature recognizing process was divided into

four steps: 1) searching for all depressions, 2) extracting
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predefined features from the depressions, 3) removing

redundant information from features, 4) forming a feature

graph. Henderson et al. [Henderson 90] also investigated a

graph-based approach for feature extraction. In which,

they discussed three approaches: face-edge extraction,

face-edge with heuristic, and vertex-edge pattern

extraction. However, no conclusions are offered about

which one is the best.

In a manufacturing process planing expert system,

called XCUT, Hummel [Hummel 89] described how rule-based

and object-oriented programming techniques can be coupled

to provide a feature language for the decomposition of a

machined part into manufacturing features and for

generating process plans for the production of the part.

Falcidieno and Ginnini [Falcidieno 89] used a face

adjacency hypergraph (FAH) model and an Euler operator to

recognize and extract features from a B_rep of the solid

model. Three algorithms were discussed and were

implemented in Pascal on an Appllo workstation. They were

1) a feature recognizer to identify features from the solid

model, 2) a feature extractor to remove the recognized

features from the model, 3) a feature organizer to arrange

the extracted features into an hierarchical feature graph.
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2.3.2 Design with features

Dixon and his colleagues have worked on "design with

features" since 1985 [Vaguhl 85]. Beginning with the

definition of features, they have conducted a research

series on developing a feature data base, creating a

feature modeler, investigating the applications of the

feature model, etc. Related researches are discussed

below.

Vaghul, Dixon et al. developed an expert system called

IMPARD, for the design evaluation of the manufacturability

of injected molding parts [Vaghul 85], in which

manufacturing features are used as design primitives. A

feature primitives data base was created and used for

advising designers on manufacturability. It could be used

to design rotationally symmetrical parts only. An example

part, Cup, was used for explaining the creation,

manufacturing evaluation, and modification of the part.

Luby, Dixon et al. [Luby 86 88] developed an expert

system, called Casper (which had a system architecture

similar to Impard's) for the purpose of designing casting,

in which a feature representation had been created for

manufacturability evaluation. Casper started the task by

presenting an main menu. Designers then selected the

Add/Create module to construct the part. Features were

parameterized and stored in a feature library. Designers
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selected a feature from the feature menu and instanciated

it with the required information. To attach a feature to

the existing object, designers have to 1) select the co-

feature from the menu, 2) designate the face the feature is

to be attached to, 3) size and transform the feature to the

location.

Dixon, et al. [Dixon 87] described how design with

feature techniques could be employed in application domains

of plastic extrusions, injected molding, and casting

design. Three levels of features (microfeatures, primitive

features, and macrofeatures) were introduced for

constructing the designs respectively. Dixon also proposed

a design with features system [Dixon 88] in which features

are classified into "design-with" features (or primary

features) and "activities" features (or secondary

features). Designers interact with a design-with features

library and an operation library when constructing a

feature model (primary representation). Then, converting

or mapping programs convert the primary representation to a

secondary representation which is suitable for specific

activities, such as manufacturing evaluation and design

advising.

In order to compile the features needed for mechanical

design and manufacturing activities, Cunningham and Dixon

examined several activities concerned with variant
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manufacturing processes and offered feature listings for

fifteen design, manufacturing, and analysis activities

[Cunningham 88]. An architecture of a design with features

system covering the creation, modification, and

applications of the feature model was proposed. They

proposed one of the most important applications of the

feature model, "it may to some degree be able to capture

the designer's function intent." They did not,

unfortunately, explain how this may be possible.

In the application domain of extrusions, Duffey and

Dixon moved one step toward automated design. They

developed a program for topological and geometric reasoning

in the 2D domain of aluminum extrusion cross sections

[Duffey 88]. The program consisted of two modules:

parametric design and topological design. The first module

determined the values of parameters in a given topology.

The second module redesigned the cross section shapes.

Besides Dixon and his colleagues, other researches

have done a lot of work on all aspects of "design with

features". Cutkosky and Tenenbaum developed a CAD/CAM

integration program which not only creates a design model

but also a manufacturing plan [Cutkosky 87]. The design

task starts with a blank and the system allows designers to

work in "manufacturing modes" to create the design by

removing material from the blank. They noted that the
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system is not for conceptual design since it is better

suited to an environment in which the exact shape of the

part is known.

In an attempt to create a natural environment for

design, Chung et al. successfully integrated a reasoning

system (implemented in KEE) with a solid modeler (CAEDS)

for geometric reasoning and manufacturability analysis for

the application of investment gatting casting design [Chung

87]. By using AI techniques the system generates and

combines features naturally and in a user friendly manner.

All the cumbersome disadvantages of using the solid modeler

to create an object are transparent to users. A data base

was created in terms of features and was used for

downstream applications.

Shah was interested in creating a feature model. He

developed a feature modeling shell [Shah 88b] in which

features were classified into three categories: form

features, precision features, and material features. One

of the most interesting modules of the modeling shell is a

features library created by asking the user for information

required for the definition of each feature. Since feature

definitions are application dependent, a feature model for

design is probably not suitable for manufacturing, and vice

versa. Shah et al. thus proposed a feature mapping and

application shell [Shah 88a] for creating a generic feature
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mapping shell which "could be set up by application

engineers to map features for various engineering tasks".

Additionally, in Shah's recent paper [Shah 89], fundamental

issues related to form features, such as feature

definitions, feature relationships, feature interactions,

and feature mapping are explored in depth.

Turner and Anderson developed an object-oriented

feature-based design model for designing machined parts

[Turner 88]. In this system, parts were constructed by

positioning, sizing, and orienting features on selected

faces of a workpiece using "handles", which are points or

lines used to define and position features.

After surveying about thirty papers about feature

modeling and their applications, Pratt [Pratt 88] discussed

feature modeling comprehensively in terms of the

representation of single features, design with features,

feature models, and feature relationships. He concluded

that 1) the feature modeler should be integrated with the

solid modeler, 2) the boundary representation is a better

data structure than the CSG tree, 3) the volume feature

model is preferable to the surface feature model.

While most researchers suggested the design of a part

in terms of manufacturing features, Reqhicha and

Vandenbrande proposed an architecture for design with

features, which is based on functional (design) features
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and CSG representation of the solid model [Requicha 89].

They proposed a preferred architecture which creates

firstly the design in terms of design features, and then

secondly a feature recognizer,which produces a

manufacturing feature base using the representation of the

functional feature model and other resources.
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3. SKETCHING: A NATURAL SCHEME FOR CREATING DESIGNS

3.1 The Importance of Sketching for Mechanical Design

Thousands of years ago, our ancestors recorded their

ideas and imaginings on walls of caves in the form of

freehand sketches. Today these sketches convey to us the

stories of their lives (Figure 3.1a). More than four

hundred years ago, Leonardo da Vinci (1452 - 1519) sketched

the secrets of nature and inventions of engineering. His

ability to make freehand sketches made possible the

visualization of his thoughts (Figure 3.1b). Since then

freehand sketching has been widely used for recording ideas

and for communication. Most original mechanical designs

were first developed in the form of 2D freehand sketches in

designers' design notebooks (Figure 3.1c).

Figure 3.1 Sketches in Different Years.
(a) An Ancient Cave Sketch, B. C. [Beakly 73]
(b) Da Vinci's Design, 1452-1519 [Luzadder 75]
(C) A Modern Design, 1985 [DPRG 85]
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The sketches serve as an external record of the visual

image in the mind of the designer and are a principal

medium of external thinking [Herbert 87]. Bally [Bally 87]

emphasized the importance of sketches in the design

process. He states:

"If a designer has several ideas in mind, he

typically can't evaluate the relationship among

them until they are made visible. An drawn

external representation is a very important aid

to the designer in making spatial inference. ...

In design, the designer's current sketches are

used as a source of ideas and inferences which

shape later design decisions. Because the

partially completed product is continually

changing, the task environment is continually

changing. These changes in environment stimulate

new ideas and inferences. ... We have observed

that designers do not know many details about

what they are going to sketch until part of the

sketch is made."

As described in section 1.1, Ullman and his colleagues

completed an extensive study in mechanical designers in

action [Ullman 88, Stauffer 87, 87a, 88]. This study was

made by video taping five mechanical design engineers

solving two ill-defined, realistic design problems. A



total of 46 hours of data

was collected. Of this, 3

hours and 24 minutes of the

data were condensed in

detail. The 3+ hours of

data reduced were studied

to identify all of the

"marks made on paper"

[Ullman 89a]. They found

that 67% of those marks consisted of drawings or sketches.

The remaining 33% consisted of text, dimensions and

calculations. Sketching as a form of drawing has been

shown to possess properties that make its use crucial in

design. Eighty five percent of all the drawings were

sketched and the remainder were drafted. This means that

57% of all marks made on paper were sketched (see Figure

3.2).
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Figure 3.2 The Importance of
Sketch

On the issue of the externalization of designers'

internal images, they noted that the manner in which humans

represent information in their memories is still a subject

of much debate and research. Whatever the form of this

internal representation, it is probably different from the

representation made externally on paper, in a CAD system,

or through other media. The transformation between these

two media (internal and external) is one of both
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correspondence and implementation.

Correspondence is the transformation of the internal

to the external vocabulary. If a designer has visualized a

3D object in his/her mind and wants to represent the object

externally, it can be transformed into an isometric,

orthographic or other 2D representation and drawn on paper

or with a 2D CAD tool, or it can be transformed to boolean

primitives and represented on a solid modeling tool.

Designers are trained from their earliest art lessons to

represent 3D information in a 2D medium.

Next, there is the transformation of implementation.

Depending on the medium chosen, there is a necessity to

transform the image to meet the requirements of the

implementation. It is important that this be matched to

the task at hand. In the case of most CAD systems,

specific geometric entities of exact dimensions are

specified through textual menu or icon selects. These

precision features, coupled with the need to break the

train of thought for menu interface, do not seem to be good

implementations for early stage design capture. It is from

this dissatisfaction more than any other that the DCS was

born.

In the results section of their study, Ullman et al.

concluded the following about computer design aids:

1) CAD systems must allow for sketching input. This is
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necessary for three reasons. a) it is a rapid

representation method. Rubber banding and icon select

methods traditional to CAD systems are simply not fast

enough. b) the additional cognitive load to implement

current systems is detrimental to the design process.

Icon and menu selecting add a step unnecessary for

creating an image. c) in conceptual design in

particular, it is not necessary that all graphic

representations be as refined as those demanded by

current CAD systems.

2) CAD systems must provide the designer with a variety

of interfaces. This does not mean more ways to define

a circle, but, an effort to match the interface to,

and the image on, the CAD system to that is needed by

the designer. In other words, future CAD development

needs to be driven from the "D" rather than from the

"C" in "CAD" (where the "D" is for design). This will

require focused cognitive studies of the use of new

CAD systems. There are no studies in the literature

known to the authors that indicate that CAD developers

have studied in any meaningful way the needs of

designers.

3) CAD systems must recognize domain dependent features

and treat them as entities. On one level, this has

been done through grouping and macros. However, there
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is a need for features at diverse levels of refinement

and for the recognition of functional features. Only

novice designers utilize simple primitives such as

lines and arcs; experts remember and index features

functionally. If CAD systems are to be truly "design"

tools usable by expert designers, then the ability to

operate at various levels of refinement and

functionality is a must. In fact, some of the

variational systems introduced on the market since

1987 have some of the required capability.

4) CAD tools must be able to withstand constraints (even

abstract and functional constraints) and insure their

satisfaction, as it is evident that human designers

are cognitively limited in this ability. Constraints

exist at the beginning of a design (design

requirements) and appear as design decisions are made.

Both types must be recorded and used in order to

insure that the design meets the given constraints and

is complete in light of design decisions.

The Design Capture System presented in chapter 4,

chapter 5, and chapter 6 meets, at least partially, the

first three requirements. Before going to chapter 4 and

starting the discussion of the DCS, the freehand isometric

sketching procedure and the sketching procedure with

computers need to be further investigated and compared to
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obtained a appropriate scheme of computer sketching for the

development of the DCS.

3.2 Sketching for Mechanical Design: Basic procedure

for laying out isometric views

Three commonly

used forms of 3D

engineering drawings

are isometric, oblique,

and perspective (Figure

3.3). Isometric views

orient three mutually

perpendicular axes on paper, with equal angles between

them. An oblique view is constructed by placing two of the

mutually perpendicular axes in the plane of the paper and

representing the third axis as extending behind the paper

at an oblique angle. Perspective drawings more closely

approximate what the human eye sees than do oblique and

isometric views. Perspective views are drawn with

projectors which converge at vanish points and make varying

angles with the picture plane.

The isometric projection method was selected as the

standard 3D sketch input for developing the Design Capture

System because, for mechanical design, isometric sketching

is the most common drawing type. The rules and procedures

Figure 3.3 Three Projections
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for it are standardized and have been accepted for many

years. This universal standard is used in the teaching of

isometric sketching in engineering schools and in industry.

The basic procedure of isometric sketching are described in

the following section. From the study of sketching process

and computer drafting process in the rest of this chapter,

the outline of the DCS is derived.

Preparing an isometric sketch on paper is simple if

the sketch is developed step by step as outlined below.

Although these traditional steps can't be directly applied

to computer graphics, they are heuristic and are referenced

when developing the DCS.

3.2.1 Sketching isometric block

1) Isometric axis. According

to the definition, isometric views

arrange principal axes on the

drawing plane with equal angles

between them. The isometric axis

is composed of two 30 degree lines

that intersect a vertical line, as

shown in Figure 3.4.

2) Overall sizes. Layout the overall size by defining

length, width, and height on the isometric axis (Figure

3.5). These three dimensions determine the size of the

Figure 3.4
Axis

Isometric



box, from which the shape of the

object will be developed.

3) Isometric box. Sketch a

rectangular box based on the axis

and overall sizes (Figure 3.6).

The box will be used as a
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construction frame and proportion Figure 3.5
Size

reference in the development of the

shape of the object.

4) Drawing the part. The

isometric sketch will now be laid

out. Most objects, are composed of

several geometric shapes; thus, the

fourth step is to break the box

into these shapes, as shown in

Figure 3.7. Depending on the

complexity of the object, sketching

the parts may be simple or complex.

The basic procedure,

however,remains the same.

3.2.2 Sketching isometric

cylinder

In isometric views, a cross

section of a cylinder appears as an ellipse, not as a

Overall

Figure 3.6
Box

Isometric

Figure 3.7 Sketch Part
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circle. This makes sketching a cylindrical object rather

complex. Here are the steps for sketching a cylinder

(Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8 Sketching Isometric Cylinder

1) Sketch the enclosing box.

2) Sketch the center and diagonal lines on both ends.

3) Sketch the ellipses and complete the cylinder.

3.2.3 Additional Sketching

More complicated objects are constructed by additional

sketching. Figure 3.9 shows processes for adding a hole

and a cylinder to a block.

Figure 3.9 Adding Sketching



1) Define locations of new primitives by isometric

parallelograms.

2) Sketch enclosing boxes, including center and

diagonal lines, for cylindrical primitives.

3) Sketch ellipses and complete the hole and the

cylinder.

3.3 Sketching With Features

One of

assumptions for

developing the

design-with-

features system

is that virtually

all mechanical

parts are

composed of a

finite number of

manufacturing

features which are composed of basic geometric primitives.

In other words, all mechanical parts can be composed of few

basic geometric primitives, such as the block, cylinder,

cone, sphere, etc. Beakly and Chilton [Beakly 73] stated

that designers should recognize basic geometric shapes as

components of objects and be able to sketch them
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Figure 3.10 Designs and Geometric
Primitives



realistically since most objects can be reduced to four

basic geometric primitives: blocks, cylinders, cones, and

spheres (Figure 3.10).

A similar idea, called

"drawing assembly" was proposed

by Kenneth, et al [Kenneth 77].

They believed it important "to

sketch the containing outline

proportioned to the overall

dimensions, then sketch
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Figure 3.11 Drawing
Assembly

rectangular prismatic forms in the proper locations, and

'whittle' them down to the cylindrical, pyramidal, conical,

or other basic shapes and modifications of such solids. In

this way it will be found to be a comparatively simple

matter to produce a finished and satisfactory pictorial

assembly." (Figure 3.11).

The machine-oriented trait of "sketching with

features" makes the scheme potentially useful in the

application of computer graphics. It also fits "design

with features" perfectly. The limited number of basic

geometric primitives enables the storage of complete data

of geometric primitives as well as manufacturing features

in a feature data base. These primitives and features will

then be used as "instant" objects that can be retrieved on

command when constructing complex mechanical parts by



sketching them feature by feature.

3.4 Computers As Sketching Tools

As described in section

3.1, current computer-aided

mechanical design systems aren't

suitable for the early design

phase (conceptual design). One

of the most important reasons

for this inappropriateness is

that the existing CAD systems do

not allow users to externalize their mental images in a

direct and intuitive manner. Because of the lack of

natural conceptual interface tools on current CAD systems,

designers often have to make sketches on a piece of paper

before creating a design with computers. This will be

demonstrated by comparing processes of creating the simple

design shown in Figure 3.12 using AutoCAD, HP DesignCenter

ME Series 30, and freehand sketching.
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Figure 3.12 Sample Design

3.4.1 Using AutoCAD (release 10)

AutoCAD is one of the most popular PC-based general

purpose computer-aided design/drafting systems. It is as

much the standard in the 2D drafting software as Lotus 1 -2-

3 is in the spreadsheet software. It is capable of
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creating drawings ranging from simple flowcharts to complex

2D mechanical drawings. The "release 10" is furnished with

a few 3D functions such as extruding predefined 2D profiles

to create 3D objects. The following is an example of using

the extrusion function to create the design of Figure 3.12.

1) Select SETTINGS from main menu (all menus are on the

screen).

2) Select ELEV from the menu for defining current

elevation and extrusion thickness.

3) Key in elevation (1.0).

4) Key in extrusion thickness (2.0).

5) Select DRAW from the menu.

6) Select CIRCLE from the menu.

7) Select the method for defining the circle

(center/radius).

8) Specify center with the pointer.

9) Drag or key in radius.

10) Select SETTINGS from the menu.

11) Select ELEV from the menu for defining current

elevation and extrusion thickness.

12) Key in elevation (0.0) via the keyboard.

13) Key in extrusion thickness (1.0) via the keyboard.

14) Select DRAW from the menu.

15) Select LINE from the menu.

16) Specify the first vertex of a polygon with the
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pointer.

17) Drag a line segment to the second vertex with the

pointer.

18) Drag a line segment to the third vertex with the

pointer.

19) Close the polygon at the first vertex.

20) Press the space bar to finish the polygon.

21) Select DISPLAY from the menu.

22) Select VIEWPOINT 3D from the menu.

23) Select viewing method from the menu.

24) Specify view point by moving the pointer.

Steps 1-4 define elevation and extrusion thickness for

cylinder. Steps 5-9 draw a circle to define the location

and the radius of the cylinder. Steps 10-13 define

elevation and extrusion thickness for the block. Steps 14-

20 draw a polygon to define the location , width, and

length of the block. Steps 20-24 select a proper viewing

method and a view point from which to view the object.

3.4.2 Using HP DesignCenter ME Series 30

The ME Series 30 is a sophisticated workstation-based

3D modeling, design, and drafting system for mechanical

engineering applications. It is far beyond AutoCAD in

capabilities of 3D modeling. The system supports almost

all the designer's needs and the organization of the
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commands is based on traditional design methods so that the

commands are grouped into menus according to the task being

carried out, for example, dimensioning, hatching,

machining, etc. The DesignCenter divides the screen into

four windows: the WorkPlane, the 3D View, the 2D View, and

the On Screen Menu. Users commence any modeling project by

drawing one or more continuously bounded profiles on the

WorkPlane window, then work on the profiles with the

MACHINING operation in order to EXTRUDE or TURN the

profiles into solid shapes on the 3D View window. The 2D

View window lets users view the object from any angle.

Processes of creating the design of Figure 3.12 using

DesignCenter are as follows:

1) Select CREATE from the tablet menu.

2) Select RECTANGLE from the on screen menu.

3) Specify the first corner of the rectangle with the

pointer.

4) Specify the second corner of the rectangular with the

pointer.

5) Select MACHINING from the tablet menu for simulating

real workshop operations.

6) Select CREATE BODY from the on screen menu to display

the 3D image on the view window.

7) Select EXTRUDE (default) from the on screen menu for

extruding the rectangular cross section.
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8) Select OUT OF WP (working plane) from the on screen

menu for defining the extrusion method.

9) Key in extrusion distance via keyboard.

10) Select WORK PLANE from the tablet menu.

11) Select CHANGE WP (working plane) from the on screen

menu for changing the current working plane.

12) Select BY FACE from the on screen menu.

13) Select a new working plane with pointer.

14) Select CREATE from the tablet menu.

15) Select CIRCLE from the on screen menu.

17) Select the method (default is CENTER/RADIUS) for

defining the circle.

18) Specify center of the circle with pointer.

19) Drag radius with the pointer.

20) Select MACHINING from the tablet menu.

21) Select CREATE BODY from the on screen menu.

22) Select EXTRUDE (default) from the on screen menu.

23) Select OUT OF WP from the on screen menu.

24) Key in extrusion distance via keyboard.

Steps 1-4 define the profile of the block on the

WorkPlane window. Steps 5-9 extrude the rectangular

profile out of the default working plane into a solid

block. Steps 10-13 change the current working plane from

the bottom to the top of the block in order to attach the

cylinder to the top face of the block. Steps 14-19 define
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the profile of the cylinder. Steps 19-24 extrude the

cylinder profile out of the working plane into a solid

cylinder.

3.4.3 Freehand sketching

Freehand sketching is a traditional method for

creating quick, informal representations of design objects.

According to the procedure described in section 3.2.1, the

processes of creating the design of Figure 3.12 are as

follows:

1) Sketch three line segments to define the isometric

axis (Figure 3.13a).

2) Sketch three short line segments on the isometric axis

to define the overall size of the block (Figure

3.13b).

3) Make end points at the imaginary vertex (Figure

3.13c) .

4) Make a few trial motions between the marked points and

sketch very light lines between the points by moving

the pencil in two or three sweeps for each line

segment (Figure 3.13d).

5) Sketch the block by darkening the finished line

segments (Figure 3.13e).

6) Sketch the enclosing box on the top of the block to
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define the location and dimensions of the cylinder

(Figure 3.13f).

7) Sketch center lines and diagonal lines on both ends of

the closing box for sketching ellipses (Figure 3.13g).

8) Sketch short arcs, then complete two ellipses to

define the top face and bottom face of the cylinder

(figure 3.13h).

9) Sketch two vertical line segments to complete the

cylinder (Figure 3.13i).

Steps 1-3 define the position and dimensions of the

block. Step 4 creates a rough shape of the block. Steps 5

actually sketches the block. Steps 6-8 sketch a closing

box which is used as a reference frame when sketching the

cylinder. Step 9 actually sketches the cylinder.

3.4.4 Comparing computer-aided drafting to freehand

sketching in terms of mechanical design

Following comparisons concern the processes of

computer-aided drafting and freehand sketching for the

generation of 3D object representations for mechanical

design.

3.4.4.1 Computer-aided drafting.

According to the drafting processes outlined in

section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, surprisingly, both the AutoCAD and
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Figure 3.13 Sketching the Sample Design

the HP ME Series 30 required twenty-four steps to complete

the simple object. The problem was that users had to

specify each task very specifically so that the computer

could respond properly. For example, to draw a circle,

users had to tell computers 1) the operation to be

performed: DRAW (AutoCAD) or CREATE (ME 30), 2) the 2D

element to be drawn: CIRCLE, 3) the method to define a
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circle: CENTER & RADIUS, 4) the location of the circle, and

5) the radius of the circle.

To create a 3D object, AutoCAD users had to set the

elevation and extrusion distance before defining the

profile of the object on a specific 2D plane. ME 30 has

more means for the creation of 3D objects. This makes the

system very powerful, but requires even more menu

selections than does AutoCAD. Three "draw" operations were

needed while six menu selections were required for creating

a solid block.

To add new objects to the existing ones, AutoCAD users

had to calculate the spatial position of the new object and

put it at that position by using the ELEVation command. ME

30 added new objects to the existing one by specifying a

working plane so that users did not have to perform

calculations for the new object's spatial position.

Selection of the working plane was accomplished via three

menu selections and one face selection.

To display 3D objects, the AutoCAD users had to go

back to the DISPLAY function and set the view point every

time they wished to see a pictorial representation of an

object. By contrast, ME 30's MACHINING and CREATE BODY

functions provided the 3D view automatically on the 3D

Viewing window; therefore, no other viewing operations were

required for viewing a pictorial representation of an
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object.

In a total of twenty-four steps, the AutoCAD used

twelve menu selections and twelve "draw" operations whereas

the ME 30 used eighteen menu selections and six "draw"

operations. Users were busy with menu manipulations rather

than with drawing operations when drafting. This required

users to pay too much attention to the construction of the

shape of the design artifact reducing the time available

for attention to the design of the mechanical part. The

complicated computer operations thus interfered with the

designers' attention focused on the conceptual design. The

calculation of spatial position (AutoCAD only) was the

worst part of the whole procedure. It simply stopped

designers' creation and ruined their mental images of

designs.

3.4.4.2 Freehand sketching.

Freehand sketching is quite different from computer-

aided drafting. All the tools required for freehand

sketching are a pencil, an eraser, and a piece of paper.

Sketching is supposed to be informal, not perfect. "In

sketching, designers are engaging in a set of intentional

acts. They make an economic choice about what kind of

representation and what level of inclusion, coherence, and

precision is most appropriate to explore the problem at
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hand. ... The designers provide their sketches with enough

ambiguities so that they can take advantage of intuitive

opportunities right up to the end of the design process

[Bally 87]." The informality, imperfection, and ambiguity

of sketching make frequent design modifications very easy.

Free selection of representation for various abstract

levels of the progress in design meets the needs of

conceptual design. These are benefits of freehand

sketching for the early stage of design process.

However, not every mechanical designer sketches well

because their college or other training didn't emphasize

sketching techniques. Ullman, et al. [Ullman 89a] pointed

out that "even though a good percentage of an engineering

graphic representation is informal sketching, drafting is

the focus of most engineering training and the strength of

CAD systems. On the other hand, most engineers receive no

formal training in sketching. It often assumed to be some

natural ability." Engineering Drawing texts reviewed,

covered the topic of sketching with only a few pages while

they used many chapters for the discussion of drafting

[Luzadder 75] [Steidel 83] [Voland 87].

The sketching process outlined in section 3.4.3

required a total of nine steps to sketch the simple design.

Only two of these steps (step 5 and step 9) performed

object sketching. Steps 1-4 were used for the preparation
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of sketching the block. Steps 6-8 were used for the

preparation of sketching the cylinder. These preparation

steps also somewhat interrupted designers' conception of

the design.

Even with the assistance of these isometric enclosing

boxes and isometric frames, making a good sketch wasn't an

easy assignment. Making a good sketch using the

methodology given could require much designers' attention

from conceiving the design. In other words, designers are

not able to concentrate on the design task because they

have to try so hard to sketch straight line segments, oval

ellipses, or round circles.

3.4.5 A better means for sketching

A better sketching system is a system which combines

the advantages of both the computer-aided drafting and

freehand sketching, while eliminating the disadvantages of

both techniques. This is a computer-aided system which is

furnished with the following functions in order to allow

designers to externalize their design concepts naturally

and intuitively.

1) Emulation of pencil and paper.

2) Quick and easy modification of design.

3) Recognition of 2D geometric elements.

4) Recognition of 3D features.
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5) Reasoning of spatial positions.

6) Minimization of menu operations.

To emulate pencil and paper for natural input, the

system should allow designers to sketch their design on a

tablet with a stylus or on the screen with a light pen.

To quickly modify the design, the system should have

an emulated eraser so that designers are able to erase part

of the design and reconstruct it. Of course, the system

should be furnished with standard functions of current CAD

systems such as move, copy, scale, etc.

To recognize 2D elements, the system should be able to

take the designers' input sketching actions and interpret

them as simple, 2D geometric elements. The system should

actually modify the shapes of geometric elements, i.e.,

making straight line segment straight, making ellipses

oval, and making circles round. This function will ease

the requirement for good sketching mechanics and allow the

designer to concentrate on the object being designed.

To recognize 3D features, the system should be able to

extract 3D information from 2D sketches. This will make

the external representation of the design (on the computer)

consistent with the internal representation of the design

(in the designer's mind), which are in the manner of 3D.

To find the spatial positions for features, the system

should be able to locate the new features relative to the
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existing features in space coordinates. This function will

eliminate tedious calculations for spatial positions of new

features and significantly ease the designers' burden while

sketching.

To minimize menu selections, the system should be able

to understand the designers' intent. The 2D elements

interpretation, 3D features recognition, and spatial

reasoning will eliminate menu operations significantly.

Other operations such as modifications should be made

understandable to the computer so that they can be executed

without any menu selections.

The Design Capture System presented in following

chapters is designed to fill these requirements.
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4. THE OVERVIEW OF THE DESIGN CAPTURE SYSTEM

Figure 4.1 illustrates the architecture of the DCS

system. The Freehand subsystem interacts with designers to

interpret freehand sketches and create data of 2D drawings

which contains interpreted 2D geometric elements and the

sequence of sketching.

Utilizing the data of 2D drawings, the Features

Recognition subsystem attempts to recognize features by

matching the 2D geometric elements to the feature

definitions in its features library. After the sketch has

been interpreted as a feature, generic 3D information is

stored in a feature database. The information then can be

used for graphic display and for spatial reasoning. If the

sketch can't be recognized because of illegible, the

subsystem will request for more accurate sketch. If the

sketch doesn't match any feature in the feature library,

the subsystem will prompt users that the feature is not

available.

The Spatial Reasoning subsystem is used to connect the

last sketched feature to the existing object, according to

the designer's intent. Two important databases, a CSG tree

and a feature graph, are created by the spatial reasoning

subsystem. The CSG tree is a generic representation of

solid objects, which can be downloaded to a solid modeler
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Figure 4.1 Schematic View of the Design Capture System
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in order to generate a solid image on the screen and to

create complete solid information for other applications.

The feature graph is a high level abstract representation

of objects, which is suited to applications in automated

design and manufacturing.

The current status of the DCS system is shown above

the dash line in Figure 4.1. It takes advantage of

Tektronix 4129 Workstation's built-in capabilities to

display 3D shaded images. However, as described in Section

1.3, the DCS system is designed to be integrated with

current CAD systems as a natural graphic input program in

the environment of design with features. Other researchers

in the Design Process Research Group are working to mate

DCS with a sophisticated CAD system, HP DesignCenter ME

Series 30, so that the screen will have one window for the

DCS and another for part of the solid modeler.

The following chapters (Chapters 5 and 6) will be

devoted to a detailed discussion of the two essential

subsystems of the DCS: the Features Recognition subsystem

and the Spatial Reasoning subsystem.

Chapter 5 will present a study about features, the

knowledge representation for features recognition and

spatial reasoning, the data base for representing

mechanical designs, the rules for features recognition, and

the inference mechanism for features recognitions.
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Chapter 6 will present the heuristics and the strategy

for spatial reasoning, in which the spatial geometry and

the 2D coordinate to 3D coordinate mapping are discussed.

Also presented in Chapter 6 is the inference mechanism for

spatial reasoning.

Chapter 7 concludes with the advantages, the

weaknesses, and the future tasks for continuing the

development of the DCS.
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5. FEATURES RECOGNITION

As described in Section 1.2.2, representing designs

solely in terms of solid models is inadequate for an

intelligent CAD/CAM system. A general consensus on the

need to represent aspects of design on a more abstract

level has been reached in the automated design and

manufacturing research community [Wentorf 89]. It is

believed that the design process will be facilitated by

creating designs in terms of features and that the

application of automated design and manufacturing will be

made possible or will be improved significantly by the use

of the data provided by the use of the feature model. This

belief is currently being investigated by many researchers

[Luby 85] [Vaghul 85] [Sakurai 88] [Henderson 88] [Shah

88,89] [Hwang 90]. They have built the feature model in

two approaches. The first approach involves extracting

feature information from the solid model; the second

approach involves creating design in terms of features,

i.e., design with features. The design with features

approach was chosen for the development of the Design

Capture System because it has the following advantages.

1) It provides a domain specific features library which

enables the designer to perform design in terms of

features which are meaningful to designers and
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manufacturers.

2) Once the design is completed the feature model is

available. This makes unnecessary the arduous task of

decomposing the solid model in order to create feature

models.

3) Many design rules and manufacturing processes are

described in terms of features. This makes feature

model a much highly desirable design representation

for the automated environment. Here are some design

rules for the domain of injection molded parts, which

are described in terms of features:

- Provide tapers from the split-line.

- Aim at uniform wall thicknesses.

- Avoid undercuts.

- Enhance thin long walls with ribs.

4) It is suited for parametric design. One aspect of the

design with features system is building the design

feature by feature in temporal order. The temporal

natural of the data developed this way sets up a

natural dependency for parametric changes of the part.

To accomplish these advantages stated above, the

design with features system should be furnished with the

following functions:

1) facilitating design process by allowing designers to

externalize their concepts with an effective design
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language,

2) offering a complete feature library in a specific

domain,

3) creating a complete database for applications of

automated design and manufacturing.

In order to use the building blocks (features) to

create designs, the feature recognition subsystem has been

developed to interpret and extract feature information from

two-dimensional, freehand sketches. Here, an expert system

is used for matching the combination of two-dimensional

graphic elements (line segments, ellipses, circles, etc.)

to feature definitions in order to determine which of these

features has been sketched. The details of the feature

recognition subsystem are discussed below in terms of:

features, knowledge representation, rules for feature

recognition, and the inference mechanism.

5.1 The Features

5.1.1 Features categories

Features are very domain-specific. They vary from one

application domain to another. Table 5.1 shows samples of

features for three manufacturing domains: injection

molding, sheet metal working, and machining. In the domain

of injection molding, there are features such as parting

lines, draft angles, undercuts, and bosses, which are not



used in sheet metal working or

machining. Similarly,

particular features for sheet

metal working parts such as

joggles, hems, and bending radii

and particular features for

machining parts such as necks,

blind drilled holes, and

chamfers are not used for other

applications.

Features are also

application-specific.
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Machining
neck
chamfer
countersink
counterbore
centering hole
drilled hole

Sheet Metal Working
bend radius
bevel angle
joggle
hem
sheet thickness

Injection Molding
boss
rib
wall
draft angle
undercut

Table 5.1 Sample Features
Different for a Variety of

Manufacturing Domains
professionals usually view an

artifact differently.

Features used by

designers represent

functions of the

artifact whereas

features used by

manufacturers

represent forms and

finishes which are

meaningful to

manufacturing

processes. Figure

Figure 5.1 Features are Application
Dependent
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5.1 shows the various ways professionals view the artifact.

The designer thinks about a bearing housing and a shaft

pass in a one-inch thick supporting plate. The

manufacturer thinks about a ordinary through hole and a

precise blind hole in a one-inch thick aluminum plate.

Features are, thus, dependent. What kind of feature

set is the best to describe the design? Most researchers

suggested that design with manufacturing features [Dixon

88] [Cutkosky 87]. But Requicha and Vandenbrande [Requicha

89] believe that representing designs in terms of design

features is more reasonable since design with manufacturing

features has serious drawbacks because "1) designers should

work in terms of functional features, which are connected

to performance requirements, and 2) manufacturing features

are closely related to specific processes, and therefore

restrict one's ability to select the best manufacturing

methods."

Before selecting a features set for the development of

the DCS, an experiment was performed to examine how

designers and manufacturers view a simple design in terms

of their individual jargons. The experiment was done by

giving a very simple design assignment to an experienced

designer. He was requested to design a bearing housing to

house a 6208 bearing at the center of a 200mm * 200mm *

100mm aluminum plate for supporting a gear shaft (Figure



5.2). The

resulting design

(Figure 5.3) was

then presented to

an experienced

manufacturer to

plan the

manufacturing

processes. Here

are the oral

records of both su

DESIGNER:

"I'll make a

bearing housing _

at the center of

the aluminum

shaft supporter

for housing a

6208 bearing; the

nominal diameter of the housing is [design process flow

shifted to checking the bearing dimensions for outer

diameter] 80mm and the tolerances [considering mounting

methods and fits] should be -0.03mm, and the depth is

[checking bearing dimensions for width] 18mm with +0.1mm

tolerance. The diameter of recess is [checking bearing
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material: aluminum
dimensions: 200x200x25 (mm)

design a bearing housibg
at the center to house
a 6208 bearing

catalog data of
the 6208 bearing

d=40
0=80
13-18
rs=1.1

Figure 5.2 Design Assignment

bjects.

Figure 5.3 The Resulting Design
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dimensions] 60mm with default tolerance. The inner diameter

of the bearing is 40mm, so the nominal diameter of the

shaft should be 40mm, then make a shaft pass with diameter

of 41mm and default tolerance will be appropriate, ... and

a 0.5mm chamfer will help for bearing installation, ... and

the surface finish for the bearing should be high, emm,

that is. Oh, a little bit chamfers on edges of the plate

should be appropriate."

The features used in the previous paragraph are

bearing, housing, aluminum, shaft, supporter, diameter,

center, depth, edge, recess, passing, tolerance, chamfer,

and surface finish.

MANUFACTURER: "I'll measure the aluminum blank first.

Usually blanks are not in their finished dimensions, so I

will have to mill the perimeter to make the blank a 200mm *

200mm square and chamfer all the edges so that it can be

clamped properly on the milling table. Then roughly

surface the bottom surface of the blank to make it flat.

Turn over and surface the top surface of the blank to get

good finish and machined the blank to 25mm thick. OK, now

the work piece is ready and the top surface is supposed to

be flat and good finished. Mmm, a 041mm through hole, a

060mm blind hole with 1mm depth, and a 080mm precise hole

with 18mm+ depth, -0.03mm tolerance, and high finished

surface. Pretty straightforward, I'll drill the 041mm hole
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through the work piece first then bore the 060mm blind hole

to its dimension. For the most important 080mm blind hole,

I'll bore it roughly to 079.5mm then follow by two or three

precise borings to get the required tolerance and surface

finish. Cutting the 0.5mm width chamfer will be the last

operation to finish this work piece."

The features used in the previous paragraph are

aluminum, blank, work piece, chamfer, edge, perimeter,

flat, thickness, surface, through hole, blind hole,

tolerance, and surface finish.

This simple experiment revealed an interesting point:

features used by designers are not solely "functional

features" and features used by manufacturers are not only

"form features". Both the designer and the manufacturer

used material features, dimension features, and geometric

features to describe the design and the manufacturing

processes, which have the same meanings both for designers

and for manufacturers. In other words, there is a

significant intersection between design features and

manufacturing features for this simple, nonfunctional

problem. The non-intersection of the two feature sets are

the functional features which represent functions of the

design and the form features which are meaningful to

manufacturing processes.

Thus, the problem for selecting a features set has
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been simplified from selecting design features or

manufacturing features to selecting functional features or

form features. The form features are selected for the

development of the DCS because:

1) The DCS is virtually a geometric modeling system in

which features are used as building blocks for

constructing the design. For this purpose, the

concrete form features are more suitable than the

abstract functional features set.

2) In form features set, a hole is a hole. But in

functional features set, a "hole" could be a bearing

housing, a bearing recess, a shaft pass, or just a

dump hole for reducing weight. This makes defining

functional features a laborious task.

3) Although designers have functions in mind, they have

to represent the design in terms of form features. In

other words, designers should perform design with the

manufacturing process in mind to improve the

manufacturability because they have been trained

design that way. Besides, designing parts with

manufacturability as an important design consideration

is one of the best ways to reduce manufacturing costs.

To accomplish this requires that manufacturing

information be brought to bear on design decisions

from the beginning of the design process [Vaghul 85].
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5.1.2 Form features for injection molded parts

In order to understand what features are required to

construct plastic injection molded parts, twenty typical

parts (Figure 5.4a) were decomposed into eighteen most

Figure 5.4a Sample Parts

common features (see Figure 5.4b for features definitions).

A total of seven hundred and eighty-nine features were

found on the twenty parts. The sample collection focused

on electro-mechanical parts, such as those from printers,

plotters, etc.

The feature distributions are shown in the chart in

Figure 5.5. The crosshatched bars show the total number of

the individual features found from all samples. One
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Figure 5.4b Features Illustration

hundred and thirty-one walls were found and ranked first in

the total number distribution. Ribs are ranked second with

ninety-eight found. Gear teeth, rounds (round corners),

holes, grooves, and bosses are ranked third, fourth, fifth,

sixth, and seven with eight-four, seventy-nine, sixty-six,

sixty-four, and fourty-six found, respectively.

The solid bars show the appearance frequency of

features. This reflects the commonness of features. For
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example, gear teeth ranked high in the total number

distribution with eighty-four found from all samples but

ranked low in the commonness distribution since only two

samples had gear teeth on it. Conversely, walls ranked the

highest in both the total number distribution and the

commonness distribution, with one hundred and thirty-one

found from all samples and almost all samples (eighteen out

of twenty) have walls on them. Ribs, rounds, details, and

holes ranked third, fourth, and fifth, respectively, on the

commonness distribution.

The experiment suggested that walls, ribs, rounds,

details, and holes are .the most important features for the

construction of plastic injection molded parts. Bosses are
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common on complex parts but are rarely found on simple

parts.

The above results are used as an important reference

for creating DCS's feature library and for developing the

algorithm of Features Recognition Subsystem. Two third of

features presented in Figure 5.5 are now available in DCS's

features library. The other one third can be added to the

features library in the further tasks. The Features

Recognition Subsystem recognizes features in the order of

commoness to speed up the reasoning process. For example,

the system firstly assumes that the sketched feature is a

wall since the wall is the most frequently used feature for

constructing injected molding plastic parts. If the system

fail of proving the first assumption, it will assume that

the sketched feature is a rib, the second common feature,

and try to prove it until the test exhausted.

5.2 Knowledge Representation

Webster's dictionary defines the word knowledge as

"the fact or condition of knowing something with

familiarity gained through experience ar association". In

the field of artificial intelligence, the term knowledge

means the formatted information used by a computer program

to behave intelligently. This information is extracted

from human experts and is structured in a manner that makes
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the problem easier to solve. The technique for structuring

information in an effective format is called knowledge

representation. The most widely used techniques for

knowledge representation in current expert systems are

rules (or production rules), semantic nets, and frames

[Waterman 86]. The DCS uses rules to state all the facts

and relationships about the problem because they provide a

natural way to describe processes and are easy to implement

using the conventional program language, C.

Rules are represented in a format of

IF <conditions>

THEN <conclusions>

or in a format of

IF <conditions>

THEN <conclusions>

ELSE <conclusions>.

The conditions of the IF portion are performed or

checked against the collection of knowledge. In the first

format, if the conditions of the IF portion are satisfied

then the conclusion are valid. In the second format, if

the conditions of the rule are satisfied, the conclusions

under THEN are valid. Otherwise, the conclusions under

ELSE are valid. The conclusions made according to rules

then become part of the collection of knowledge and may be

used as conditions to "fire" other rules.
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5.3 Mechanical Design Database

Information to describe design objects in DCS includes

data of single parts, features and features topology

(feature graph), geometric primitives and geometric

primitives topology (CSG tree). The mechanical design

database provides a flexible representation medium for

describing those design elements and their relationships as

follows:

1) Describing designs in terms of features in order to

provide high level abstraction terminology to

designers and manufacturers.

2) Describing designs in terms of geometric primitives in

order to provide CSG structure for constructing the

solid representation via the solid modeler.

3) Describing designs in such a way as to capture the

hierarchical relationships between the design object

and features (or geometric primitives).

4) Describing designs in parametric form in order to

facilitate design changes.

Example databases for the description of a simple

plastic injection molded part (see Figure 5.6) are

presented in Figure 5.7 and in Table 5.2. The hierarchical

feature graph in Figure 5.7 shows the relationships between

"parent" and "child" features. Which are defined as

follows:



* The parent feature is

always created

earlier than is the

child feature.

* A child feature has

only one parent but a

parent may have many

children.

* A child may inherit

some characteristics

from the parent.
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Figure 5.6 A Injected Molding
Plastic Part

* At least one face of the parent feature and one face

of the child feature are co-planar.

* A child feature uses the parent feature's position to

infer its position in the space coordinates.

The feature graph on Figure 5.7 says that part_l is

composed of eight features: three walls, two bosses, one

through hole, one rib, and one window. One of the most

important functions of the hierarchical feature graph is

inheritance. The DCS recognize one feature at a time in

temporal order. This sets up natural dependency for

parametric change of the part and for inheritance of the

features. The child features inherit some dimensions from

parent features. For example, wall_l was the first feature

created for part_l and instinctively became the parent
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Figure 5.7 The Feature Graph and CSG Tree

feature of later created (or child) features. The child

feature, wall_2, was attached at the edge of wall_l and

inherited the dimension of width from wall_1. Similarly,

window 1 and hole_1 inherited the dimensions of depth from

their parent features, wall_i and wall_3, respectively.

The existence of some features are dependent on the

other feature's existence. Such relationships are dealt

with in terms of independent and dependent features. For

example, hole_1 is a dependent feature of the independent



feature, wall_2.

Independent features

must be parent

features and are

defined first, and the

dependent features are

then defined and

positioned with

respect to it. If the

existence, size, or

location of the

independent feature

are changed, the

change will affect the

existence, size, or

location of the
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Name: Wall_1
Parent: part_l
Child: boss _1 boss _2 rib _1
Position
Center x: 0
Center_y: 0
Center_z: 0

Dimensions
Length: 2.0
Width: 0.30
Height: 2.5

CSG
Composed of: block
Operation: Union

B rep
Face_l: pt_l pt_5 pt_6 pt_2
Face_2: pt_2 pt_6 pt_7 pt_3
Face_3: pt_3 pt_7 pt_8 pt_4
Face_4: pt_4 pt_8 pt_5 pt_l
Face_5: pt_8 pt_7 pt_6 pt_5
Face_6: pt_6 pt_l pt_3 pt_4

pt_l: 1.25 -1.5 1

pt_2: -1.25 -1.5 1
Pt_3: -1.25 -1.5 -1
pt_4: 1.25 -1.5 -1
pt_5: 1.25 1.5 1

pt_6: -1.25 1.5 1

Pt 7: -1.25 1.5 -1
pt_8: 1.25 1.5 -1

dependent feature. Not Table 5.2 Data Base for Feature
Wall_l

all of the child

features are dependent features. Wall_2 is a child feature

of wall_l, but its existence is independent. The details

of inheritance and dependence of features will be discussed

in Section 5.3.

The solid representation of the features is stored as

a generic CSG tree with the boolean operations (see Figure

5.7). All the leaf nodes of the CSG tree are geometric
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primitives such as the block, the cylinder, and the sphere,

etc. The CSG tree's function is to download to a solid

modeler for generating a solid display and a database. It

also shows the construction sequence of the part from the

bottom to the top. The CSG tree in Figure 5.7 is readable.

It illustrates that part_l was created in the following

sequence:

USER INPUT WITH FEATURES CSG DATA CREATED WITH
GEOMETRIC PRIMITIVES

1) Create wall_l. 1) Create block _l.

2) Add wall_2 to wall_l to 2) Add block l and block_2

form the L bracket. to form the L bracket.

3) Add wall_3 to the L 3) Add block 3 and the L

bracket to form the Z bracket to form the Z

bracket. bracket.

4) Add hole_l to the Z 4) Subtract cylinder_l

bracket. from the Z bracket.

5) Add boss_l to the 5) Subtract cylinder_3

bracket. from Cylinder_2 to form

a hollow cylinder then

add the hollow cylinder

to the bracket.

6) Add boss_2 to the 6) Subtract cylinder_6

bracket. from cylinder_5 to form

a hollow cylinder, then
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add the hollow cylinder

to the bracket.

7) Add rib_l to the 7) Add block _4 to the

bracket. bracket.

8) Add window _l to the 8) Add block_5 to the

bracket to complete bracket to complete

part_l. part_i.

The feature graph shows that the part is described in

terms of features. Every feature has a unique name,

attributes, and values. For example, a detailed

description of a specific feature is shown in Table 5.2.

This is for the wall 2 on the part shown in Figure 5.6.

The first slot of the frame structure shows the feature's

parent feature, part_l, the default name for the part being

sketched. This implies that wall_2 is one of the sub_parts

for constructing part_l. The second slot shows children of

the wall_2, features that are topologically dependent on

wall_2. They are the two bosses and the one rib. The

remainder of the slots contain basic information for

describing the position and dimensions of the feature and

for describing the feature both as a CSG and as a boundary

representation (B_rep). The relationship between the

feature graph and the CSG tree has been described

previously. The boundary representation which represents a
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3D object by boundary faces of the object, is redundant if

a solid modeler has been integrated to the system.

However, presently, it is required by Tektronix 4129

workstation for displaying the 3D object.

5.4 Rules for Features Recognition

As described in Section 5.2, DCS is a rule-based

system. Knowledge of features recognition and spatial

reasoning are represented in terms of rules. This section

will discuss how the rules are used to describe geometric

shapes, topological relationships, feature recognition

schemes, and search algorithms.

5.4.1 Features to be recognized

The number of

features required for

constructing complex

mechanical parts is

huge. The problem of

"features explosion" is

one of the potential

disadvantages of the

development of the

"design with features"

approach [Vaghul 85].

block_structure
wall
rib
window
pocket
protrusion (rectangular)
depression (rectangular)

cylindrical structure
boss (solid)
boss (hollow)
disk
bulge
hole (blind)

hole (through)
protrusion (cylindrical)
depression (cylindrical)

spherical_structure

Table 5.3 Features List of DCS
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To make the development of DCS possible, the application

domain has been limited to plastic injection molded parts

and only the most important features were selected for

implementing the system. The selected features are listed

in Table 5.3.

5.4.2 Data structure

The feature

recognition system

recognizes features based

on the simple geometric

primitives and topological

information stored in the

2D drawings database which

is created by the FREEHAND

subsystem [Fang 88].

for 2D drawings

ORDER PRIMITIVE NUMBER

1 line 1
2 line 2

3 line 3

4 line 4

5 line 5
6 line 6

7 line 7

8 line 8

9 line 9

10 arc 1

11 line 10
12 line 11
13 ellipse 1

14 circle 1

FREEHAND creates a database Table 5.4 Sketch History

to maintain a sketch

history and a database to record parameters of line

segments, ellipses, circles, and circular arcs. The sketch

history records the sketching sequence. Table 5.4 shows

the sketch history of Figure 5.8. First, the designer

sketched nine line segments to form a block (1-9). Then

he/she sketched an ellipse (13), two more line segments

(11, 12), and an arc (10) to form a cylinder. Finally



added a circle (14) on the

top of the cylinder to

represent a sphere. The

database provides following

the information on the

features recognition

subsystem: 1) the kind of

primitives which has been

sketched, 2) how many of

each kind of primitive have
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Figure 5.8 Sample Sketch

been sketched, and 3) the order in which the primitives

have been sketched.

Table 5.5 shows another database: parameters of each

primitive. The information in the database includes the

serial numbers of the primitives and their parameters. The

parameters of these primitives are similar to those of a

traditional 2D CAD system and are used by the features

recognition subsystem for the evaluation of the shapes and

the dimensions of features. The parameters for the line

segments are coordinates and the topology of two end

points. The parameters for the ellipse are the center

position, lengths of the major axis and the minor axis, and

the angle of the major axis. The parameters for the circle

are the center point and the radius. The parameters for

the arc are the center position, the radius, the
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coordinates of two end points, and the sketching direction

(clockwise or counterclockwise).

LINE SEGMENT

No.
1

X1 Y1 X2 Y2 EnPtl
1840 1891 1030 1413 1

EnPt2
2

2 1030 1413 1827 965 2 3

3 1827 965 2596 1491 3 4

4 1596 1941 1813 1862 4 1
5 1646 2086 1657 1495 5 6
6 2068 2096 2062 1443 7 8

ELLIPSE

No Cx Cy Major Minor Angle
1 1861 2086 211 122 0.0

ARC

No Cx Cy X1 Yl X2 Y2 r Dire.
1 1875 1654 1649 1457 2092 1446 95.0 CCW

CIRCLE

No Cx Cy r
1 1857 2216 127

Table 5.5 Data for 2D Primitives

5.4.3 The search tree and rules derivation

For the human visual

cognition system, 3D features

can be defined by 2D

geometric primitives such as

vertices, edges (lines), and

faces, with the proper

topology. To a human being,

Figure 5.9 Primitive
Features Structures
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a cylinder can be recognized by the presence of an ellipse,

two line segments, and an arc (see Figure 5.9b); This

cognitive phenomenon is the basic concept for generating

useful information (knowledge) for the recognition of

features. For example, knowledge of recognizing three

basic feature structures (spherical_structure,

cylindrical_structure, and block_structure) could be

delineated as follows:

1) A single circle defines a spherical_structure (see

Figure 5.9a).

2) An ellipse, two line segments, an arc, and the

appropriate topology define a cylindrical_structure.

3) Nine line segments and the appropriate topology define

a block structure.

Based on this simple schematic, a tree to

systematically search for features has been created (Figure

5.10). The search starts from the top of the tree then

travels down to one of the seventeen features according to

geometric conditions. The following sections describe the

process required for the creation of the tree and the rules

derived for features recognition.

5.4.3.1 Features classification in terms of

geometric shapes

All the features available in this system can be
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classified according to three basic feature structures: th

block structure, the cylindrical structure, and the

spherical_structure (see Table 5.3). The wall and the rib

are block_structures with specific thicknesses and heights.

The boss and the hole are cylindrical_structures, but one

is solid whereas the other is hollow. Similarly, other

features are classified according to the block_structure

group, cylindrical_structure group, or spherical_structure

group. Thus, the system commences by choosing one of the

three groups for searching. A closer examination of those

features found that features in the block_structure group

are represented simply by line segments in human-

understandable sketches. Features in the cylindrical

group are represented by line segments, ellipses, and arcs.

Features in the spherical_structure group are represented

by single circles. These facts are represented in the first

rules.

RULE_1

IF -the feature is composed only of line segments

THEN -it is a line structure.

RULE 2

IF -the feature is composed of line segment(s),
ellipse(s), and an arc

THEN -it is a line_curve_structure.
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RULE _3_

IF -the feature is composed of a single circle

THEN -it is a circle structure._

5.4.3.2 Shorthand sketching

Before traveling further into the search tree, the

possibility of shorthand input of features must be

discussed. Figure 5.11.a shows that a complete wireframed

block structure is defined by twelve line segments and the_

proper topology. However, usually the three hidden line

segments are not sketched since sketches with hidden lines

removed are consistent with visual perception (Figure

5.11.b).

In Current CAD systems, "extrusion" is a very common

way to create constant-cross-section 3D solids. The method

is based on the notion of defining a closed profile, then

pulling the profile along a path. Figures 5.11.c -h

illustrate process of constructing the block structure by

defining a rectangular cross section then pulling it along

a principal axis.

From the geometric point of view, conditions required

to define a block structure are the length, width, height_

of the block structure; therefore it can be defined as_

simply as three line segments which intersect at a point
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Figure 5.11 Sixteen Ways to Sketch a Block Structure.
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forming a vertex of the block_structure (Figure 5.11.i-p).

This kind of structure is called a "duck claw structure" in_ _

the rules. Similarly, the shorthand practice can be

applied to other features and will be illustrated when the

specific features are discussed.

5.4.3.3 Necessary and sufficient conditions for

defining features

Figure 5.11 shows sixteen ways to sketch the

block structure and these are not all the possible_

alternatives. This makes deriving rules for recognizing

every possible sketch impractical. A more desirable

strategy for recognizing features is catching those

dimensions which are necessary and sufficient for defining

them. For example, center position, length, width, and

length are necessary and sufficient conditions for defining

a block structure in spatial coordinates. Therefore, an_

algorithm is designed to recognize the block_structure by

searching through the 2D sketching database for length,

width, and height of the block_structure then calculating

the center of the block_structure. Once these data are

obtained, other "redundant" information can be ignored.

other words, no matter how thorough the designer sketches a

block_structure, the search scheme will just try to find a

line segment for length, a line segment for width, a line
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segment for height, then calculate the center position of

the block structure and fill in all other information.

This strategy simplifies significantly the rule derivation.

5.4.3.4 The block structure group

All features in this group share a common geometric

shape: block_structure. It is the basic geometric feature

of this group. With different sizes and positions,

"block structures" play various roles in an injection

molded part, therefore they have specific meanings to

manufacturers and are given specific names, such as wall,

rib, window, etc. But before these manufacturing features

can be recognized, the basic geometric feature has to be

recognized.

If the search

goes to the

line structure in the

search tree( see

Figure 5.10), the wall

feature will be the

first assumption since

it is the most common

Figure 5.12 Arrow Head and Duck Claw
feature for the domain Structures

of plastic injection

molded parts. The search sequence is based on the feature
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popularity obtained in section 5.1.2. Therefore, the

second assumption will be the rib feature and the third

assumption will be the slot feature, etc. There are eight

features in the group. Rules to recognize them are

discussed below. According to Figure 5.11, it seems that

there are too many ways to define the block_structure. But

notice that all processes contain at least one

duck claw structure (Figure 5.12) and that the structure

includes the necessary and sufficient conditions for

defining a block_structure. Therefore, the rule to used

recognize the block_structure is:

RULE 4

IF -the feature is a line structure (RULE_1) AND

- the feature is a duck_claw_structure (RULE_79)AND

- dimensions to define a block_structure have been

found AND

- the spatial position of the feature has been found

THEN -the feature is a. block_structure.

The wall is virtually a block_structure of a thin

thickness. All the processes used to define the

block_structure can be used to define the wall. The

characteristic used to distinguish the wall from the

bock structure is thickness. One of the two rules used to

recognize the wall is:

RULE 5
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IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_4) AND

- one of the three dimensions (length, width and

height) of the block_structure is relatively small

THEN -the feature is a wall.

According to the rules for designing injection molded

parts, thicknesses of walls are usually constant so that a

uniform material structure can be obtained. This

simplifies the process of creating the wall by assigning

the thickness of the wall a default value. Figure 5.13

shows the possible lines sketched that can be interpreted

as an x-direction wall. Similar processes can be applied

to create y-direction and z-direction walls. These wall

sketches don't form any duck_claw_structures but are

composed of at least one "arrow structure" which is formed

by two line segments with an acute angle. Another rule

used to recognize the wall is:

RULE 6

IF -the feature is a line_structure (RULE_1) AND

- the feature is an arrow_head_structure (RULE_80) AND

- dimensions to define a wall have been found AND

-the spatial position of the feature has been found

THEN -the feature is a wall.

Similarly, the rib is virtually a block_structure

which has both a thinner thickness and a shorter height
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than a regular block. All processes used to define the

block structure can also be used to define the rib. The

characteristics used to distinguish the rib from the

block structure and from the wall are the thickness and the

height. One of two rules used to recognize the rib is:

RULE 7

IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_4) AND

- two of the three dimensions (length, width and

height) of the block_structure are relatively small

THEN -the feature is a rib.

On injection molded parts, a group of ribs usually has

the same thickness and height. This simplifies the process

of creating the rib to one of just defining the rib's

length or one of just sketching a single line segment

(called an arrow_shaft_structure) on a wall or a

block_structure. Here is another rule used to recognize a

rib:

RULE _8

IF -the feature is a line structure (RULE_1) AND

- the feature is an arrow shaft structure (RULE 80) AND

- dimensions to define a rib have been found AND

the spatial position of the feature has been found

THEN -the feature is a rib.

The other features in the block_structure group are
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Figure 5.13 Ten Ways to Sketch a Wall

windows, pockets, slots, grooves, rectangular protrusions,

and rectangular depressions. They also share the geometric

form of the block structure, but their dimensions are

different from block structures so that they have different

meanings to the manufacturing processes in the injected

molding domain. Geometrically, the window is a rectangular

through hole in the wall. The process required to sketch a



depressed feature involves

defining the cross section

of the feature, then

sketching the third

dimension into the parent

feature (Figure 5.14). The

process to sketch a

protrusion feature involves

defining its cross section

then pulling the feature

from the parent feature.

The action of "sketching into" is defined "negative" and

the action of "pulling up" is defined "positive". Based on

this sketching process, the rule used to recognize the

window is:
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Figure 5.14 Pulling Up and
Sketching Down

RULE 9

IF -the feature is a block structure AND

-the third dimension of the feature is negative AND

-the third dimension is greater than OR equal to the

thickness of the parent feature

THEN -the feature is a window.

A slot is a narrow window. The default length/width

ratio (sl_lw_ratio) is 5 and the rule to recognize a slot

is:

RULE_10
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IF -the feature is a window AND

- the length/width ratio is greater than sl_lw_ratio

THEN -the feature is a slot.

Like the window, a pocket is a rectangular blind hole,

and the rule for recognizing it is:

RULE 11

IF -the feature is a block structure AND_

- the third dimension of the feature is negative AND

the third dimension is less than the thickness of the

parent feature

THEN -the feature is a pocket.

A groove is a narrow pocket. The default length/width

ratio (gv_lw_ration) is 5 and the rule to recognize a

groove is:

RULE 12

IF -the feature is a pocket AND

-the length/width ratio is greater than 5

THEN -the feature is a groove.

A rectangular protrusion is a block structure with a

very short height. A rectangular depression is a pocket

with a very shallow depth. Both the height of the

protrusion and the depth of the depression are defined as

less than one twehtieth of default wall thickness (.05t).

Rules to recognize them are:
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RULE_13

IF -the feature is a block structure AND_

- the height of the block_structure is less than .05t

THEN -the feature is a protrusion (rectangular).

RULE_14

IF -the feature is a pocket AND

the depth of the pocket is less than .05t

THEN -the feature is a depression (rectangular).

5.4.3.5 The cylindrical_structure group

There are eight features in this group and they share

a basic geometric shape: cylindrical structure. Thus, the

cylindrical_structure is the first goal to be recognized

when search for features in the cylindrical_structure

group. Figure 5.15 shows possible sketches for defining a

cylindrical structure. The sketches are all constructed

with two primitives, the ellipse and the line segment.

These structures are defined as line curve structures in

RULE_2. The rule to recognize the cylindrical_structure

is:

RULE_15

IF -the feature is a line curve structure (RULE 2) AND_ _ _

-the number of ellipses is less than 2 AND
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- the number of line segments is less than 2 AND

- the line segment is perpendicular to the major axis

of the ellipse AND

- dimensions to define the feature have been found AND

- the spatial position of the feature has been found

THEN -the feature is a cylindrical_structure.

Figure 5.15 Twelve Ways to Sketch a Cylindrical_Structure
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The hole is the most popular feature in the group of

cylindrical_structure (see Section 5.1.2) and is assumed

first when the search comes to the group. Holes are

cylindrical cavities in parent features. Similar to that

of the window, the process to sketch a hole is 1) sketching

an ellipse on a face of the parent feature in order to

define the diameter of the hole and 2) sketching a line

segment down into the parent feature in order to define the

depth of the feature. If the depth of the hole is greater

than is the thickness of the parent feature, then it is a

through hole. Otherwise, it is a blind hole. Rules used

to recognize the through hole and the blind hole are:

RULE 16

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

- the length of the feature is negative AND

- the length of the feature is greater than is the

thickness of the parent feature

THEN -the feature is a through hole.

RULE_17

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

- the length of the feature is negative AND

- the length of the feature is less than the thickness

of the parent feature

THEN -the feature is a blind hole.
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The second popular feature is boss. There are two

kinds of bosses: the solid boss and the hollow boss. The

hole in the hollow boss may be functionless but makes the

wall thickness of the boss about equal to the thickness of

the parent feature so the thickness is constant. The rule

used to recognize the hollow boss and the solid boss are:

RULE 18

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

- the diameter of the feature is greater than three

times the thickness of the parent feature AND

-the length of the feature is positive

THEN -the feature is a hollow boss.

RULE 19

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

- the diameter of the feature is less than three times

of the thickness of the parent feature AND

- the length of the feature is positive

THEN -the feature is a solid boss.

The disk is a thin cylindrical_structure. The height

of disk is between one twentieth of default wall thickness

(.05t) to the wall thickness (t). The rule used to

recognize it is:

RULE 20

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND
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- the height of the feature is positive AND

- the height of the feature is greater than (.05t) AND

- the height of the feature is less than (t)

THEN -the feature is a disk.

The cylindrical protrusion is an even thinner

cylindrical_structure and the cylindrical depression is a

shallow hole. Both the height of the protrusion and the

depth of the depression are defined as less than one

twentieth of default wall thicknee of the parent feature

(.05t). Rules to recognize them are:

RULE 21

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

- the height of the feature is positive AND

- the height of the feature is less (.05t)

THEN -the feature is a cylindrical protrusion.

RULE 22

IF -the feature is a blind hole (RULE_19) AND

- the depth of the feature is less (.05t)

THEN -the feature is a cylindrical depression.

The last feature in this group, the bulge, is created

by inserting a cylindrical_structure into the wall. The

rule to recognize it is:

RULE 23

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure AND
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-the feature is sketched on the narrow surface of the

wall AND

-the diameter of the feature is greater than the

thickness of the wall.

THEN -the feature is a bulge.

5.4.3.6 The spherical_structure group

Presently, no features are available in the group. It

was created for the extension of features based on the

shape of the spherical_structure, such as domed surfaces,

sphere corners, etc.

Presently, there is no feature available in the group

of spherical_structure. The spherical_structure is created

for the creation of features such as domed surfaces,

spherical corners, etc. The spherical_structure is

probably the most simple primitive for sketching. A single

circle defines the spherical_structure, thus, the rule to

recognize it is:

RULE_24

IF -the feature is a circle structure AND_

-the diameter of the feature has been found AND

-the spatial position of the feature has been found

THEN -the feature is a spherical_structure.
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5.4.3.7 Feature directions

Feature directions provide necessary information for

displaying features and spatial reasoning. Although DCS

will eventually support arbitrary direction features, it

presently supports only principal direction features.

Rules to identify the direction of each feature are

discussed below:

The directions of the wall, window, pocket,

rectangular protrusion, and rectangular depression are the

directions of their flat faces. Three rules are required

to identify directions (x, y, or z) of each feature.

Therefore, fifteen rules are required to identify the five

features' directions. For the fifteen rules are in the

same format, there are integrated as follows:

RULE 25-RULE 40

IF -the feature is a (wall/window/pocket/rectangular

protrusion/rectangular depression) AND

-the edge for defining the thickness of the feature is

parallel to (x/y/z) axis

THEN -the feature is a (x/y/z) direction (wall/window/

pocket/rectangular protrusion/rectangular

depression).

The direction of a (rib/slot/groove) is the direction

of its length. Rules to identify them are:
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RULE 41-RULE 50

IF -the feature is a (rib/slot/groove) AND

-the direction of the feature's length is parallel to

(x/y/z) axis

THEN -the feature is a (x/y/z) direction (rib/slot/groove).

For cylindrical features, their directions are their

axial directions. Rules to identify them are:

RULE 51-RULE 78

IF -the feature is a (boss/ hole/ disk/ bulge/

cylindrical protrusion/ cylindrical depression) AND

-the direction of the feature's axial is parallel to

(x/ y/ z) axis

THEN -the feature is a (x/ y/ z) direction (boss/ hole/

disk/ bulge/ cylindrical protrusion/ cylindrical

depression).

5.4.3.8 Rules for geometric definitions

In feature recognition, rules require many geometric

definitions as conditions. These geometric definitions are

derived from 2D sketches data via rules discussed below.

In Rule_4, Rule_6, and Rule_8, the

duck_claw_structure, the arrow_head_structure, and the

arrow shaft structure are used to distinguish between the

block structure, the wall, and the rib. Rules to define
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these structures are:

RULE 79

IF -there are three or more than three line segments on

the screen AND

- three of line segments meet at a point AND

- the three lines are all in principal directions

(parallel to x/y/z axes in 3D coordinates) AND

- the three lines are perpendicular to each other in

the 3D coordinates

THEN -it is a duck_claw_structure.

RULE 80

IF -there are two or more than two line segments on the

screen AND

- two of these line segments meet at a point AND

- the two lines are all in principal directions AND

- the two lines are perpendicular to each other in the

3D coordinates

THEN -it is an arrow head structure.

RULE 81

IF -there is only one line segment on the screen AND

- it is in a principal directions

THEN -it is an arrow shaft structure.

Before features can be completely defined, dimensions

of features must be retrieved from freehand sketches.
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Rules for dimensions retrieval are:

RULE 82

IF -the sketch is a duck_claw_structure AND

- the length, width, and height of the feature has been

calculated

THEN -dimensions to define a block structure are

sufficient.

RULE 83

IF -the sketch is a arrow_head_structure AND

- the length and width of the feature has been

calculated

THEN -dimensions to define a wall are sufficient.

RULE 84

IF -the sketch is a arrow_shaft_structure AND

- the length of the feature has been calculated

THEN -dimensions to define a rib are sufficient.

RULE 85

IF -the sketch is a cylinder_structure AND

- the diameter and length of the feature has been

calculated

THEN -dimensions to define a cylindrical_structure are

sufficient.
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RULE 86

IF -the sketch is a circle structure AND

-the diameter of the feature has been calculated

THEN -dimensions to define a spherical_structure are

sufficient.

Positive or negative dimensions determine whether or

not feature's volume is positive or negative. A positive

volume block_structure includes features such a wall or a

rib, and a negative volume block_structure includes

features such as a window, a pocket, or a groove.

Similarly, a positive volume cylindrical_structure includes

features such as a boss or a disk, and a negative volume

cylinder could include features such as a hole or a

cylindrical depression. The first feature is always

interpreted a positive volume but the second and all

subsequent features can be of either positive or negative

volume. The rule to distinguish between them is the

"direction of extrusion". To add a cylinder to an existing

object, designers define a cross-section of the cylinder by

sketching an ellipse on a surface of the object, then

sketching the length of the cylinder outward from the

surface in order to pull it up (Figure 5.14). To add a

hole to the existing object, designers define a cross-

section of the hole by sketching an ellipse on a surface of
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the object, then sketching the depth of the hole inward

from the surface in order to make the hole.

RULE_87

IF -the length of the feature has been pulled outward

from the surface of the existing object

THEN -the feature is of a positive volume.

RULE_88

IF -the depth of the feature has been pushed inward from

the surface of the existing object

THEN -the feature is of a negative volume.

5.4.3.9 Approximation rules for sketch inaccuracy

When designers try to

sketch a line segment which is

parallel to one of the principal

axes, the line segment, in all

likelihood, will probably not be

completely parallel to the axis

due to the inaccuracy of

sketching. Approximation rules

are, therefore, required for

defining parallelism and

perpendicularity. Figure 5.16 shows the isometric

coordinates and the tolerance zones for line segments

Figure 5.16 Isometric
Coordinates and Tolerance
Zones
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"parallel to" principal axes. The tolerances are plus and

minus an adjustable parameter (el, default value is ten

degrees) from each principal axis. The rules are:

RULE 89

IF -the line segment lies between (-30+60 degree and

(-30-e ) degree

THEN -the line segment is parallel to the x_axis.

RULE 90

IF -the line segment lies between (90-e0 degree and

(90+e ) degree

THEN -the line segment is parallel to the y_axis.

RULE 91

IF -the line segment lies between (210-e0 degree and

(210+e ) degree

THEN -the line segment is parallel to z_axis.

Similarly, line segments which are perpendicular to

major axes are defined as follows (Figure 5.17):

RULE_92

IF -the angle between the line segment and the major axis

of the ellipse is between (90-e0 degree and (90-e0

degree

THEN -the line segment is perpendicular to the major axis

of the ellipse.
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Figure 5.17 Perpendicular Tolerance Zones

Other than parallelism and perpendicularity,

dimensions of new features are often explicitly or

implicitly inherit from the parent feature. For example,

the depth of the through holes, windows, and slots must be

equal to the thickness of the parent feature; the length of

walls and ribs are usually equal to the length (or width,

or height) of the parent feature; the length of bulges are

usually equal to the height of the parent feature. These

"equal to" dimensions, in all likelihood, can't be sketched

just equal to dimensions of their parent features,

therefore, approximation rules are created as follows:

RULE 93

IF -the feature is a through hole (RULE_18) OR

- the feature is a window (RULE_9) OR

- the feature is a groove (RULE_12) AND
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-the depth of the feature is close to OR greater then

the thickness of the parent feature

THEN -depth of the feature is equal to thickness of the

parent feature

ELSE -depth of the feature is as sketched.

RULE 94

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_6) OR

- the feature is a rib (RULE_8) AND

- length of the feature is close to OR greater then the

length of the edge of the parent feature

THEN -the length of the feature is equal to the length of

the edge of the parent feature

ELSE -the length of the feature is as sketched.

RULE 95

IF -the feature is a bulge (RULE_23) AND

- the length of the feature is close to OR great then

the height of the parent feature

THEN -the length of the feature is equal to the height of

the parent feature

ELSE -the length of the feature is as sketched.

5.5 Inference Mechanism

DCS doesn't have an isolated inference engine. The

inference mechanism is incorporated with the knowledge in
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the program code. It supports forward-chaining and

backward-chaining strategies for features recognition. For

example, searching for a goal through the search tree in

Figure 5.10, the inference mechanism assumes the

block structure, the cylindrical_structure, and the_

spherical_structure as intermediate goals and attempts to

prove them by backward reasoning. The mechanism assumes

the block structure to be the first goal since the

block structure is the most common feature shape of_

injection molded parts. If the first attempt fails, the

inference mechanism assumes a cylindrical_structure and

tries prove the correctness of its second attempt. This

process continues until a valid goal is reached or the

possibilities are exhausted. Once an intermediate goal has

been reached, the goal then will be used as a piece of data

to drive continued forward searching for the final goal.

Conversely, during forward-chaining, if any condition in

the rule cannot be concluded from facts, then back-tracking

will be evoked in order to obtain the conclusion of the

condition.
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6. SPATIAL REASONING

As discussed in the previous sections, a complex part

can be constructed step by step by adding (subtracting) a

feature to (from) another existing feature. The key to

this operation is finding the spatial relationships between

features. This chapter discusses how sketching processes

can be combined with spatial geometry to determine

relationships between features in the space coordinates.

6.1 Assumptions

The reasoning scheme to be discussed in this chapter

is heavily dependent on understanding the designers'

sketching behavior so that the scheme can take advantage of

his/her heuristics. In observing designers' sketching as

well as studying the technical sketching processes, two

critical assumptions have been made in order to greatly

simplify the spatial reasoning strategy. Other, less

important heuristics are discussed in the Section on

strategy for spatial reasoning.

Assumption 1: New features are always sketched

relative to existing features.

Since DCS is currently designed to recognize sketches

of individual parts it is not limiting to assume that

designers begin with one feature and build from it in a
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continuous manner. In other words, new features to be

recognized and to be integrated must have some relationship

with existing features. Those sketches which have no

relationship with existing features are considered to be

inconsistent in the construction of an assembly.

Assumption 2: Sketches of new features that are on the

face of existing features are begun on that face.

This assumption is consistent with the process for

sketching a complicated object, which were reviewed in

Section 2.2.3. Mechanical engineers are assumed to be

familiar with that sketching procedure. It is natural that

when one is sketching something on an existing object, one

will focus on where to put the new object and make a mark

or construct a reference frame on the "landing" face of the

existing object.

6.2 Strategy for Spatial Reasoning

Based on these two assumptions, a schematic view of

the spatial reasoning subsystem is shown in Figure 6.1.

When the program reaches the spatial reasoning subsystem,

at least a recognized feature and a new sketch for defining

the subsequent feature must be displayed on the screen (The

first recognized feature will skip the spatial reasoning

subsystem and will locate wherever it is sketched on the X-

Y plane, but set the Z coordinates to zero).
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2D data of the
existing object

2D data of the
new feature

3D data of the
existing object

dimensions of
the new feature

Start

Find faces on which
the new feature may

be attached to

compatibility test Sc

priority test

Extract 2D/3D data
for the target face

Find relationships between
new feature and the

target face on 2D plane

face candidates

L.

target face

2D/3D data for
target face

z
Map 2D relationships

to 3D space

Caoculate 3D data for
the new feature

2D relationships
between new feature

and target face

location of new
feature in 3D space

Display the new feature

complete 3D data
for new feature

Figure 6.1 Schematic View of Spatial Reasoning Subsystem
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RULE 96

IF -the feature is the first recognized feature

THEN -place it where it was sketched on the X-Y plane AND

- set the depth coordinate (Z) to 0.

ELSE -find spatial relationships between the new feature

and the existing object.

RULE 97

IF -(want to) find spatial relations between the new

feature and the existing object

THEN -perform containment test AND

-perform compatibility and priority test AND

- extract 2D and 3D data for the target face AND

- find relationships between the new feature and the

existing object on 2D coordinates AND

- map the 2D relations to 3D coordinates AND

- calculate 3D data for the new feature.

At this point, available data in the data base which

can be used for spatial reasoning are 1) projection (2D) of

the existing object, 2) 3D data of the existing object, 3)

2D sketch data of the new feature, and 4) dimensions of the

new feature. These pieces of information will be used

throughout the reasoning processes.

Since the existing object is composed of many features

which are represented by many boundary faces, it will be
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treated as many individual faces in the 3D coordinates

through the entire reasoning procedure. In other words,

the reasoning system tests each individual face of the

existing object one by one for locating the new feature

until exhausted no matter how simple or how complicated the

object is.

6.2.1 Containment test

This test determines

whether the new feature is

sketched relative to the

existing object and

determines which faces the

new feature will possibly

be attached to. With

Figure 6.2 as an example:

the existing object on the

screen is composed of two blocks and the designer has

sketched an ellipse and a vertical line segment to define a

cylinder on the object. After the new sketched line

segments have been recognized as a cylinder and the

dimensions of the cylinder have been calculated, the

spatial reasoning subsystem will try to find spatial

relationships between the cylinder and the existing object.

Firstly, the system will perform the containment test to

Figure 6.2 Example for Spatial
Reasoning
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see if the "reference point" of the new feature is located

on any faces of the object. The reference point is a

critical point of the new feature, and is used for

calculating geometric relationships between two features.

For cylindrical features, reference point is the center of

first sketched ellipse. Reference point for the "block"

feature is the vertex of the first recognized

duck_claw_structures. Reference point for the "sphere"

feature is the center of the circle.

RULE_98

IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_) AND

-the feature is a duck_claw_structure (RULE_)

THEN -its reference point is the vertex of the

duck_claw structure.

RULE_99

IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_) AND

-the feature is an arrow_head_structure (RULE_)

THEN -its reference point is the vertex of the

arrow_head_structure.

RULE_100

IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_) AND

-the feature is an arrow_shaft_structure(RULE_)

THEN -its reference point is the vertex of the

arrow head_structure._
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RULE_101

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_)

THEN -its reference point is the center of the first

recognized ellipse.

RULE 102

IF -the feature is a spherical_structure (RULE_)

THEN -its reference point is the center of the circle.

The containment test is accomplished by calculating

the sum of angles from the reference point along imaginary

lines drawn to every vertex of each face [Park 85]. Figure

6.3 illustrates the test. Dashed lines drawn from the

Figure 6.3 Containment Test

reference point to four vertices of the face being checked

form four angles, al, a2, a3, and a4. The angle, al for

example, is calculated with the formula,

al = cos-1[(1111)/(ImlInI)] (6.1)
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where m and n are vectors p v1 and p v2.

mml and Ini are lengths of p vi and p v2

If the sum of these angles equals 360°, the reference

point is on the face. If the sum of these angles equals

0°, the reference point is off of the face.

RULE 103

IF -the sum of four angles which are formed by drawing

lines from the reference point of the new feature to

the vertex of the test face equals 360°

THEN -the reference point is ON the face.

RULE 104

IF -the sum of four angles which are formed by drawing

lines from the reference point of the new feature to

the vertex of the test face equals 0°

THEN -the reference point is OFF of the face.

6.2.1.1 Snapping

Due to the inaccuracy of sketches, sketching right on

edges or right at vertices of the existing object is very

difficult. Attempts at sketching right on edges or right

at vertices, will, in all likelihood, be judged either to

be ON the face or OFF of the face by the contentment test

rather than on the line or at the vertex. To solve this

problem, two snapping rules were created as follows:
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RULE 105

IF -the reference point is very close to a vertex of the

existing object (the default snap area is a 0.1 * 0.1

inch square centered at the vertex)

THEN -the reference point is assumed to coincide with the

vertex.

RULE 106

IF -the reference point is very close to an edge of the

existing object (the default snap distance is .05

inch)

THEN -the reference point is assumed to be on that edge.

6.2.2 Compatibility test and priority test

The containment test may result in several face

candidates to which the new feature could be attached. In

figure 6.2, for instance, the designer intended to place

the new feature (a boss) on the top face of the small

protrudent wall. However, the containment test found, on

the 2D coordinates, the reference point of the new feature

is IN four parallelograms, i.e., the top faces and bottom

faces (invisible) of the small wall and the large wall were

all potential target faces. The more complicated the

object, the greater the potential number of faces. To find

the actual target face, the compatibility test excludes
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incompatible faces; the priority test then selects the face

which has the highest priority.

6.2.2.1 Compatibility test

The compatibility test mainly checks direction

conflicts between the new feature and the face candidates.

Figure 6.4 shows that the direction of a cylindrical

feature has to be consistent with target face. Similarly,

Figure 6.4 Compatibility Test

longitude directions of ribs should be perpendicular to

target surfaces; directions of windows, slots, pockets,

grooves, depressions, and protrusions must coincide with

those of target faces. Spheres are directionless and,

thus, present no compatibility problems. Blocks and walls

can be placed on any of three principal axes directions

thus, there are no compatibility problems unless the system
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is extended in order to deal with arbitrary direction

features.

RULE 107

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_) AND

the feature's direction doesn't coincide with the

test face's direction

THEN -the compatibility test is fail.

RULE 108

IF -the feature is a rib AND

- the feature's longitude direction isn't perpendicular

to the test face's direction

THEN -the compatibility test is fail.

RULE 109

IF -the feature is a window OR

- the feature is a slot OR

- the feature is a pocket OR

- the feature is a groove OR

- the feature is a rectangular protrusion OR

- the feature is a rectangular depression AND

- the feature's direction doesn't coincide with the

test face's direction.

THEN -the compatibility test is fail.
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6.2.2.2 The priority test

The priority test is based on three priority

heuristics:

1) Designers usually sketch on visible surfaces of the

existing object when adding new features.

2) If the existing object is composed of several stacking

features, designers are most likely to sketch on the

top feature when adding new features.

3) Designers usually sketch on more recent features for

adding new features.

These heuristic translate to the following rules:

RULE_110

IF -face A is visible AND

- face B is invisible

THEN -face A is prior to face B.

RULE 111

IF -face A is a above face of a feature AND

- face B is a below face of the feature

THEN -face A is prior to face B.

RULE 112

IF -face A is a front face of a feature AND

- face B is a back face of the feature

THEN -face A is prior to face B.

RULE 113
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IF -feature A is created more recently than feature B

THEN -feature is prior to feature B.

The RULE_110 is firstly applied for the priority test.

If RULR_110 succeeed in identifying the target face, the

other three rules are ignored, otherwise RULE_111,

RULE_112, and RULE_113 are applied in order until the

unique taget face been identified.

6.2.3 Finding relationships on 2D plane

Once the target face

has been selected by the

compatibility test and the

priority test, 2D and 3D

data for the identified

face is extracted from the

data base. The reasoning

problem is now reduced to finding relationships between the

new feature and the single target face. The reference

point of the new feature will still be used for the

remaining geometric relations reasoning. The available

data for the new feature and for the target face are: 2D

and 3D data of the target face and 2D data of the reference

point of the new feature. Figure 6.5 shows the reference

point of the new feature and target face of the existing

object, on which we are now focused.

Figure 6.5 Coordinates Mapping
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Imagine that the reference point and the target face

shown in Figure 6.5 are on 2D coordinates, i.e., a point p

in a parallelogram vl- v2- v3 -v4. Then imagine that they are

in 3D coordinates, i.e., a point p on a spatial plane vl-

v2-v3-v4. No matter they are on 2D or in 3D coordinates,

the relationships among these points are the same. In

other words, if the point p is at the center of the

parallelogram, it must be at the center of the spatial

plane. On the 2D plane, coordinates of the reference

point p(X,Y) can be expressed in terms of coordinates of

v1, v2, v3, and v4. The relationships are expressed as

follows:

X = Fx(Xi,Yi), i = 1,4 (6.2)

Y = Fy(Xi,Yi), i = 1,4 (6.3)

Where X and Y are 2D coordinates of the point p. Xi

and Yi are 2D coordinates of four vertices of the

parallelogram. F, and Fy are unknown mapping functions

which describe the geometric relationships. They can be

found by solving questions (6.2) and (6.3). These

functions can then be used to map the 2D relationships to

3D coordinates. Thus,

p(x,y,z) are:

the 3D coordinates of the point

x = Fx(x1,z1), i = 1,4 (6.4)

z = Fy(x1,z1), i = 1,4 (6.5)

y = y1 (coplaner) (6.6)
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Notice that the 2D coordinaates are expressed with

upper case characters (X and Y) and the 3D coordinates are

wxpressed with lower case characters (x, y, and z).

6.2.4 Mapping 2D relations to 3D space

The formulas found in previous section are used to map

the geometric relationships from 2D coordinates to 3D

coordinates in order to find the spatial position for the

new feature. The mapping schemes for x-oriented face, y-

oriented face, and z-oriented face are presented as

follows:

6.2.4.1 x_face mapping

If the target face is

x_oriented, mapping

functions can be found as

follows. On Figure 6.6,

all variables but the 3D

coordinates of the point p

(x, y, and z) are given.

Since the target face is an

Lx
v2(X2, Y2)

(x2,y2,z2)

dY

v3(X3, Y3)
(x3,y3,z3) Y2Y1

YY1

dX
(x1 ,y1, z1)

N(Xn,Yn)
v4(X4, Y4-) (xn,r,zn)

(x4. y4,z4)
X3X1

Figure 6.6 x_face Mapping

x_face and the point p is on the plane, the coordinate_x

equals any coordinate_x of the four vertices, i.e.,

X = X
1 (6.7)

To find.the other two coordinates y and z for the point p
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in 3D space, draw a dash line through point p, parallel to

the y_axis and intersecting the right edge at m; then draw

another dash line through p, parallel to the z_axis and

intersecting the bottom edge at n. Notice that in 3D

space,

Y = ym (6 .8)

z = zn (6.9)

Back on the 2D plane, we can find X, and Ym in terms of

coordinates of 2D vertices.

X, = X1+ [ (X1-X) / (1X3-X11) ] (1X3-X11) (6.10)

Ym Yi+ [ (Y-Yi±dY)/ Y2-Y1 ) ( I Y2-Y1 )
(6.11)

Where dY = dX(tan(30°)) and

dX = 1X-X11

Geometric relationships of equestions (6.10) and (6.11) are

also valid in 3D space. In either 2D plane or 3D space,

the "length ratios" in brackets are the same. But the

x_axis of 2D coordinates is the negative z_axis of 3D

coordinates. Therefore, length ratios for 3D coordinates

are

rz(3D) = -rx(2D) = (X-X1)/(1X3-X11) (6.12)

xy(3D) = ry(2D) = (Y-Y1 +dY)/(1Y2-Y11) (6.13)

Combining (6.10)-(6.13), coordinates y and z of point p in

3D space can be expressed as

Y y1 +ry (1 Y2-Y1 i )

z = z
1
+rz(1Z 3-Z1 1 )

(6.14)

(6.15)
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In brief, to find p(x,y,z), find ry and rz using 2D

data first, then calculate 3D coordinates of p(x,y,z) using

ry and rz. Similarly, coordinates of reference points on

the y_face and on the z_face are obtained as follows.

6.2.4.2 y_face mapping

Calculation for y_face

mapping is a little bit

harder than is calculation

for x_face mapping since,

for x_face mapping, both

the y_axes of 2D plane and

3D space are parallel.

However, for y_face mapping, the y_face lies on x-z

coordinates and neither the x nor z axes are parallel to

the 2D axes. This makes calculating length ratios somewhat

more laborious. Figure 6.7 illustrates the layout of

y_face mapping. On the 2D plane, the slopes of Ll, L2, L3,

and L4 (Si, s2, s3, and s4) are

sl = (Y1-Y4)/(X1-X4) (6.16)

s2 = (Y1-Y2)/(X1-X2) (6.17)

Figure 6.7 y_face Mapping

and

s3 = Si

s4 = s2.

2D coordinates of intersecting points m and n are
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Xm = [ ( Y1- Y)-(s1fX1- s2 X ) ]/(s2-s1) (6.18)

Ym = [(Y1-slXl)(s2)-(Y-s2X)(s1)]/(s2-s1) (6.19)

Xn = [(Y1-Y)-(s3Xl-s44,X)(s3)]/(s4-s3) (6.20)

Yn = [(Y1-s3Xl)(s4)-(Y-s4X)(s3)]/(s4-s3) (6.21)

Geometric relationships between the reference point p and

vertices of the 2D plane are

X = X1 + [(Xm-Xl)/(X4-X1)](X4-X1) (6.22)

Y = [(Yr,-.11)/(Y2-11)](Y2-Y1) (6.23).

Where length ratios are

rx(2D) = rx(3D) = [(Xm-X1)/(X4-X1)] (6.24)

ry(2D) = -rz(3D) = [(Yn-Y1)/(Y2-Y1)] (6.25).

Map equestions (6.22)-(6.25) from 2D plane to 3D space to

find 3D coordinates of the point p(x,y,z).

x = x1
1
+ -rx(X 4X1) (6.26)

y = y1 (coplaner) (6.27)

z = z1 + rz(z2-z1) (6.28).

6.2.4.3 z_face mapping

The scheme for x_face mapping can be directly applied

to z face mapping. Figure 6.8 shows the configuration of

the z_face mapping. On the 2D plane,

X = X1 + [ (X-Xi )/ (j X3-Xil ) ] (X3-X1) (6.29)

Y [ (Y-11-dY) (1.12-111) (Y2-Y1) (6.30) .

Where length ratios are

rx(2D) = rx(3D) = (X-X1)/(1X3-Xd) (6.31)
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ry(2D) = ry(3D) = (Y-Y1-dY)/(1Y2-Y11) (6.32).

Map equestions (6.29)-(6.32) from 2D plane to 3D space to

find the 3D coordinates of the reference point p(x,y,z).

x = x1 + rx(x3-x1) (6.33)

y = y, + ry(y2-y1) (6.34)

z = z1 (coplaner) (6.35)

6.2.5 Calculating 3D

data for new features

As stated in previous

chapter, all the features

available in DCS were

categorized into three

groups, according to their

geometric properties. They

were the block group, the

v3 (X3. Y3)
(x3, y3, z3)

Y

v2(x2,,2)
(x2, y2,z2)

v4( X4, Y4)
(x4, Y4, z4)

X3X1

Y Y1

dY

Y2 Y1

dX v1 ( X1 ,Y1)

(x104,z1)

Figure 6.8 z_face Mapping

cylinder group, and the sphere group (Table 4.4). Features

in each group have same geometric properties and can be

described by a set of geometric parameters (Table 6.1).

Features in the block group can be described by their

center locations, lengths, widths, and heights. Feature in

the cylindrical group can be described by their center

locations, inner radii, outer radii, lengths, and

directions. Features in the sphere group can be described

by their center locations and radii. Calculations of
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these required parameters are based on basic information

obtained from feature recognition and coordinates mapping.

These required parameters and basic information are listed

in Table 6.1. The rest of this section will find the

required parameters using the basic information.

GROUP PARAMETER

BLOCK center location
length
width
height

CYLINDER center location
inter radius
outer radius
length
direction

SPHERE center location
radius

BASIC INFORMATION

vertex location
length
width
height

center of one end
inter radius
outer radius
length
direction

center location
radius

Table 6.1 Parameters for Describing Grouped Features

6.2.5.1 Features in the sphere group

For the sphere group, all parameters required for

describing the feature are available in basic information,

thus, no further calculations are required.

6.2.5.2 Features in the cylinder group

For the cylinder group, the radius, length, direction,

and center location of bottom/top are given but the center

location is unknown. The center location of cylindrical



features can be found by

moving the center location

of the bottom/top half of

the length in an

appropriate direction.

Figure 6.9 illustrates the

relationships between the

center locations of

bottom/top and the center
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Figure 6.9 Finding Centers for
Cylindrical_Structures

locations of features. The centers of convex features are

located by moving the centers of the bottom face half a

length along principal axes in positive directions. The

centers of concave features are located by moving the

centers of the top face half a length along principal axes

in negative directions. Rules for finding centers of

cylindrical features are:

RULE 114

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

- the feature is negative_volume AND

- the feature's center of bottom is (x,y,z) AND

- the feature direction is x AND

- the feature length is L

THEN -the center location of the feature is (x+L/2,y,z).

RULE 115

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND
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- the feature is negative_volume AND

- the feature's center of bottom is (x,y,z) AND

- the feature direction is y AND

- the feature length is L

THEN -the center location of the feature is (x,y+L/2,z).

RULE 116

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

- the feature is negative_volume AND

-the feature's center of bottom is (x,y,z) AND

- the feature direction is z AND

- the feature length is L

THEN -the center location of the feature is (x,y,z+L/2).

RULE 117

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

- the feature is positive_volume AND

- the feature's center of top is (x,y,z) AND

- the feature direction is x AND

- the feature length is L

THEN -the center location of the feature is (x-L/2,y,z).

RULE 118

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

- the feature is positive_volume AND

-the feature's center of top is (x,y,z) AND

- the feature direction is y AND
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-the feature length is L

THEN -the center location of the feature is (x,y-L/2,z).

RULE_119

IF -the feature is a cylindrical_structure (RULE_15) AND

-the feature is positive volume AND

-the feature's center of top is (x,y,z) AND

-the feature direction is z AND

-the feature length is L

THEN -the center location of the feature is (x,y,z-L/2).

6.2.5.3 Features in the block group

For the block group, the calculation for finding

centers of block features is similar to that for

cylindrical features but more laborious. Figure 6.10 shows

twenty-four methods of finding the block center. Given:

length, width, height, and location of a vertex. To find:

the center of the block feature. If the coordinates of the

vertex are (x,y,z) and the length, width, and height are L,

W, and H then the center location of the block (x,,yozc) is

x
c
= x +/- L/2 (6.36)

Yc = Y 41- W/2 (6.37)

z, = z +/- H/2 (6.38).

The rule for this is:
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Figure 6.10 Finding Centers for Block Structures

RULE 120

IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_4)

-the coordinates of a vertex are (x,y,z) AND

-the length, width, and height of the feature are L,

W, and H

THEN -the center of the feature is (xc = x +/- L/2,

Yc = y +1- W/2, zc = z +/- H/2)-

Thus, the problem is to determine the signs (positive or

negative) of variables L, W, and H. On the x_face,
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features #1-#4 shown in Figure 6.10 are protrudent on the

right face of the parent feature so that the width of the

feature (W) is positive. Conversely, features #5-#8 are

depressed into the face so that the width of the feature

(W) is negative. Rules for this situation are:

RULE 121-RULE 122

IF -the feature is a block structure (RULE 4) AND

-the feature is attached to the x_face of the parent

feature AND

-the feature is positive/negative volume

THEN -the variable W for center calculation is

positive/negative.

To find the sign of H on the x_face of the parent feature,

it has to work on 2D coordinates and determine the sign of

H by comparing Y coordinates of the given vertex (reference

point) to the end point of the line segment which defines

the height of the feature. In Figure 6.10, features #1,

#3, #5, and #7 have negative H since the end points are

below these features' given vertices, so do their centers.

Features #2, #4, #6, and #8 have positive H since the end

points are above these features' given vertices, so do

their centers. Rules for this situation are:

RULE 123-RULE 124

IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_4) AND

-the feature is attached to the x_face of the parent
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feature AND

-the Y coordinate of the feature's reference point is

greater/less than the Y coordinate of the end point

of the line segment which defines the feature's

length

THEN -the variable H for center calculation is

positive/negative.

Similarly, the sign of L is determined by comparing the X

coordinates of the given vertex (reference point) to the

end point of the line segment which defines the length of

the feature. Features #1, #2, #5, and #6 shown in Figure

6.10 have positive L since the end points are at right

sides of these features' reference points, so do their

centers. Features #3, #4, #7, and #8 have negative L since

the end points are at left sides of these features'

reference points, so do their centers. A rule for this

situation is:

RULE 125

IF -the feature is a block structure (RULE 4) AND

- the feature is attached to the x_face of the parent

feature AND

- the X coordinate of the feature's reference point is

greater/less than the X coordinate of the end point

of the line segment which defines the feature's

length
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THEN -the variable L for calculating the center of the

feature is positive/negative.

The scheme for calculating 3D data of block features

which are attached to the x face of the parent feature can

be applied to calculating 3D data of those which are

attached to the y_face and to the z_face of the parent

feature. Equations 6.36, 6.37, 6.38 and Rule_120 are also

valid for these cases. The same problem must be solved:

deciding the signs (positive or negative) of variables L,

W, and H.

On the y_face (see Figure 6.10), features #9, #10,

#11, and #12 are protrudent on the face, therefore, the

height of the feature (H) is positive. Features #13, #14,

#15, and #16 are depressed into the face, therefore, the

height of the feature (H) is negative. Rules for this

situation are:

RULE 126-RULE 127

IF -the feature is a block structure (RULE_4) AND

-the feature is attached to the y_face of the parent

feature AND

-the feature is positive/negative volume

THEN -the variable H for center calculation is

positive/negative.

For variables W and L, simply compare X coordinates of the
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given vertex (reference point) to the end points of the

line segments which define the width and the length of the

feature on 2D plane. According to Figure 6.10, features

#9, #10, #13, and #14 have positive W since the end points

are at right sides of these features' reference points, so

do their centers. Features #11, #12, #15, and #16 have

negative W since the end points are at left side of these

features' reference points, so do their centers. Features

#10, #12, #14, and #16 have positive L since the end

points are at left side of these features' reference

points, so do their centers. Features #9, #11, #13, and

#15 have negative L since the end points are at right side

of these features' reference points, so do their centers.

Rules for these are:

RULE 128-RULE 129

IF -the feature is a block structure (RULE_4) AND

the feature is attached to the y_face of the parent

feature AND

the X coordinate of the feature's reference point is

greater/less than the X coordinate of the end point

of the line segment which defines the feature's width

THEN -the variable W for center calculation is

positive/negative.

RULE 130-RULE 131

IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_4) AND
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- the feature is attached to the y_face of the parent

feature AND

- the X coordinate of the feature's reference point is

greater/less than the X coordinate of the end point

of the line segment which defines the feature's

length

THEN -the variable L for calculating the center of the

feature is positive/negative.

For features which are attached to face z of the_

parent feature (see Figure 6.10), features #17, #18, #19,

and #20 are protrudent on the face, therefore, the lengths

(L) of these features are positive. Features #21, #22,

#23, and #24 are depressed into the face, therefore, the

lengths (L) of these features are negative.

RULE 132-RULE 133

IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_4) AND

- the feature is attached to the z_face of the parent

feature AND

-the feature is positive/negative volume

THEN -the variable L for center calculation is

positive/negative.

For variables W and H, compare the X coordinates and the Y

coordinates of the given vertex (reference point) to the

end points of the line segments which define width and
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length of the feature, respectively, on 2D plane. In

Figure 6.10, features #17, #20, #21, and #24 have positive

W since the end points are at right side of these features'

reference points, so do their centers. Features #18, #19,

#22, and #23 have negative W since the end points are at

left side of these features' reference points, so do their

centers. Features #19, #20, #23, and #24 have positive H

since the end points are above of these features' reference

points, so do their centers. Features #17, #18, #22, and

#23 have negative H since the end points are below of these

features' reference points, so do their centers. Rules for

these are:

RULE 134-RULE 135

IF -the feature is a block structure (RULE_4) AND

-the feature is attached to the z_face of the parent

feature AND

-the X coordinate of the feature's reference point is

greater/less than the X coordinate of the end point

of the line segment which defines the feature's width

THEN -the variable W for center calculation is

positive/negative.

RULE 136-RULE 137

IF -the feature is a block_structure (RULE_4) AND

-the feature is attached to the z_face of the parent
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feature AND

-the Y coordinate of the feature's reference point is

greater/less than the Y coordinate of the end point

of the line segment which defines the feature's

height

THEN -the variable H for calculating the center of the

feature is positive/negative.

6.2.5.4 Default walls and ribs

All of the features in block group described above

(including walls and ribs) are defined by at least three

dimensions which represent the lengths, widths, and heights

of features. Points where the three line segments meet are

used as reference points for spatial reasoning and

calculation of 3D data of new features.

Walls with default

thickness can be defined by

only two dimensions (length

and width, length and

height, or width and

height). In this case (see

Figure 6.11), the useable

information lies with the

two line segments which

intersect at a point and

Figure 6.11 Reference Points
for Default Thickness

Walls
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represent the two dimensions required for defining the

wall. The reference point could be either the intersection

of the two line segments or the starting point of the first

stroke (Figure 6.11). If the new wall "lies" on a face of

the parent feature then the intersection of two line

segments is the reference point. If the new wall "stands"

on a face of the parent feature then the starting point of

the first stroke is the reference point.

RULE 138

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

-the feature's direction is parallel to the parent

feature's direction

THEN -the feature's reference point is the intersection of

the two line segments.

RULE_139

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

-the feature's direction is perpendicular to the

parent feature's direction

THEN -the reference point of the feature is the starting

point of the first stroke.

Lying walls (see Figure 6.11) are assumed to be

protrudent on the faces they are attached to, thus, the

sign (always positive) and the magnitude (default) of the

third dimensions are known. Therefore, center locations
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and 3D data of these walls can be found using the scheme

and rules described in the section "Features in the block

group"

Standing walls are easier than lying walls in finding

3D coordinates of their reference points (Figure 6.12).

y(H)

z(L) x(W)

I: x_face
II: y_face
Ill: z_face

1: y_wall on top of x_face
2: y_wall on bottom of x_face
3: z_wall on left of x_face
4: z_wall on right of x_face
5: x_wall on left of y_face
6: x_wall on right of y_face
7: z_wall on front of y_face
8: z_wall on back of y_face
9: x_wall on left of z_face
10: x_wall on right of z_face
11: y_wall on top of z_face
12: y_wall on bottom of z_face

4--
...-- 1

..,-

..-

....-
I ....

...-- N..
.--- 5 8 N.
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Figure 6.12 Finding Center Locations for Standing Walls

There are sketched starting from vertices of the parent

feature so that the reference points of standing walls

actually coincide with those vertices. The 3D coordinates

of those vertex are directly mapped without calculations to

those reference points.

Although finding the center locations of standing

walls is not as straightforward as is finding the locations
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of reference points it is a little bit easier then is

finding those of common block features. By examining data

displayed in Figure 6.12, it was found that walls attached

to the x_face of the parent feature had positive W; walls

attached to the y_face had positive H; walls attached to

the z_face have positive L. For two other dimensions of

walls, the rule of thumb is that thicknesses of walls

always grow toward the inside of the face. Rules for these

are:

RULE_140

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

- the feature is y-oriented OR z-oriented AND

-the face the feature is to be attached to is

x-oriented

THEN -the variable W for center calculation is positive.

RULE 141

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

the feature is x-oriented OR z-oriented AND

- the face the feature is to be attached to is

y-oriented

THEN -the variable H for center calculation is positive.

RULE 142

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

- the feature is x-oriented OR y-oriented AND
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the face the feature to attach on is z-oriented

THEN -the variable L for center calculation is positive.

RULE 143-RULE 144

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

- the feature is on x_face of the parent feature AND

the feature is y-oriented AND

the feature is attached to the top/bottom edge of the

face

THEN -the variable H for center calculation is

negative/positive.

RULE 145-RULE 146

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

the feature is on x_face of the parent feature AND

-the feature is z-oriented AND

the feature is attached to the left/right edge of the

face

THEN -the variable L for center calculation is

negative/positive.

RULE 147-RULE 148

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

- the feature is on y_face of the parent featqre AND

-the feature is x-oriented AND

the feature is attached to the left/right edge of the

face
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THEN -the variable W for center calculation is

negative/positive.

RULE 149-RULE 150

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

the feature is on y_face of the parent feature AND

- the feature is z-oriented AND

- the feature is attached to the front/back edge of the

face

THEN -the variable L for center calculation is

negative/positive.

RULE 151-RULE 152

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

- the feature is on z_face of the parent feature AND

- the feature is x-oriented AND

the feature is attached to the left/right edge of the

face

THEN -the variable W for center calculation is

negative/positive.

RULE 153-RULE 154

IF -the feature is a wall (RULE_5 and RULE_6) AND

- the feature is on z_face of the parent feature AND

- the feature is y-oriented AND

-the feature is attached to the top/bottom edge of the

face
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THEN -the variable H for center calculation is

negative/positive.

6.3 The Inference Mechanism for Spatial Reasoning

Although rules of thumb are very important for spatial

reasoning, the scheme for finding spatial relationships

between features is procedural and numeric rather than

declarative and symbolic. Calculations are everywhere

through processes for spatial reasoning. Like the

inference mechanism of features recognition, the inference

mechanism is incorporated with heuristic and procedural

knowledge in the program code. However, it uses only the

foreword-chaining strategy. The goal (3D coordinates of

new feature) is the result of a series of calculations. It

is unique and unpredictable, therefore, goal driven

searching isn't suited for spatial reasoning. The search

is divided into two portions. The first portion includes

searching for the target face which the new feature is

attached to. The second portion includes finding the

relationships between the target face and the reference

point of the new feature as well as its spatial location.

To locate the target face, the system performs exhausted

searching through the entire search space (all polyhedral

faces of existing features) in order to determine to which

of several candidates the new feature is possible attached.
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These selected faces are then tested by compatibility rules

and priority rules in order to obtain the sole face as the

target on which all attention is focused in the second

portion of searching. The second portion uses results

derived from the first portion as initial data to drive the

geometric reasoning. Conclusions made by the current

procedure are used as conditions for the next procedure for

moving step by step toward the goal.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Advantage Of The DCS

The Design Capture System is believed a better system

for creation of 3D objects in the early design phase

because:

1) It allows designers sketching their designs.

2) It is a more natural interface between designers and

computers.

3) It recognizes domain dependent features and treat them

as entities.

4) It reasons spatial relationship between features to

avoid tedious calculations of space geometry.

5) It represents designs both in the CSG tree and in the

feature graph.

In short, the DCS directly executes designers' intent

without burdening them with many unnecessary intermediate

steps as required by most CAD systems. For example, both

the AutoCAD and the HP DesignCenter ME Series 30 used

twenty-four steps for creating the simple object shown in

Figure 2.12. By using the DCS, it needs only six steps to

create the object without any menu selections or geometric

calculations. The processes were as follows:

1) Sketching a parallelogram in the isometric manner to

define profile of the block (Figure 7.1a).
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Figure 7.1 Sketching the Design of Figure 3.12 Using DCS

2) Sketching a vertical line segment to define the

thickness of the block (Figure 7.1b).

3) Pressing a bottom on the stylus to finish the block

(Figure 7.1c).

4) Sketching an ellipse on the top of the block to define

the radius of the cylinder (Figure 7.1d).

5) Sketching a vertical line segment to define the height

of the cylinder (Figure 7.1e).

6) Pressing a bottom on the stylus to finish the cylinder

(Figure 7.1f).

7.2 Weakness Of The DCS

The DCS is not a sophisticated CAD system. It is a

experimental system developed in order to prove the
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feasibility of allowing designers externalize their design

concepts with a natural, intuitive environment.

The main difficulty of the system is the finite number

of features. To describe a fairly complicated design,

designers require a large number of features available.

This is different from the small number of basic geometric

primitives used by most solid modelers. In fact, no one

knows how many features are required for constructing all

possible parts the designer could invent in the domain of

injection molding. To solve this problem, the "design with

features" system should be able to provide sole a common

feature set with a program which grant users the capability

of creating the particular set of features they need.

The other restriction is that currently all

construction is on orthogonal planes. No planes other than

the three principal ones are recognized. This

significantly limits the creation of various injection

molded parts.

An unexpected weakness was found when performing the

system test. It is inconvenient to sketch on the tablet

with stylus while the sketched object is displayed on the

screen. Designers felt inconsistent because their had to

watch the screen for the sketched object while performed

sketching operations on "remote" tablet.
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7.3 The Further Tasks

Researchers in the Design Process Research Group,

Oregon State University are working on the Design Capture

System to extend it for capabilities of sketching on

nonorthogonal surfaces, recognizing curved surfaces,

extruding and turning closed profiles into solid. These

will be a significant addition to the system. The specific

goals of these efforts are:

1) Designers will be able to define a cutting plane by

sketching a line on one surface of a block, cylinder,

etc. at an angle to the edges in order to cut the

object into two halves. Designers will be able to

indicate which half of the object they want to keep.

2) Designers will be able to sketch a closed profile and

extrude it in the third orthogonal direction to create

features with constant cross sections.

3) Designers will be able to sketch a closed profile and

define an axis in the plane for the profile to be

rotated around to create circular features.

4) Designers will be able to sketch on nonorthogonal

planes and create nonorthogonal features.

5) Designers will be able to "erase" part of the object

using a emulated eraser for quick modification.

6) Designers will be able to sketch directly on the

screen with a light pen.
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I. Design Capture System

#include <math.h>
#include <sticbind.h>
#include "define.h"
#include "global.h"
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/*******************************************************************/
/* A features recognition program that interpretes the 2D drawings */
/* as a 3D scene. The basic features are block, cylinder, and cone */
/*******************************************************************/

main()
(

)

int jterm;

initialize(); /*
llinit(&jterm);
llcord(2,6); /*
viewing(); /*
clrang(); /*
lighting(); /*
init(); /*
draw menu();
grid(2);

initializing globale variables */

3D mode for setting following parameters */
set up viewing transform */
set up surface color range */
turn on light source */
initiate Tek_4129 for 2D sketching */

while (abort == FALSE)
{

llcord(0,0); /* 2d mode */
sketch(); /* a 2D freehand sketching program */

if (abort == FALSE)
prim_recog();

)

write_to_file(); /* write data[1000][30] to a file data.dat */
tekreset();
llstop();

/*** A routine to set up viewing transform.

void viewing()
{

lldfsf(2, isurfd);
llvtr3(3, iplry, 2, ivwry, 0, 0, -4095, 1,
llvdat(3, iattr);
lltrvd(0);
return;

}

*********************/

idsry);

/******************************************************************/
/* A routine to turn on light source for smooth shading. */
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/******************************************************************/

void lighting()

int idir[3];

111ts3(1, isourc, 2, ion, 0, idir, 1, rintns);
idir[0] = -1;
idir[1] = 1;
idir[2] = 1;

111ts3(1, &isourc[1], 2, ion, 1, idir, 1, &rintns[1]);
idir[0] = 1;
idir[2] = -1;

111ts3(1, &isourc[2], 2, ion, 1, idir, 1, &rintns[2]);
idir[0] = -1;
lllts3(1, &isourc[3], 2, ion, 1, idir, 1, &rintns[3]);
return;

}

/***************************************************************/
/* A routine to set up the object surface color range. */
/***************************************************************/

void clrang()

long int imap[4], iclrs[2], istrt, iend, i;
float refl[2];

imap[1] = 150; /* 1 = orange */
imap[3] = 80;
istrt = 36;
iend = 85;
for (i = istrt; i <= iend; i++) (

imap[0] = i + 15;
imap[2] = i;
11c1mp(1, 4, imap);

iclrs[0] = istrt + 15;
iclrs[1] = iend + 15;
refl[0] = 0.3;
refl[1] = 0.7;
lloclr(1, 2, iclrs, 2, refl);

imap[1] = 340; /* 2 = blue */
imap[3] = 80;
istrt = 36;
iend = 85;
for (i = istrt; i <= iend; i++) (

imap[0] = i + 65;
imap[2] = i;
11c1mp(1, 4, imap);

iclrs[0] = istrt + 65;
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iclrs[1] = iend + 65;
lloclr(2, 2, iclrs, 2, refl);

imap[1] = 280; /* 3 = green */
imap[3] = 60;
istrt = 21;
iend = 70;
for (i = istrt; i <= iend; i++) {

imap[0] = i + 130;
imap[2] = i;
llclmp(1, 4, imap);

iclrs[0] = istrt + 130;
iclrs[1] = iend + 130;
lloclr(3, 2, iclrs, 2, refl);

imap[1] = 0; /* 4 = gray */
imap[3] = 10;
istrt = 21;
iend = 70;
for (i = istrt; i <= iend; i++) (

imap[0] = i + 180;
imap[2] = i;
llclmp(1, 4, imap);

iclrs[0] = istrt + 180;
iclrs[1] = iend + 180;
lloclr(4, 2, iclrs, 2, refl);
return;

}

/*** A procedure to initialize the 4129 workstation. ***********/

init()

llcode(0); /* TEK mode */
llcord(0,0); /* 2D mode */
lltbsf(10,20,0); /* the change of x value must > 20, or y

value must > 20 then a point will be
read into host computer. 0 means no
time restricts. */

llvwpt(0,0,4095,3276);
llwind(0,0,4095,3276);

/* lldaln(4); */

/*** a routine to reset the Tek_4129 workstation. ****************/

tekreset()

lldlsg(-1);
lldlvw(-1);
lldsgn(-1);
llpage();

/* delete all segments */
/* delete all views. */
/* 10=stroke mode. */
/* delete non-segment pictures */
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11cord(0,0);
llcode(1);
llecho(1);
11daln(34);

/* set 2D mode */
/* ANSI mode */

/* dialog area = 34 lines.*/

/*** A routine to draw a block. *********************************/

display_block(xc,yc,zc,length,width,high)
int xc,yc,zc,length,width,high;

char code;
int intr[1], jterm, lend;
int icent, ilen;
int trans[3];
double sin(), cos();
float disp, scale[1];
void t3init();
void cube();

11cord(2,6);

length = (int)(length / .809017);
width = (int)(width / .809017);
high = (int)(high / .809017);
/* .809 is cos(36), a value for isometric compensation. */

isometric(); /* set up isometric projection. */

if (pno == 1) (

xcc = xc; /* save center of the 1st feature as pivot pt */
ycc = yc;
.zcc = zc;

trans[0] = xc;
trans[1] = yc;
trans[2] = zc;

llpvs3(xc, yc, zc); /* set pivot point */
llsmt3(-2, 0, 9, rxy, 1, trans); /* Rotate -45 deg about Y

axis and 36 deg about X axis */

llopsg(sgn);
llosfc(3);
cube(xc, yc, zc, length, width, high);
11clsg();
sgn= sgn+1;

return(TRUE);

/****************************************************************/
/* A routine to draw a solid block. The center of the cube is */
/* (xcent, ycent, zcent). The cube is shaded using cosine */
/* shading, normals computed. */
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/****************************************************************/

void cube(xcent, ycent, zcent, length, width, high)
int xcent, ycent, zcent, length, width, high;

int ioff, ipos, i, j;
int actn[2], ipnts[72], indice[1], inorm[72];

int vert[24] = (1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1,
1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1,

1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1);

int panel[24] = (1, 5, 6, 2, 2, 6, 7, 3, 3, 7, 8, 4,
4, 8, 5, 1, 8, 7, 6, 5, 1, 2, 3, 4);

int inrmls[18] = (256, 0, 0, 0, 0, 256, -256, 0, 0,
0, 0, -256, 0, 256, 0, 0, -256, 0);

for (i = 0; i <= 5; i++)
for (j = 0; j <= 3; j++) {

ipos = (panel[i * 4 + j] - 1) * 3;
ioff = i * 12 + j * 3;

ipnts[ioff] = vert[ipos] * width + xcent;
ipnts[ioff + 1] = vert[ipos + 1] * high + ycent;
ipnts[ioff + 2] = vert[ipos + 2] * length + zcent;

inorm[ioff] = inrmls[i * 3];
inorm[ioff + 1] = inrmls[i * 3 + 1];
inorm[ioff + 2] = inrmls[i * 3 + 2];

/*??? a trick to show a depression */
if (is_depression) llosfc(4);
else llosfc(3);

lllnin(3); /* set line index green */
actn[0] = 1;
actn[1] = 15;
indice[0] = 8;
llfac3(2, actn, 24, ipnts, 1, indice, 24, inorm);

store_data(1 ,panel, ipnts, inrtu1s, xcent, ycent, zcent, length,width, high);
return;

/*** A routine to display a solid cylinder on the screen. *******/

display_cylinder(cx,cy,cz,r,l,direction)
char direction;
int cx, cy, cz;
double r, 1;
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register i;
int ii, j;
int xt, yt, zt, xb, yb, zb;
int trans[3], actn[2], indice[1], xyz[192], normal[192];
int ptx[17], pty[17), ptz[17], pbx[17], pby[17], pbz[17];
double angle, theta, beta, a, b;

if (direction == 'x') (

rxy[0] = 0.0;
rxy[1] = -0.809;
rxy[2] = -0.5878;
rxy[3] = 0.7071;
rxy[4] = -0.4156;
rxy[5] = 0.572;
rxy[6] = -0.7071;
rxy[7] = -0.4156;
rxy[8] = 0.572;

else if (direction == 'z') (

rxy[0] = 0.7071;
rxy[1] = -0.4156;
rxy[2] = 0.572;
rxy[3] = -0.7071;
rxy[4] = -0.4156;
rxy[5] = 0.572;
rxy[6] = 0.0;
rxy[7] = -0.809;
rxy[8] = -0.5878;

else isometric();

llcord(2,6);

if (pno == 1)
xcc = cx; /* save center of 1st feature as pivot */
ycc = cy;
zcc = cz;

llpvs3(xcc,ycc,zcc); /* set pivot point */
trans[0] = xcc;

trans[1] = ycc;
trans[2] = zcc;
llsmt3(-2,0,9,rxy,l,trans); /* set isometric projection */

llopsg(sgn);
llosfc(3); /* set object surface color green */

angle = 2 * PI / 16; /* increment angle */

/* centers of top surface and bottom surface of the cylinder */

xt = cx;
yt = (int)(1*0.5) + cy;
zt = cz;

xb = cx;
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yb = -(int)(1*0.5) + cy;
zb = cz;

/* calculate and display a y_cylinder */

for (i=0; i<=4; i++) (

a = i * angle;
ptx[i] = (int)(r * cos(a));
pty[i] = 0;
ptz[i] = (int)(-r * sin(a));

}

for (i=5; i<=8; i++)
ptx[i] = -ptx[8-i];
pty[i] = 0;
ptz[i] = ptz[8-i];

)

for (i=9; i<=16; i++)
ptx[i] = ptx[16-i];
pty[i] = 0;
ptz[i] = -ptz[16-i];

)

/* move top surface to (xt,yt,zt) */

for (i=0; i<=16; i++) (

ptx[i] = ptx[i] + xt;
pty[i] = pty[i] + yt;
ptz[i] = ptz[i] + zt;

)

/* vertice coords of bottom surfaces of a cylinder */

for (i=0; i<=16; i++)
pbx[i] = ptx[i];
pby[i] = yb;
ptz[i] = ptz[i];

}

/* calculate coors of the top surface of the cylinder */

for (i=0; i<16; i++)
ii = i * 9;
xyz[ii] = xt;
xyz[ii+1] = yt;
xyz[ii+2] = zt;
xyz[ii+3] = ptx[i];
xyz[ii+4] = pty[i];
xyz[ii+5] = ptz[i];
j = i+1;
xyz[ii+6] = ptx[j];
xyz[ii+7] = pty[j];
xyz[ii+8] = ptz[j];

)
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/* calculate normals for the top surface of the cylinder */

for (i=0; i<48; i++)
j = i*3;
normal[j] = 0;
normal[j+l] = 256;
normal[j+2] = 0;

)

/* display a top surface of the cylinder */

/*??? a trick to show a hole */
if (is_hole) llosfc(4);
else llosfc(3);

actn[0] = 2;
actn[1] = 15;
indice[0] = 8;
llfac3(2,actn,48,xyz,l,indice,48,normal);

/* calculate coords of bottom surface of a cylinder */

for (i=0; i<16; i++)
ii = i * 9;
xyz[ii] = xb;
xyz[ii+1] = yb;
xyz[ii+2] = zb;
xyz[ii+3] = pbx[i];
xyz[ii+4] = pby[i];
xyz[ii+5] = pbz[i];
j = i+1;
xyz[ii+6] = pbx[j];
xyz[ii+7] = pby[j];
xyz[ii+8] = pbz[j];

)

/* assign normals to the bottom surface of a cylinder */

for (i=0; i<48; i++)
j = i*3;
normal[j] = 0;
normal[j +l] = -256;
normal[j+2] = 0;

)

/* display the bottom surface of a cylinder */

llfac3(2,actn,48,xyz,l,indice,48,normal);

/* calculate coords of the wall of a cylinder */

for (i=0; i<16; i++)
ii = i*12;
xyz[ii] = ptx[i];
xyz[ii +l] = pty[i];
xyz[ii+2] = ptz[i];



xyz[ii+3] = pbx[i];
xyz[ii+4] = pby[i];
xyz[ii+5] = pbz[i];
j = i+1;
xyz[ii+6] = pbx[j];
xyz[ii+7] = pby[j];
xyz[ii+8] = pbz[j];
xyz[ii+9] = ptx[j];
xyz[ii+10] = pty[j];
xyz[ii +l1] = ptz[j];

/* calculate normals for facets of the wall of a cylinder */

for (i=0; i<16; i++)
a = i * angle;
ii = i * 12;
normal[ii] = 256 * cos(a);
normal[ii +l] = 0;
normal[ii+2] = -256 * sin(a);
normal[ii+3] = normal[ii];
normal[ii+4] = 0;
normal[ii+5] = normal[ii+2];
a = (i+1) * angle;
normal[ii+6] = 256 * cos(a);
normal[ii+7] = 0;
normal[ii+8] = -256 * sin(a);
normal[ii+9] = normal[ii+6];
normal[ii+10] = 0;
normal[ii+11] = normal[ii+8];

/* display the wall of a cylinder */

actn[0] = 1;
actn[1] = 15;
llfac3(2,actn,64,xyz,l,indice,64,normal);
11clsg();
sgn = sgn + 1;

}
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/*** A routine to set up a isometric projection matrix. **********/

isometric()

rxy[0] = 0.7071;
rxy[1] = -0.4156;
rxy[2] = 0.572;
rxy[3] = 0.0;
rxy[4] = 0.809;
rxy[5] = 0.5878;
rxy[6] = -0.7071;
rxy[7] = -0.4156;
rxy[8] = 0.572;
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/*** A routine to warn users an error message. ******************/

err(str)
char str[80];

llbell();
llamod();
lupaus();
printf("ERROR...");
printf(str);
printf("\n");
lucont();

/*** A routine to prompt users. **************************************/

prompt(str)
char str[80];

llamod();
lupaus();
printf(str);
printf("\n");
lucont();

/******************************************************************/
/* A rou tine to store 2D/3D data to an array data[][]. */
/******************************************************************/

store_data(name,topo,pts,nrmls,cx,cy,cz,l,w,h)
int name;
int topo[24];
int pts[72];
int nrmls[18];
int cx,cy,cz,l,w,h;

int n, i, j, k, tx, ty, tz;

switch (name) {

case 1 : n=6; break; /* block, 6 facets */
case 2 : n=96; break; /* cylinder, 96 facets */

tx = (.2929) * xcc + (.7071) * zcc;
ty = (.4156) * xcc + (.1910) * ycc + (.4156) * zcc;

tz = (-.572) * xcc - (.5878) * ycc + (.4280) * zcc;
/* (xcc,ycc,zcc) is center of the 1st feature */

for (i=0; i<n; i++) (

j = 19;
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k= i*3;
if ((nrmls[k] >= 0) && (nrmls[k+1] >= 0) && (nrmls[k+2] >= 0))

data[ix][j] = nrm1s[k];
data[ix][j+1] = nrmls[k+1];
data(ix][j+2] = nrmls(k+2];
data[ix][0] = name;
data[ix][1] = sgn;
data[ix][2] = fno;
j = 3;
k = i*4;
data[ix][j] = topo[k];
data[ix][j+1] = topo[k+1];
data[ix][j+2] = topo[k +2];
data[ix][j+3] = topo[k +3];
j = 7;
k = i*12;
data[ix][j] = pts[k];
data[ix][j+1] = pts[k+1];
data[ix][j+2] = pts[k+2];
data[ix][j+3] = pts[k+3];
data[ix][j+4] = pts[k+4];
data[ix][j+5] = pts[k+5];
data[ix][j+6] = pts(k+6];
data[ix][j+7] = pts[k+7];
data[ix][j+8] = pts[k+8];
data[ix][j+9] = pts[k+9];
data[ix][j+10] = pts[k+10];
data[ix][j+11] = pts[k+11];
j = 22;
k = i*12;
data[ix][j] = (pts[k] *(. 7071) + pts[k+2]*( - .7071) +tx) /2 +2047;
data[ix][j+1] = (pts[k]*(-.4156)+pts[k+1]*(.809)+pts[k+2]*

(-.4156)+ty)/2+1638;
data[ix][j+2] = (pts(k+3]*(.7071)+pts[k+5]*(-.7071)+tx) / 2 + 2047;
data[ix][j+3] = (pts[k+3]*(-.4156)+pts[k+4]*(.809)+

pts[k+5]*(-.4156)+ty) / 2 + 1638;
data[ix][j+4] = (pts[k +6] *(. 7071) +pts[k +8] *( - .7071) +tx) /2 +2047;
data[ix][j+5] = (pts[k+6]*(-.4156)+pts[k+7]*(.809)+

pts[k+8]*(-.4156)+ty) / 2 + 1638;
data[ix][j+6] = (pts[k+9]*(.7071)+pts[k+11]*(-.7071)+tx)/2+2047;
data[ix][j+7] = (pts[k+9]*(-.4156)+pts[k+10]*(.809)+

pts[k+11]*(- .4156) +ty) /2 +1638;
j = 30;
data[ix][j] = 1;
data[ix][j+1] = w;
data[ix][j+2] = h;

features verification
j = 22;

llpord(0,0);
111nin(2);
llmove(data[ix][j],data[ix][j+1]);
lldraw(data[ix][j+2],data[ix][j+3]);
lldraw(data[ix][j+4],data[ix][j+5]);
lldraw(data[ix][j+6],data[ix][j+7]);
lldraw(data[ix][j],data(ix][j+1]);



llcord(2,6);
*/

ix++;
fno++;

)

)

pno++;
I

/*****************************************************************/
/* A routine to 1) erase segment fron the screen; 2) remove and */
/* repack data from an array data[][]. */
/*****************************************************************/

erase_record_3d(sno)
int sno;

{

register i = 0;
register j;
int seg_found = TRUE;

lldlsg(sno); /* erase the segment from sreen */

/* remove and repack data */
while ((data[i][1] != sno) && (i < 1000)) i++;
if (i >= 999) seg_found = FALSE; /*? trick to erase cylinder */
while (data[i][0] != 0) {

for (j=0; j<33; j++) (

data[i][j] = data[i+3][j];
data[i +l][j] = data[i+4][j];
data[i+2][j] = data[i+5][jJ;

)

i=i+3;
)

if (seg_found) ix = ix-3; /* ix is column index of data[][] */
/* if seg_found, the obj to be del is BLOCK,else CYLINDER */

I
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/*** A procedure to write cotains of data[][] to a file coord.dat */

write_to_file()
{

int i;
FILE *dat;

dat = fopen("coord.dat","w");

i = 0;
while (data[i][0] != 0) (

llamod();
lupaus();

fprintf(dat,"%5d%7d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d \n", data[i][0],data[i][1],
data[i][2],data[i][3],data[i][4],data[i][5],data[i][6]);

fprintf(dat,"%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d \n",
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data[i][7], data[i][8],data[i][9],data[i][10],data[i][11],
data[i][12],data[i][13],data[i][14],data[i][15],data[i][16],
data[i][17],data[i][18]);

fprintf(dat,"%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d$5d%5d \n ",data[i][19],
data[i][20],data[i][21],data[i][22],data[i][23],data[i][24],
data[i][25],data[i][26],data[i][27],data[i][28],data[i][29]);

fprintf(dat,"%5d%5d%5d \n\n\n",data[i](30],
data[i][31],data[i][32]);

lucont();
i++;

fclose(dat);

/*****************************************************************/
/* A routine to reset facts. */

/*****************************************************************/

reset_fact()

no_of_line_seg = 0;
no_of_ellipse = 0;
no_of_circle = 0;
line_structure = FALSE;
line_curve_structure = FALSE;
rib_structure = FALSE;
edge_structure = FALSE;
vertex_structure = FALSE;
two_line_inter_at_a_pt = FALSE;
three_line_inter_at_a_pt = FALSE;
is_block = FALSE;
is_wall = FALSE;
is_rib = FALSE;
is_hole = FALSE;
is_depression = FALSE;

/*** A routine to type facts on the screen. **********************/

type_fact()

llamod();
lupaus();
printf("no_of_line_seg %d\n",no_of_line_seg);
printf("no_of_ellipse %d\n",no_of_ellipse);
printf("no_of_circle %d\n",no_of_circle);
printf("line_structure %d\n",line_structure);
printf("line curve structure %d\n",line curve structure);
printf("two_line inter_at_a_pt %d\n",two line_inter_at_a_pt);
printf("three_line inter_at_a_pt.. %d\n",threeline inter_at_a_pt);
printf("edge struaure %d\n",edge sanicture);
printf("vertex_structure %d\n",vertex_structure);
printf("is_block %d\n",is_block);
printf("is_wall %d\n",is_wall);
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printf("is_rib %d\n",is_rib);
printf("is_hole %d\n",is_hole);
printWis_depression %d\n",is_depression);
lucont();

)

set_default()

llvisg(9977,0); /* color green -> red */
llvisg(9978,1);
lldsgn(10); /* disable gin */
11code(1); /* ANSI */
11days(0); /* dialog area invisible */
lldacl(); /* clear dialog area scroll */
lldain(7,4,4); /* chars -> white, bgd -> blue */
lldaln(34);
11days(1); /* dialog area visible */
llamod();
lupaus();
printf("****** DEFAULT PARAMETERS *******\n");
printf(" Wall thickness %d\n",wall_thickness);
lucont();
lldump();
scanf("%d", & wall_thickness);
11days(0);
11dain(3,0,0);
lldaln(4);
11days(1);
11code(0); /* TEK */
llengn(10,0);
llvisg(9978,0);
llvisg(9977,1);
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II: Freehand Sketching Subsysteml

#include <sti_cbind.h>
#include "define.h"
#include "extgbl.h"

/*
/* A main routine of SKETCH.
/*

sketch()

int flag,class,number,a,b,det_hist[1000];
int *p,n,nn,ii,ssgno,grid_no,term;
double d,dd,ang;

datainit();
inihist();
gin_count=0;
flip=0;
111nin(6);
flag=0;
abort=FALSE;

/* Clean the segment number */
ssgno=sgno;
for (ii=1;ii<=ssgno;++ii)
lldlsg(sgno);
--sgno;

while (flag 1=1) (

prompt("*** DRAWING
com_pt[sgno +l] =0;
flag=0;
p = &flag;
read_data(p);

switch (flag) (

case 1:
abort=TRUE; /* Quit */
goto label;
break;

case 2:
if ((sgno > 0) 11 (sgn > 10000)) (

prompt(" *** One segment erased
undo();

1 The Freehand Sketching Subsystem was accomplished by Roger Fang
as a master project in 1987 [Fang 87] at the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Oregon State University. It is integrated in the Design
Capture System for user interface and 2D geometric elements recognition.
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else
err("Nothing in the database.");
goto label;
break;

case 3:
erase();
goto label;
break;

case 4:
prompt(" *** Redrawing ***");

regenerate(2);
goto label;
break;

case 5:
prompt(" *** BREAK ***");
Ebreak();
goto label;
break;
case 6: prompt(" *** Fine sketching ***");
small_drawing(flip);
goto label;
break;

case 7:
prompt("*** TEXT ***");
text();
goto label;
break;

case 8:
otho_on_off();
goto label;
break;
case 9:
set default();
goto label;
break;
case 16:
grid(2);
goto label;
break;

case 99:
flag = 1;
goto label; /* INTERP */
break;

sgno= sgno +l;
count_found=0;
lnck=0;

per=perimeter(0,i);
d=length(0,i);

if (i<=1)

goto label;
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if (d/per>0.998) det=1;
else {

if (d/per >0.14) class=1; /* line or arc */
else class=2;

number=dis_contpoint();

switch (class)

case 1:
if (number==0)

det_line_arc(d,0,i);
else

det=3;

if (number==1)

d=angled_length(number);
if (d/per >0.9)

det=3;
else

det=2;
)

break;
case 2: if (number == 0)

a=det_circle_ellipses();
b=a*0.58;
if (det==9)

b=a/0.58;
)

else if (number<=1)

dd=angled_length(number);
if (dd/per < 0.965)

a=detcircle_ellipses();
b=a*0.58;
if (det==---9)
b=a/0.58;

else
det=4;

)

else
det=4; /* polygon */

break;

if ((det==1) && (d<400))
if (d/per<0.9)
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det=2;

if (det==2)
ang=arc();

det_hist[sgno]=det;

lllnin(0);
redraw();

lllnin(3);

switch (det)

case 1: llpvsg(xx[0],yy[0]);
llopsg(sgno);
draw_line();
11clsg();
break;

case 2: llpvsg(xx[0],yy[0]);
llopsg(sgno);
draw arc(ang);
11clsg();
break;

case 3: draw_set_line(number);
break;

case 4: draw_set_line(number); /* polygon */
break;

case 5:
llopsg(sgno);
draw_circle(a,cx,cy);
11clsg();
break;

case 6:
llopsg(sgno);
draw_ellipses(cx,cy,a,b,0.0);
11clsg();
break;

case 7:
llopsg(sgno);
llpvsg(cx,cy);
draw_ellipses(cx,cy,a,b,-60.0);
11clsg();
break;

case 8: llpvsg(cx,cy);
llopsg(sgno);
draw_ellipses(cx,cy,a,b,-120.0);
11clsg();
break;

case 9: llpvsg(cx,cy);
llopsg(sgno);
draw_ellipses(cx,cy,a,b,0.0);
11clsg();
break;

case 10:
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llamod();
lupaus();
printf("unknown feature, please redraw\n");
lucont();
break;

)

label: lllnin(6);
)

typedata(); /* write sketch history to a file hist.dat */
)

/****************************************************************/
/* A procedure to display the on screen menu */
/****************************************************************/
draw_menu()
{

int ii,kk,k;
int yl;

/* box for sketch area */
lllnin(5);
llopsg(9999);
llmove(50,300);
lldraw(3650,300);
lldraw(3650,3050);
lldraw(50,3050);
lldraw(50,300);
11clsg();
lldtsg(9999,0);

/* boxes for menu area */
llopsg(9997);
llmove(4000,3000);
lldraw(4000,1650);
lldraw(3700,1650);
lldraw(3700,3000);
lldraw(4000,3000);
for (ii= l;ii<9; + +ii)
(

y1=3000-150*ii;
llmove(3700,y1);
lldraw(4000,y1);

)

llmove(3700,450); /* box for GRID */
lldraw(3700,600);
lldraw(4000,600);
lldraw(4000,450);
lldraw(3700,450);
11clsg();
lldtsg(9997,0);

lltxin(2); /* set text index */
for (ii= l;ii<= 2; + +ii) (

llgsiz(35,60,10); /* set graphtext size */
/* erase */
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llmove(3750,2900);
k=9960+ii;
llopsg(k);
lltext(4,"Quit");
11clsg();

lldtsg(k,0);

llmove(3750,2750);
k=9962+ii;
llopsg(k);
lltext(4,"Undo");
11clsg();

lldtsg(k,0);

llmove(3750,2600);
k=9964+ii;
llopsg(k);

lltext(5,"Erase");
11clsg();
lldtsg(k,0);

llmove(3710,2450);
k=9966+ii;
llopsg(k);
lltext(6,"Redraw");
11clsg();
lldtsg(k,0);

llmove(3750,2300);
k=9968+ii;

llopsg(k);
lltext(5,"Break");
11clsg();
lldtsg(k,0);

llmove(3750,2150);
k=9970+ii;
llopsg(k);
lltext(5,"Small");
11clsg();
lldtsg(k,0);

llmove(3750,2000);
k=9972+ii;
llopsg(k);
lltext(4,"Text");
11clsg();
lldtsg(k,0);

llmove(3750,1850);
k=9974+ii;
llopsg(k);
lltext(4,"Otho");
11clsg();
lldtsg(k,0);



)

)

llmove(3710,1700);
k = 9976+ii;
llopsg(k);
lltext(7,"Default");
11clsg();
lldtsg(k,0);

if (ii==1)
for (kk=1; kk<=9;++kk)

k=9959+2*kk;
llvisg(k,0); /* set segment visibility */

)

lltxin(3); /* set text index */

111nin(1);

/***************************************************************/
/* A procedure to draw the grid points */

/***************************************************************/
grid(n)

int n;
(

int k,l,m,ii,jj,kk;
double d,dx,dy;

struct
int x;
int y;
) p[100];

struct
int x;
int y;

) q[100];

111nin(105);
n=n*100;

k=3600/n;
1=(int)(2750.0*1.732/(float)n);
jj=k+1;
dy=(float)n/1.732;

for (ii=1;ii<=k;++ii)
p[ii].x=3650-n*ii;
p[ii].y=300;

)

m=1;
for (ii= k +l;ii <= jj; + +ii)

p(ii].x=50;
p[ii].y=(int)(dy*(float)m)+300;
++m;
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}

for (ii=1;ii<=1;++ii)
q[ii].x=3650;
q[ii].y=300+(int)(dy*(float)ii);

)

d=(float)q[1-1].y+dy;
dx=(3050.0-d)*1.732+3650.0;

kk=1;
for (ii=1+1;ii<=jj;++ii) (

q[ii].x=(int)dx-kk*n;
q[ii].y=3050;
++kk;

)

for (ii=1;ii<=jj;++ii)
llmove(p[ii].x,p[ii].y);
lldraw(q[ii].x,q[ii].y);

)

for (ii=1;ii<=k;++ii) (

p[ii].x=50+n*ii;
p[ii].y=300;

)

m=1;
for (ii=k+1;ii<=jj;++ii) (

p[ii].x=3650;
p[ii].y=(int)(dy*(float)m)+300;
++m;

}

for (ii=1;ii<=1;++ii) (

q[ii].x=50;
q[ii].y=300+(int)(dy*(float)ii);

)

d=(float)q[1-1].y+dy;
dx=50.0-(3050.0-d)*1.732;

kk=1;
for (ii=1+1;ii<=jj;++ii) (

q[ii].x=(int)dx+kk*n;
q[ii].y=3050;
++kk;

)

for (ii=1;ii<=jj;++ii)
llmove(p[ii].x,p[ii].y);
lldraw(q[ii].x,q[ii].y);

)
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/*******************************************************************/
/* A procedure to rerceive the data from screen, when a stroke is */
/* sketched on the tablet with a stylus. */

/*******************************************************************/

readdata(flag_pointer)
int *flag_pointer;

char select,sigchr;
int duml,dum2;

i=0;
*flag_pointer=0;
111nin(0); /*

11crgn(10,0);
llikgn(10,1);
llengn(10,0);
lldump();

/*
/*
/*

line index */

set gin cursor 0=cross hair */
gin inking */
enable gin, tablet stroke */

if (gin_count!=0) getchar(); /* dump characters */

while ((select!='Z') && (select!='1')) (

llgtgn(&sigchr,&select,&xx[i],&yy[i],&duml,&dum2);
if (select=='1') ( /* select from menu */

if (xx[i]<4000 && xx[i]>3700) (

if (yy[i]<3000 && yy[i]>2850)
*flag_pointer =l; /* Quit */

else if (yy[i]<2850 && yy[i]>2700)
*flag_pointer=2; /* Undo */

else if (yy[i]<2700 && yy[i]>2550)
*flag_pointer=3; /* Erase */
else if(yy[i]<2550 && yy[i]>2400)
*flag_pointer=4; /* Redraw */

else if (yy[i]<2400 && yy[i]>2250)
*flag_pointer=5; /* Break */

else if (yy[i]<2250 && yy[i]>2100)
*flag_pointer=6; /* Small */

else if (yy[i]<2100 && yy[i]>1950)
*flag_pointer=7; /* Text */

else if (yy[i]<1950 && yy[i]>1800)
*flag_pointer=8; /* Otho */

else if (yy[i]<1800 && yy[i]>1650)
*flag_pointer=9; /* Default */

else if (yy[i]<600 && yy[i]>450)
*flag_pointer=16; /* Grid */

else *flag_pointer=99; /* interpret 3D feature */

111nin(6);

/* Begin to input the drawing data */
if (select=='Z')
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do (
++i;
llgtgn(&sigchr,&select,&xx[i],&yy[i],&duml,&dum2);

) while (select! ='O');

++gin_count;
lldsgn(10); /* disable gin */

/****************ic****************************************************/
/* A procedure to redraw the whole screen */

/*********************************************************************/
regenerate(n)

int n; /* for grid mesh */
{

int attrw[3] = (1,2,1);
int attrs[3] = (1,3,4);

livisg(9968,0); /* set segment visibility */
llvisg(9967,1);
if (n<=4 && n>0) (

llvdat(3,attrw); /* set display attribute..wireframe */
llpage();
llvdat(3,attrs); /* set display attribute.. smooth shading */

)

llvisg(9967,0); /* set segment visibility */
llvisg(9968,1);

/*******************************************************************/
/* A routine to intialize struct hist[]. */

/*******************************************************************/
inihist()

int ii;
hnum = 0;
for(ii=0;ii<1000;ii++) (

hist[ii].p_type = ";
hist[ii].order = 0;

)

/*******************************************************************/
/* A routine to store point data to a structure array of pt2d */

/*******************************************************************/
storept(x,y,mode,p)

int x,y,p;
char mode;

int ii=0,dx,dy;

found=FALSE;
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while ((found ==FALSE) && (ii<=ptnum-1)) {

dx=x-pt2d[ii].x;
dy=y-pt2d[ii].y;
if ((abs(dx)<40.0) && (abs(dy)<40.0))

xx[p]=pt2d[ii].x;
yy[p]=pt2d[ii].y;
found = TRUE;

)

ii++;
)

if (found == TRUE)
{

pt2d[ptnum].no = pt2d[ii-1].no;
++count_found;
com_pt[sgno]=compt[sgno]+1;

)

else {
pt2d[ptnum].no = pn;
pn++;

}

pt2d[ptnum].x = x;
pt2d[ptnum].y = y;
pt2d[ptnum].mod = mode;
ptnum++;

/*******************************************************************/
/* A routine to store line data to a structure array 'line'. */

/*******************************************************************/
storeln()

while (((pt2d[
(pt2d[id +l].

linseg[lnidx]
linseg[lnidx]
linseg[lnidx]
linseg[lnidx]
linseg[lnidx]
linseg[lnidx]
linseg[lnidx]
id++;
lnidx++;
lnum++;
+ +lnck;

)

id++;

id].mod == 'm') ii (pt2d[id].mod == 'd')) &&
mod == 'd')) {

.no = lnum;

.xl = pt2d[id].x;

.y1 = pt2d[id].y;

.x2 = pt2d[id +l].x;

.y2 = pt2d[id +l].y;

.enpl = pt2d[id].no;

.enp2 = pt2d[id+1].no;

/******************************************************************/
/* routine to store arc data to a structure array 'arcseg'. */

/******************************************************************/
storearc(ang,sign)



double ang;
int sign;

(
while (((pt2d[id]

(pt2d[id+1].mo
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
arcseg[arcidx]
id++;
arcidx++;
arcnum++;
+ +lnck;

)

id++;
)

. mod='m') II (pt2d[id].mod=='d')) &&
d=='d'))
.no=arcnum;
.xl=pt2d[id].x;
.y1=pt2d[id].y;
.x2=pt2d[id+1].x;
.y2=pt2d[id+1].y;
. xc=cx;
. yc=cy;
.ang=ang;
. enpl=pt2d[id].no;
.enp2=pt2d[id+1].no;
.sign=sign;
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/*******************************************************************/
/* A routine to store ellipse data to a structure array 'elip'. */
/*******************************************************************/
storelp(number,x,y,a,b,ang)

int number,x,y,a,b;
double ang;

(
int ii;

ii = elipnum-1;
elip[ii].no = number;
elip[ii].xc = x;
elip(ii].yc = y;
elip[ii].a = a;
elip[ii].b = b;
elip[ii].ang = ang;
elipnum++;

)

/*******************************************************************/
/* A routine to record the sketching history. */
/*******************************************************************/
history(ptype,ord)

char ptype;
int ord;

(
hist[hnum].p_type = ptype;
hist[hnum].order = ord;
hnum++;

)
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/******************************************************************/
/* A routine to print the contents of data structure for checking.*/
/******************************************************************/
typedata()
{

int ii;
FILE *op,*fopen();

op=fopen("hist.dat","w");
ii=0;
while (ii<=ptnum-1) (

fprintf(op,"The pt2d.. ");
fprintf(op," %d %d %d %c\n",pt2d[ii].no,pt2d[ii].x,

pt2d[ii].y,pt2d(ii].mod);
ii++;

)

ii=0;
while (ii<=hnum-1) (

fprintf(op,"The history.. ");
fprintf(op," %c %d\n",hist[ii].p_type,hist[ii].order);
ii++;

)

ii=0;
while (ii<=elipnum-2) {

fprintf(op,"elip.. ");
fprintf(op,"%d %d %d %d %d %f\n",elip[ii].no,elip[ii].xc,

elip[ii].yc,elip[ii].a,elip[ii].b,elip[ii].ang);
ii++;

)

ii=0;
while (ii<=linenum-2) (

fprintf(op,"linseg.. ");
fprintf(op,"%d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n",linseg[ii].no,

linseg[ii].xl,linseg[ii].y1,1inseg[ii].x2,1inseg[ii].y2,
linseg[ii].enpl,linseg[ii].enp2);

ii++;
)

ii=0;
while (ii<=arcnum-2) (

fprintf(op,"arcseg.. ");
fprintf(op,"%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %f %d %d\n",arcseg[ii].no,

arcseg[ii].xl,arcseg[ii].yl,arcseg[ii].x2,arcseg[ii].y2,
arcseg[ii].xc,arcseg(ii].yc,arcseg[ii].ang,
arcseg[ii].enpl,arcseg[ii].enp2);

ii++;
)

fclose(op);
}

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to draw a curve */
/*********************************************************************/
draw_curve(xl,y1,x2,y2)
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int xl,yl,x2,y2;

int xyary[4];

xyary[0] = xl;
xyary[1] = yl;
xyary[2] = x2;
xyary(3] = y2;

11dcve(1,2,xyary);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to draw a circle */

/*********************************************************************/
draw_circle(r,x,y)

int r,x,y;
{

int xl;
int xyary[8];

xl = x-r;
xyary[0] = x;
xyary[1] = y-r;
xyary[2] = x+r;
xyary[3] = y;
xyary[4] = x;
xyary[5] = y+r;
xyary[6] = x-r;
xyary[7] = y;

llmove(xl,y);
11dcve(1,4,xyary);
history('C',cirnum);
cirnum++;

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to draw an ellipse */
/*********************************************************************/

/* Draw a ellipses with the axis has an angle (theta) to
the coordinate axis, where h,k are the center point, a,b are the
radius of major and minor axis */

draw_ellipses(h,k,a,b,theta)
int h,k;
int a,b;
double theta;

{

int x[100],y[100],ii,j;
double 1,m,n,r,x1[100],y1[100];

1=0;
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n=3.14159/180.0;
for (ii=0; ii<=59; ++ii)

m=1*n;
x[ii]=a*cos(m);
y[ii]=b*sin(m);
1=1+6;
xl[ii]=x[ii];
yl[ii]=y[ii];

)

if (theta!=0.0)

m=theta*n;
for (ii=0;ii<=59;++ii)
{

x[ii]=xl[ii]*cos(m)+yl[ii]*sin(m);
y[ii]=yl[ii]*cos(m)-xl[ii]*sin(m);

x[60]=x[0];
y[60]=y[0];

llmove(x[0]+h,y[0]+k);

for (ii=1 ;ii<=60;
{

lldraw(x[ii]+h,y[ii]+k);
)

/* srore the ellipse data into database */
history('E',elipnum);
storelp(elipnum,cx,cy,a,b,theta);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to redarw the free-hand sketcked stroke. This routine*/
/* is useful for erasing the stroke. */
/*********************************************************************/
redraw()

int j;
llmove(xx[0],yy[0]);
for (j=1;j<=i;++j)

{

lldraw(xx[j],yy[j]);
}

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to calculate the stroke length. */
/*********************************************************************/
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/* Calculus Perimeter, here the perimeter of the stroke is constructed
by series of line segment. So the perimeter equals to the sum of
all the length of line segment */

perimeter(s,e)
int s,e; /* s,e are the index of start and end points. */

double sum,dis;
int j;

sum=0.0;
for (j=s;j<e;++j)
{

dis=(xx[j+1]-xx[j])*(xx[j+1]-xx[j])+(yy[j+1]-yy[j])*
(1717(j+l]-YY[j]);

sum=sum+sqrt(dis);

return (sum);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to detect the existing vertices */
/*********************************************************************/

/* Calculus the vector angle of the point of input drawings to find out
the discountinuous points */

dis_contpoint()
{

double dx,dy,
double dl,d2,
int number,j,
int cl,c2,c3,

det1=0;
det2=0;
det3=0;
number=0;
toler=3;

angle[100],thetal,theta2,t1;
d3,ang_toler,dist;
k,l,n,m,toler;
c4,c5,c6,c7,detl,det2,det3;

/* special consideration for small stroke */
if (per<300)

toler=2;

dis_point[0]=0;
error=0.0;
j=0;

/* calculate the angle variation */
while (j<=i-1)

dx=xx[j+1]-xx[j];
dY=YY[j+1]-YY[j];
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thetal=theta(dx,dy);

if (j>0)
(

tl=theta2-thetal;
if ((theta2>270.0 && thetal<90.0) II (theta2<90.0 &&

thetal>270.0))
t1=360.0-fabs(t1);

if((fabs(t1)>20.0) && ((j-dis_point[number])>toler))
(

number=number+1;
dis_point[number]=j;
angle[number]=fabs(t1);

)

)

theta2=thetal;
j=j+1;
)

dispoint[number+1]=i; /* set the end point to be the last
discontinuous point */

/* Using rules mentioned in sec. 3.3.1 to find the real vertex */
if (per>300)
(

if ((i-dispoint[number])<3)
number=number-1;

1=1;
n=number;
if (number>0)
(

for (j=1;j<=n;++j)
(

if (angle[j]<70.0)
(

cl=dis_point[1-1];
c2=dis_point[1];
c3=dis_point[1+1];
dl=length(cl,c2);
c4=c1+1;
c5=c2-1;
det_line_arc(dl,c4,c5);
detl=det;

d2=length(c2,c3);
c6=c2+1;
c7=c3-1;
det_line_arc(d2,c6,c7);
det2=det;

d3=length(cl,c3);
det_line_arc(d3,c1,c3);
det3=det;



dist=length(0,1);

if((dist/per)<0.14 11 per<400.0)
(

if ((detl!=1 11 det2!=l) 11 det3==1)
(

m=n-j+1;
if (m>0)
(

for (k=1;k<=m;++k)
dis_point[l+k-1]=dis_point[1 +k];

)

number=number-1;
1=1-1;

)

)

else
(

if ((detl!=1 && det2!=l) 11 det3==1)
(

m=n-j+1;
if (m>0)
(

for (k=1;k<=m;++k)
dis_point[l+k-1]=dis_point[l+k];

)

number=number-1;
1=1-1;

return (number);
)
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/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to calculate the angle between two line segment. */
/*********************************************************************/
theta(dx,dy)

double dx,dy;
(

double thetal;
if (dx!=0.0)
(

thetal=atan2(dy,dx);
thetal=thetal*180.0/3.14159;
if (thetal<0.0)
thetal=thetal+360.0;

)

else
if (dy>0.0)
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thetal=90.0;
else
thetal=270.0;

return (thetal);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to interpret straight line and arc */
/*********************************************************************/
det_line_arc(d,s,t)

double d;
int s,t;

int j,k,l,middle,high,low;
double mposibility,hp,lp,rem,perim;
double m,m1,m3,L2,L1;
double a,b,c,e,f,g;

j=(t-s)+1;
k=((t-s)-j+1)/2;

e=d/30.0;
/* calculuate line equation foe Ll and L2 */
if (xx[t]!=xx[s])

ml=yy[t]-yy[s];
m3=xx[t]-xx[s];
m=m1/m3;
a=yy[s]-m*xx[s];
b=a*a-e*e*(1+m*m);
c=a*a-b;
c=sqrt(c);
g=c-a;
f=0.0-(a+c);

middle=0;
high=0;
low=0;
for (1=s+k;1<=s+k+j-1;++1)
{

if (xx[s]!=xx[t])

L1=yy[1]-m*xx[1]+f;
L2=yy[1]-m*xx[1]+g;

else

Ll=xx[s]+e;
L2=xx[t]-e;

/* find the distribution of points */
if (Ll>0.0)

high= high +l;
else if (Ll<0.0 && L2>0.0)
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middle=middle+1;
else
low=low+1;

mposibility=(float)middle*100.0/(float)(j);
if (mposibility>70.0)

det=1;
else if ((low!=0) && (high!=0))

det=10;
else
det=2;

/* Determine the stroke is an arc or the combination of
line secments and the tangent arc */

det_arc_comb()

int count,start;

count =l;
start=1;
combl=find_lineseg(start,count);
count=0-1;
start=i-1;
comb2=find_lineseg(start,count);
if ((float)(comb2-combl)/(float)i >0.3)

det=2;
else

det=11;

/* Find the end point of the segment in the stroke */
find_lineseg(start,count)
int start,count;

int ii,k,kp,x1,y1,kk;
double dist[100],dx,dy,m,mm,divide;
kk=start+count*2;
k=0;
kp=kk;
xl=xx[start];
yl=yy[start];
dx=(float)(xx[kk] -x1);
dy=(float)(yy[kk]-y1);
if (dx!=0.0)

m=dy/dx;
else

m=1.0e9;

mm=1.0+m*m;
divide=sgrt(mm);
dist[kp]=0.0;
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while (k<3)

kp=kp+count;
dist[kp]=fabs(((float)(yy[kp]-y1)-m*

(float)(xx[kp]-x1)))/divide;
if ((dist[kp]>40.0) && (dist[kp]>dist[kp-count]))

k=k+1;
else

k=0;
)

k=kp-count*4;
return (k);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to interpret circle and ellipse */
/*********************************************************************/
det_circle_ellipses()
{

int xmax,xmin,ymax,ymin,xmax_c,xmin_c,ymax_c,ymin_c,j,aa;
double a,b,c,ratio,dx,dy,angl,ang2;
int ii,dl,d2;

xmax=xx[0];
xmin=xx[0];
ymax=yy[0];
ymin=yy[0];
xmax_c=0;
xmin_c=0;
ymax_c=0;
ymin_c=0;

/* find the end point which is near the start point */
ii=i-6;
dl=length(0,ii);
for (j=i-5;j<=i;++j)

d2=length(0,j);
if (d2<dl)

ii=j;
dl=d2;

}

for (j=1;j<=ii;++j)

if (xx[j]>xmax)

xmax=xx[j];
xmax_c=j;

else if (xx[j]<xmin)

xmin=xx[j];
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xmin_c=j;
)

if (yy[j]>ymax)

ymax=yy[j];
ymax_c=j;

}

else if (yy(j]<ymin)
{

Ymin=YY(j);
ymin_c=j;

)

/* center point */
cx=(xx[xmax_c]+xx[xmin_c])/2;
cy=(yy[ymax_c]+yy[ymin_c])/2;

dx= xx[xmax_c] -cx;
dy=yy[xmax_c]-cy;
a=dx*dx+dy*dy;
a=sqrt(a);
angl=theta(dx,dy);

dx= xx[ymax_c] -cx;
dy=yy[ymax_c]-cy;
b=dx*dx+dy*dy;
b=sqrt(b);
ang2=theta(dx,dy);

angl=ang2-angl;
if (angl<0.0)
angl=ang1+360.0;

ratio=b/a;

if (ratio<0.7 11 ratio>1.0/0.7)

det=6; /* 0 degree ellipse */
if (a<b)

det=9;

else

if (angl<60.0)
det=7; /* 60 degree ellipse */

else

if (angl<120.0)
{

det=5; /* circle */
a=(a+b)/2;

else
det=8; /* 120 degree ellipse */

}
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aa=a;
return (aa);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to draw a line */
/*********************************************************************/
draw_line()
{

float dx,dy;
double ang,pi;

if (othogonal == TRUE)
{

dx = xx[i] - xx[0];
dY = YY[i] YY[0];
pi = 3.141596;
ang = 30.0 * pi /180.0;

if (fabs(dx/dy) < 0.5)
xx[i] = xx[0];

else if ((dy / dx) > 0.0)
yy[i] = yy[0] + dx * (tan(ang));
else if ((dy / dx) < 0.0)
yy[i] = yy[0] - dx * (tan(ang));

storept(xx[0],yy[0],'m',0);
llmove(xx[0],yy[0]);
storept(xx[i],yy[i],'d',i);
history('W,linenum);
linenum++;
lldraw(xx[i],yy[i]);
storeln();

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to ciculte the parameters of an arc */
/*********************************************************************/
arc()

int 1;
double ang,angl,ang2,r,x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,c1,c2,dx,dy,xc,yc;
double ang3,t1,t2,t3,t4,t5,rat,arc_length;
1=i/2;
xl= xx(0];
yl=yy[0];
x2=xx[1];
y2=yy[1];
x3=xx[i];
Y3=YY[i];

if (x2==x1)
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x2= xx[i +2];
y2=yy[1+2];

/* center point */
cl= (yl- y2) /(x2 -xl);
if ((x3-xl) == 0.0 )

yc=(y3+y2)/2.0;
else

c2= (yl- y3) /(x3 -xl);
yc=((x3-x2)+((y2+y1)*c1-(y3+y1)*c2))/(2*(cl-c2));

xc=cl*yc+(xl+x2)/2-(y2+y1)*c1/2;
cx=xc;
cy=yc;

/* radius */
r=(xl-xc)*(xl-xc);
r=r+(yl-yc)*(yl-yc);
r=sqrt(r);

/* the end angle of arc */
dx=x3-xc;
dy=y3-yc;
ang3=theta(dx,dy);

/* the start angle of arc */
dx=x1-xc;
dy=y1-yc;
angl=theta(dx,dy);

/* the middle angle of arc */
dx=x2-xc;
dy=y2-yc;
ang2=theta(dx,dy);

t2=ang3-angl;
t2=fabs(t2);
tl=ang3-ang2;
if (fabs(tl) >180.0)
tl=ang2-angl;

t3=360.0-t2;
t4=t3-2.0*t1;
t5=t2-2.0*t1;
if (fabs(t4)>fabs(t5))

ang=t2;
else

ang=t3;

/* find the arc is c.w. or c.c.w.
POSITIVE : c.c.w.
NEGATIVE : c.w. */

sign=POSITIVE;
if (tl<0.0)
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sign=NEGATIVE;
arc_length=3.14159*r*ang/180.0;
rat=arc_length/per;
if (arc_length>per)

rat=per/arc_length;

return (ang);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to check tangency and to draw an arc */
/*********************************************************************/
draw_arc(ang)

double ang;

int k,ck,l,first,second,m,n,ctl,ret;

1=i/2;
ck=0;
k=0;
first=0;
second=0;

/* store the critical points */
storept(xx[0],yy[0],W,0);
if (found==TRUE)
(

first=1;
k=k+1;

}

storept(xx[i],yy[i],'de,i);
if (found==TRUE)

second=1;
k=k+1;

m=pt2d[ptnum-1].no;
n=pt2d[ptnum-2].no;

ret=1;
ct1=0;
if (k==2)
ctl=check_two_lines(m,n);

if ((k==2) && (ct1==0))
ret=par_arc(n,m);

if (((ret =1) && (ctl!=3)) 11 (k==1))

if ((first==1) && (ct1==1))

ang=check_tangent(xx[0],yy[0],xx[i],yy[i]);
if (check==TRUE)
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ck =ck +l;

)

else
if ((second==1) && (ct1==2))

ang=check_tangent(xx[i],yy(i),xx(0],yy[0]);
if (check==TRUE)

ck=ck+1;

)

if (((ck==0) II (ct1==3) 11 (k==0)) && (ret!=0))

llmove(xx[0],yy[0]);
draw_curve(xx[1],yy[1],xx[i],yy[i]);

)

history('A',arcnum);
storearc(ang,sign);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to ckeck the tangency between an arc and a existing */
/* line. */
/*********************************************************************/
checktangent(ax,ay,bx,by)

int ax,ay,bx,by;
{

int n,ii;
double dx,dy,al,a2,a,dif,m;

ii=0;
n=pt2d[ptnum-1].no;
check=FALSE;
while((check==FALSE) && (ii<=linenum-2))

if ((linseg[ii].enp1==n) 11(linseg[ii].enp2==n))
check=TRUE;

else
ii=ii+1;

)

if (check==TRUE)

if (linseg[ii].enp1==n)

)

else

dx=linseg[ii].xl-linseg[ii].x2;
dy=linseg[ii].yl-linseg[ii].y2;

)

if (dx != 0)
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m=dy/dx;
else
m=1.0e9;

al=theta(dx,dy);
dx=(float)(cx-ax);
dy=(float)(cy-ay);
a2=theta(dx,dy);
a=al-a2;
a=fabs(a);
if ((al>270.0 && a2<90.0) 11 (al<90.0 && a2>270.0))
a=360.0-a;

dif=90.0-a;
dif=fabs(dif);
if (dif<45.0)

check=TRUE;
draw_tangent(ax,ay,bx,by,m);

else
check=FALSE;

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to draw an arc which is tangent to a existing line. */
/*********************************************************************/
draw_tangent(ax,ay,bx,by,m)

int ax,ay,bx,by;
double m;

int 1;
double ang,angl,ang2,r,x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,k1,k2,k3,dx,dy,xc,yc;
double ang3,t2,t3,t4,t5;
1=1/2;
xl=ax;
yl=ay;
x2=xx[1];
y2=yy[1];
x3=bx;
y3=by;
if (m != 0.0)
m=(0.0-1.0)/m;

else
m=1.0e9;

kl=x3*x3-xl*xl+y3*y3-yl*y1;
k2=y1-y3;
k3=2*(x3-xl-m*k2);
xc=(2*k2*(yl-m*x1)+k1)/k3;
yc=m*(xc-x1)+y1;
cx=xc;
cy=yc;
r=(xl-xc)*(xl-xc);
r=r+(yl-yc)*(yl-yc);
r=sqrt(r);
dx=(float)xx[i]-xc;
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dy= (float)yy[i] -yc;
ang3=theta(dx,dy);
dx=(float)xx[0]-xc;
dy=(float)yy[0]-yc;
angl=theta(dx,dy):

ang=ang3-angl;
if (sign>0)

if (ang<0.0)
ang=360.0+ang;

else

if (ang>0.0)
ang=360.0-ang;

arc_drawing(xx[0],yy[0],xx[i],yy[i],ang);

return (ang);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to draw an arc when the following parameter is known:*/
/* (1)center point (2)start point (3)angle */
/*********************************************************************/
arc_drawing(xl,y1,x3,y3,ang)

int xl,yl,x3,y3;
double ang;

double r,angl,ang2,ang3,dx,dy,x2,y2;

r=(float)((xl-cx)*(xl-cx));
r=r+(float)((yl-cy)*(yl-cy));
r=sqrt(r);
dx=(float)(xl-cx);
dy=(float)(yl-cy):
angl=theta(dx,dy);
dx=(float)(x3-cx);
dy=(float)(y3-cy);
ang3=theta(dx,dy);

if (sign<1)
ang2=ang3+fabs(ang/2.0);

else
ang2=angl+fabs(ang/2.0);

ang2=ang2*3.1415926/180.0;
x2=(float)cx+r*cos(ang2);
y2=(float)cy+r*sin(ang2);

llmove(xl,yl);
draw_curve((int)x2,(int)y2,x3,y3);
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/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure the reltion among an arc and two existing line */
/*********************************************************************/

/* This procedure check the type of the two segment that
connected to the arc */

checktwo_lines(m,n)
int m,n;

int ii,ck,ctl,k,first,second;

ii=0;
ct1=0;
ck=0;
k=0;
first=0;
second=0;

while((ck==0) && (ii<=arcnum-1))

if ((arcseg[ii].enp1==m) ii (arcseg[ii].enp2==m) ii

(arcseg[ii].enp1==n) 11 (arcseg[ii].enp2==n))
ck=1;

else
++ii;

)

if (ck==1)

if ((arcseg[ii].enp1==m) 11 (arcseg[ii].enp2==m))

k=k+1;
second =l;

else if ((arcseg[ii].enp1==n) 11 (arcseg[ii].enp2==n))

k=k+1;
first =l;

)

if (ck==0)
ct1=0;

else if (ck==2)
ct1=3;
else
if (second==1)

ct1=1;
else

ct1=2;

/* ctl = 0 : two lines
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ctl = 1 : one line and one arc (the 1st point connects to line)
ctl = 2 : one arc and one line (the 2nd point connects to line)
ctl = 3 : two arc

*/
return (ctl);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to draw an parabolic arc */

/*********************************************************************/
par_arc(m,n)

int m,n;

int ii,chk,k,x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,x,y,l,ret;
double dx, dy, t, ml, m2 ,xm,ym,pro,angl,ang2,tl,dl,d2;

chk=FALSE;
1=i/2;
ret=0;
ii=0;
while((chk==FALSE) && (ii<=linenum-2))

if ((linseg[ii].enp1==m) 11 (linseg[ii].enp2==m))
chk=TRUE;

else
++ii;

if(linseg[ii].enp1==m)

else

xl=linseg[ii].xl;
yl=linseg[ii].y1;
x3=linseg[ii].x2;
y3=linseg[ii].y2;

xl=linseg[ii].x2;
yl=linseg[ii].y2;
x3=linseg[ii].xl;
y3=linseg[ii].y1;

dx=(float)(x3-x1);
dy=(float)(y3-y1);
if (dx==0.0)

m1=1.0e9;
else

ml=dy/dx;

angl=theta(dx,dy);

chk=FALSE;
ii=0;
while((chk==FALSE) && (ii<=ptnum-1))
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)
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if ((linseg[ii].enpl = =n) II (linseg[ii].enp2==n))
chk=TRUE;

else
++ii;

if(linseg[ii].enp1==n)
(

x2=linseg[ii].xl;
y2=linseg[ii].y1;
x4=linseg[ii].x2;
y4=linseg[ii].y2;

)

else
(

x2=linseg[ii].x2;
y2=linseg[ii].y2;
x4=linseg[ii].xl;
y4=linseg[ii].y1;

)

dx=(float)(x4-x2);
dy=(float)(y4-y2);
if (dx==0.0)

m2=1.0e9;
else

m2=dy/dx;

ang2=theta(dx,dy);

tl=ang2-angl;
if ((ang2>270.0 && angl<90.0) 11 (angl>270.0 && ang2<90.0))

t1=360.0-fabs(t1);

d1=(xl-x2)*(xl-x2)+(yl-y2)*(yl-y2);
d2=(x3-x4)*(x3-x4)+(y3-y4)*(y3-y4);

if ((fabs(t1)>10.0) && (dl<d2))
(

xr=((float)(y2-y1)+(m1*(float)xl-m2*(float)x2))/(ml-m2);
yr=(float)yl+m1*(xr-(float)xl);

t=0.1;
llmove(xl,yl);
for (k=1;k<=10;++k)
(

x=(int)(((float)x1-2*xr+(float)x2)*t*t
+2*t*(xr-(float)x1)+(float)xl);

y=(int)(((float)y1-2*yr+(float)y2)*t*t
+2*t*(yr-(float)y1)+(float)y1);

lldraw(x,y);
t=t+0.1;

)
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ret=0;

else
ret=1;

return (ret);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to draw an angled line */
/*********************************************************************/
draw_set_line(n)

int n;

int k,b,c;

for (k=1;k<=n+1;++k)

b=dis_point[k-1];
c=dispoint[k];
llpvsg(xx[b],yy[b]);
llopsg(sgno);
storept(xx[b],yy[b],'m',b);
llmove(xx[b],yy[b]);
storept(xx[c],yy[c],'d',c);
lldraw(xx[c],yy[c]);
11clsg();
history('L,,linenum);
linenum++;
storeln();
sgno = sgno +l;

sgno=sgno-1;

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to calculate the distance between two points */
/*********************************************************************/
length(s,e)

int s,e;

double dis;

dis=0.0;
dis=(xx[e]-xx[s])*(xx[e]-xx[s]);
dis=dis+(yy[e]-yy[s])*(yy[e]-yy[s]);
dis=sqrt(dis);
return (dis);

)

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to calculate the length of an angled line */
/*********************************************************************/
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angled_length(n)
int n;

double dis;
int k;

dis=0.0;
for (k=1;k<=n+1;++k)

dis=dis+length(dis_point[k-1],dis_point[k]);
return (dis);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to perform the ERASE function */
/*********************************************************************/
erase()

char select,sigchr;
int x,y,sno,id,gno;

llvisg(9966,0); /* set segment visibility */
llvisg(9965,1);

111nin(2);
11crgn(9,0); /* gin cursor */
llengn(9,0); /* enable gin, pick mode */
lldump();

if (gin_count!=0) getchar();

while (select!='Z') (

prompt("*** ERASE ***");
prompt("SELECT OBJECT :");
llgtgn(&sigchr,&select,&x,&y,&sno,&id);
if ((x < 3700) && (sno!=0))
if (sno >= 10000)

erase_record_3d(sno);
else (

gno=sno-1;
erase_record(gno);
lldlsg(sno); /* delete segment */

else
prompt("Object not found! Please select again.");

lldsgn(9);
llvisg(9965,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9966,1);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to delete the record in the database */
/*********************************************************************/



eraserecord(sno)
int sno;

int deter;
char c;

c=hist[sno].p_type;
if (c=='L')
deter=1;

else
if (c=='A')

deter=2;
else

if (c=='C')
deter=3;

else
if (c=='E')

deter=4;

switch (deter)
{

case 1: erase_line_record(sno);
break;

case 2: erase_arc_record(sno);
break;

case 3: erase_circle_record(sno);
break;

case 4: erase_ellipse_record(sno);
break;

hist[sno].p_type=";
hist(sno].order=0;

)
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/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to deletee the line record in the database */
/*********************************************************************/
eraseline_record(sno)

int sno;

int line_no,pt_nol,pt_no2;

line_no=hist[sno].order;
line no - -;
pt_nol=linseg[line_no].enpl;
pt_no2=linseg[line_no].enp2;

erase_pt_record(pt_no1,pt_no2);

linseg[line_no].no=0;
linseg[line_no].x1=0;
linseg[line_no].y1=0;
linseg[line_no].x2=0;
linseg[line_no].y2=0;
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1inseg[line_no].enp1=0;
linseg[line_no].enp2=0;

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to delete the arc record in the database */
/*********************************************************************/
erase arc_record(sno)

int sno;

int arc_no,pt_nol,pt_no2;

arc_no=hist[sno].order;
arc_no--;
pt_nol=arcseg[arc_no].enpl;
pt_no2=arcseg[arc_no].enp2;

erase_pt_record(pt_no1,pt_no2);

arcseg[arc_no].no=0;
arcseg[arc_no].x1=0;
arcseg[arc_no].y1=0;
arcseg[arc_no].x2=0;
arcseg[arc_no].y2=0;
arcseg[arc_no].xc=0;
arcseg[arc_no].yc=0;
arcseg[arc_no].ang=0.0;
arcseg[arc_no].enp1=0;
arcseg[arc_no].enp2=0;
arcseg[arc_no].sign=0;

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to delete the ellipse record in the database */
/*********************************************************************/
eraseellipse_record(sno)

int sno;

int elip_no;

elip_no=hist[sno].order;
elip_no--;

elip[elip_no].no=0;
elip[elip_no].xc=0;
elip[elip_no].yc=0;
elip[elip_no].a=0;
elip[elip_no].b=0;
elip[elip_no].ang=0.0;

/*********************************************************************/
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/* A procedure to delete the circle record in the database */

/*********************************************************************/
erase circle_record(sno)

int sno;
()

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to delete the point record in the database */
/*********************************************************************/
erase_pt_record(p1,p2)

int pl,p2;
(

int ii,k,kk,search_pt;

k=ptnum-2;
search_pt=FALSE;
ii=0;

while ((ii<=k) && (search_pt==FALSE))
(

if ((pt2d[ii].no==p1) && (pt2d[ii+1].no==p2))
search_pt=TRUE;

else
++ii;

)

if (search_pt==TRUE)
(

for (kk=1;kk<=2;++kk)
(

pt2d[ii].no=0;
pt2d[ii].x=0;
pt2d[ii].y=0;
pt2d[ii].mod=0;
++ii;

)

}

else
llamod();
lupaus();
printf("point to be erased not found\n");
lucont();

)

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to pereform the BREAK function */
/*********************************************************************/
Ebreak()
(

char sigchr,select;
int x[2],y[2],sno[3],x1,x2,y1,y2,xt[2],yt[2],ii,id;
int line_no,xtemp,ytemp;
double dd[2],d2,ml,m2;
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dd[1]=0.0;
dd[2]=0.0;
d2=0.0;
llvisg(9970,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9969,1);
11crgn(9,0); /* set gin cursor */
llpkap(30); /* set pick apparture */
llengn(9,0);
lldump();

llamod();
lupaus();
printf("Select the Line Segment !\n");
lucont();

select = ";
while (select != '1')

llgtgn(&sigchr,&select,&x[1],&y[1],&sno[1],&id);

if (sno[1]==0)
llamod();
lupaus();
printf("line segment not found !\n");
lucont();

for(ii=1;ii<=2;++11)

if(ii==1)

llamod();
lupaus();
printf("Select the fiirst point !\n");
lucont();

else

llamod();
lupaus();
printf("Select the second point !\n");
lucont(); )

llgtgn(&sigchr,&select,&x[ii],&y[ii],&sno[ii+1],&id);
}

sno[1]--;
lineno=hist[sno[1]].order;
--line_no;
xl=linseg[line_no].xl;
yl=linseg[line_no].y1;
x2=linseg[line_no].x2;
y2=linseg[line_no].y2;

if (x2==x1)
{

xt[1]=x1;
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xt[2]=x1;
yt[1]=y[1];
yt[2]=y[2];

else if (y1==y2)

xt[1]=x[1];
xt[2]=x[2];
yt(1]=y1;
yt[2]=y1;
)

else

m1=(float)(y2-y1)/(float)(x2-x1);
m2=(0.0-1.0)/m1;
for (ii= l;ii<= 2; + +ii)

xt[ii]=(int)(((float)(y[ii]-y1)-(m2*(float)x[ii]-
m1*(float)x1))/(ml-m2));

yt[ii]=(int)(m1*(float)(x[ii]-x1)+(float)y1);

}

)

dd[1]=(float)((xl-xt[1])*(xl-xt[1])+(yl-yt[1])*(yl-yt[1]));
d2=(float)((xl-xt[2])*(xl-xt[2])+(yl-yt[2])*(yl-yt[2]));
if (dd[1]>d2)

xtemp=xt[1];
ytemp=yt[1];
xt[1]=xt[2];
yt[1]=yt[2];
xt[2]=xtemp;
yt[2]=ytemp;
dd[1]=(float)((xl-xt[1])*(xl-xt[1])+(yl-yt[1])*(yl-yt[1]));

dd[2)=(float)((x2-xt[2])*(x2-xt[2])+(y2-yt[2])*(y2-yt[2]));

erase_line_record(sno[1]);

hist[sno[11].p_type=1 ';

hist[sno[1]].order=0;

sno[1]++;
lldlsg(sno[1]); /* delete segment */
for (ii= i;ii<= 2; + +ii)

if(sgrt(dd[ii])>40.0)

111nin(3);
sgno++;
llopsg(sgno);

if(ii==2)

xl=x2;



yl=y2;
)

xx[0]=xt[ii];
yy[0]=yt[ii];
storept(xt[ii],yt[ii],'m',0);
llmove(xx[0],yy[0]):
xx[1]=x1;
yy[1]=y1;
storept(xl,y1,'d',1);

history('W,linenum);
linenum++;
lldraw(xx[1],yy[1]);

storeln();

11clsg();
)

)

111nin(6);

lldsgn(9); /* disable gin */
llvisg(9969,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9970,1);

)
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/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to perform the UNDO function */
/*********************************************************************/
undo()
i

int deter;
char c;

llvisg(9964,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9963,1);

if (hist[0].order == 0) ( /* empty hist(' implys last obj is 3d */
sgn--;
erase_record_3d(sgn); /* erase last 3d obj */

)

else ( /* erase last 2d obj from screen and database */
--hnum;
c=hist[hnum].p_type;
if (c=='L')
deter=1;

else
if (c=='A')

deter=2;
else

if (c=='C')
deter=3;

else
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if (c=='E')
deter=4;

switch (deter)

case 1: del_line_record();
break;

case 2: del_arc_record();
break;

case 3: del_cir_record();
break;

case 4: del_elip_record();
break;

hist(hnum].p_type=";
hist[hnum].order=0;
lldlsg(sgno);
--sgno;

llvisg(9963,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9964,1);

/*******************************************************************/ /*
A procedure to delete line, arc, ellipse, circle, and point */

/* record when Undo function is selected */
/*******************************************************************/
del_line_record()

del_pt_record();
- -lnidx;
- -lnum;
--linenum;

linseg[lnidx].no=0;
linseg[lnidx].x1=0;
linseg[lnidx].y1=0;
linseg[lnidx].x2=0;
linseg[lnidx].y2=0;
linseg[lnidx].enp1=0;
linseg[lnidx].enp2=0;

/* delete arc record in the database */

del_arc_record()
{

del_pt_record();
- -arcidx;
--arcnum;
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arcseg[arcidx].no=0;
arcseg[arcidx].x1=0;
arcseg[arcidx].y2=0;
arcseg[arcidx].x2=0;
arcseg[arcidx].y2=0;
arcseg[arcidx].xc=0;
arcseg[arcidx].yc=0;
arcseg[arcidx].ang=0.0;
arcseg[arcidx].enp1=0;
arcseg[arcidx].enp2=0;
arcseg[arcidx].sign=0;

/* delete critical point record in the database */

delpt_record()

int k;

for (k=1;k<=2;++k)

--ptnum;
pt2d[ptnum].no=0;
pt2d[ptnum].x=0;
pt2d[ptnum].y=0;
pt2d[ptnum].mod=0;

if (com_pt[sgno]==1)
pn=pn-1;

else if (com_pt[sgno]==0)
pn=pn-2;

id=id -2;

/* delete circle record in the database */
del_cir_record()

-cirnum;
)

/* delete ellipse record in the database */
del_elip_record()

int ii;

- -elipnum;
ii=elipnum-1;
elip[ii].no=0;
elip[ii].xc=0;
elip[ii].yc=0;
elip[ii].a=0;
elip[ii].b=0;
elip[ii].ang=0.0;
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/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to increase the data input rate in order to draw */

/* small stroke. */
/*********************************************************************/
small_drawing()

if (flip==0)

llvisg(9972,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9971,1);
++flip;
lltbsf(10,2,0); /* set tablet stroke filter */

else

llvisg(9971,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9972,1);
flip=0;
lltbsf(10,20,0);

/*********************************************************************/
/* A procedure to write the text on the screen */
/*********************************************************************/
text()

char gt(81],character,gt_before,ans,sigchr,select;
int k,ii,y,x,sno,id,ccolor,font,width,height,space;
float angle;

llvisg(9974,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9973,1);
11crgn(9,0); /* set gin cursor */
llpkap(30); /* set pick apparture */
llengn(9,0);
lldump();

font=0;
width=39;
height=53;
space=13;
angle=0.0;
ccolor=3;

lltxin(ccolor); /* set text index */
llgfnt(font);
llgrot(angle);
llgsiz(width,height,space); /* set graphtext size */

llamod();
lupaus();
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printf("Select the starting point by pressing the stylus !\n");
lucont();

while (select != 'Z')
llgtgn(&sigchr,&select,&x,&y,&sno,&id);

llmrkr(x,y);

llamod();
lupaus();
printf("Text:");
lucont();

ii=0;
gt_before='A';
do

llmove(x,y);
k=0;
while (gt_before != '\n')

character=getchar();
gt[k]= character;
gt before=character;
k=K+1;

gt[k-1]=1\0';
llopsg(text sgno);
lltext(k,gt);
11clsg();
++text_sgno;
gt_before ='A';
++ii;
y=y-height-(int)(30.0*((float)height/53.0));

while (k>2);

llamod();
lupaus();
printf("End of text. \n");
lucont();

lldsgn(9); /* disable gin */
llvisg(9973,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9974,1);

/*******************************************************************/
/* Othogonal toggle switch */
/*******************************************************************/
otho_on_off()

if (othogonal == TRUE)
{

llvisg(9975,0); /* set seg visibility */
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llvisg(9976,1);
othogonal = FALSE;

)

else

llvisg(9976,0); /* set seg visibility */
llvisg(9975,1);
othogonal = TRUE;

)

/******************************************************************/
/* A routine to initialize variables and arrays. */

/******************************************************************/
data_init()

int ii;

for (ii=0; ii<1000; ii++) (

pt2d[ii].no = 0;
pt2d[ii].x = 0;
pt2d[ii].y = 0;
pt2d[ii].mod = 0;

hist[ii].p_type = ";
hist[ii].order = 0;

linseg[ii].no = 0;
linseg[ii].xl = 0;
linseg[ii].y1 = 0;
linseg[ii].x2 = 0;
linseg[ii].y2 = 0;
linseg[ii].enpl = 0;
linseg[ii].enp2 = 0;

arcseg[ii].no=0;
arcseg[ii].x1=0;
arcseg[ii].y1=0;
arcseg[ii].x2=0;
arcseg[ii].y2=0;
arcseg[ii].xc=0;
arcseg[ii].yc=0;
arcseg[ii].ang=0.0;
arcseg[ii].enp1=0;
arcseg[ii].enp2=0;

)

for(ii=0; ii<100; ii++) (

elip[ii].no = 0;
elip[ii].xc = 0;
elip[ii].yc = 0;
elip[ii].a = 0;
elip[ii].b = 0;
elip[ii].ang = 0.0;



ptnum = 0;
pn = 1;
id = 0;
lnidx = 0;
arcidx = 0;
linenum = 1;
lnum =1;
cirnum = 1;
elipnum = 1;
hnum = 0;
arcnum = 1;

)

/* point index */
/* point number */
/* line index, storeln() */
/* line index */
/* arc index */
/* line number, history */
/* line number, linseg */
/* circle number */
/* ellipse number */
/* history index */
/* arc nnumber */
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III. Features Recognition Subsystem

#include <math.h>
#include <sti_cbind.h>
#include "extgbl.h"
#include "define.h"

/*******************************************************************/
/* A routine to recognize 3D primitives. */

/*******************************************************************/

prim_recog()
(

reset_fact();
extract_2d_prim() ;

if (wall()) prompt(" It is a WALL.");
else if (block()) prompt(" It is a BLOCK.");
else if (rib()) prompt(" It is a RIB.");
else if (cylinder()) prompt(" It is a CYLINDER.");
else if (cone()) prompt(" It is a CONE.");
else if (sphere()) prompt(" It is a SPHERE.");
else err("The primitive does not exist, try again.");

type_fact();
)

/*** A routine to extract sketch info from data struc HIST. ******/

extract_2d_prim()
{

register i = 0;

no_of_line_seg = 0;
no_of_ellipse = 0;
no_of_circle = 0;
line_structure = FALSE;
line_curve_structure = FALSE;

while (hist[i].order != 0) (

if(hist[i].p_type == 'L') no_of_line_seg++;
if(hist[i].p_type == 'E') no_of_ellipse++;
if(hist[i].p_type == 'C') no_of_circle++;
i++;

)

/* is the object a line structure ? */
if ((no_of_line_seg >= 1) and
(no_of_ellipse == 0) and
(no_of_circle == 0))
line_structure = TRUE;

else
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line_structure = FALSE;

/* is the object a line-curve structure ? */
if ((no_of_line_seg >= 1) and
(no_of_ellipse >= 1) and
(no_of_circle == 0))
line_curve_structure = TRUE;

else
line_curve_structure = FALSE;

/* a single-line structure? */
if ((line structure) and
(no_of_line_seg == 1))
rib_structure = TRUE;

else
rib_structure = FALSE;

/* edge structure or vertex structure? */
edge_or_vertex();

/* any edge exist in the line_structure? */
if ((line structure) and
(no_of_line_seg >=2) and
(two_line_inter_at_a_pt))
edge_structure = TRUE;

else
edge_structure = FALSE;

/* any vertex exist in the line_structure? */
if ((line structure) and
(no_of_line_seg >= 3) and
(three_line_inter_at_a_pt))
vertex_structure = TRUE;

else
vertex_structure = FALSE;

/*** Is it a edge_structure or vertex structure? */

edge_or_vertex()

int k, ii,jj;
int edge_no = 0;
int pt[24] = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0);
register i = 0, j;

while(linseg[i].no != 0) (

pt[i*2] = linseg[i].enpl;
pt[i*2+1] = linseg[i].enp2;
i++;

i = 0;
k = 0;
while (pt[i] != 0) (
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j = i+1;
while (pt[j] != 0) (

if (pt[i) == pt[j]) (

k++;
ii = i/2; /* find index of linseg[] */
jj = j/2;
if ((i%2) == 0)

ver_line[0].enpl = pt[i];
ver_line[0].enp2 = pt[i+1];
ver_line[0].xl = linseg[ii].xl;
ver_line[0].y1 = linseg[ii].y1;
ver_line[0].x2 = linseg[ii].x2;
ver_line[0].y2 = linseg[ii].y2;

)

else
ver_line[0].enpl = pt[i];
ver_line[0].enp2 = pt[i-1];
ver_line[0].xl = linseg[ii].x2;
ver_line[0].y1 = linseg[ii].y2;
ver_line[0].x2 = linseg[ii].xl;
ver_line[0].y2 = linseg[ii].yl;

)

if ((j%2) == 0)
ver_line[k].enpl = pt[j);
ver_line[k].enp2 = pt[j+1];
ver_line[k].xl = linseg[jj].xl;
ver_line[k].y1 = linseg[jj].yl;
ver_line[k].x2 = linseg[jj].x2;
ver_line[k].y2 = linseg[jj].y2;

)

else
ver_line[k].enpl = pt[j];
ver_line[k].enp2 = pt[j-1];
ver_line[k].xl = linseg[jj].x2;
ver_line[k].yl = linseg[jj).y2;
ver_line[k].x2 = linseg[jj].xl;
ver_line[k].y2 = linseg[jj].yl;

if (k == 2)
three line_ inter_ at_a_pt = TRUE;
two_lIne inter_a-i_a_pt = FALSE;
return (TRUE);

)

if (k == 1) edge_no++;

i++;
k = 0;

)

if (edge_no >= 1) (

two_line_inter_at_a_pt = TRUE;
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three_line_inter_at_a_pt = FALSE;
)

else
two_line_inter_at_a_pt = FALSE;
three_line_inter_at_a_pt = FALSE;
return (FALSE);

)

return (TRUE);
)

/*** A rule to recognize a wall. *********************************/

)

int cx, cy, cz, length, width, high;

if ((line_structure) and
(edge_structure) and
(wall_dimension(&cx,&cy,&cz,&length,&width,&high)) and
(display_block(cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)))

(

llamod(); /* The printf statement is required, otherwise */
lupaus(); /* error UF41 will occurd while calling DRAW FACET */
printf("\n");
lucont();
return(TRUE);
)

else
return(FALSE);

/*** A rule to recognize an object as a block. ******************/

block()
(

int cx, cy, cz; /* center of the block */
int length, width, high; /* of the block */

if ((line_structure) and
(vertex_ structure) and
(block_dimension(&cx,&cy,&cz,&length,&width,&high)) and
(display_block(cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)))
(

llamod(); /* The printf statement is required, otherwise */
lupaus(); /* error UF41 will occurd while calling DRAW FACET */
printf("\n");
lucont();
return(TRUE);

)

else
return(FALSE);

)
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/*** A routine to recognize a rib.

rib()
(

int cx,cy,cz,length,width,high;

)

*****************************/

if ((line_structure) and
(rib_structure) and
(rib_dimension(&cx,&cy,&cz,&length,&width,&high)) and
(display_block(cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)))

(

prompt("\n");
return(TRUE);
)

else
return(FALSE);

/*** A routine recognize a cylinder.*****************************/

cylinder()
(

char direction;
int cx, cy, cz;
double r, 1;

if ((line_curve_structure) and
(no_of_ellipse >= 1) and
(no_of_ellipse <= 2) and
(cylinder_dimension(&cx,&cy,&cz,&r,&1,&direction)) and
(display_cylinder(cx,cy,cz,r,l,direction)))

llamod();
lupaus();
printf("\N");
lucont();

return(TRUE);
)

else
return(FALSE);

)

/*** A routine to recgnize a cone. *****************************/

cone()
(

return(TRUE);
)

/*** A routine to recognize a sphere */

sphere()
(

return(TRUE);
)
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IV: Spatial Reasoning Subsystem

#include <matIl.h>
#include <sti_cbind.h>
#include "define.h"
#include "extgbl.h"

/*****************************************************************/
/* A routine to caldulate wall dimensions and position. */
/*****************************************************************/

walldimension(cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)
int *cx,*cy,*cz,*length,*width,*high;

register i;
double dx, dy, xt, yt, sin_ang;
int wx, wy, lx, ly, hx, hy;
int 1=FALSE, w=FALSE, h=FALSE;
int x, y, id;
int row, xv, yv;
char f_di, nf_di;

is_wall = TRUE;
is_rib = FALSE;
is block = FALSE;

*length = 0; *width = 0; *high = 0;

for (i = 0; i < 2; i++) (

dx = ver_line[i].x2 - ver_line[i].xl;
dy = ver_line[i].y2 - ver_line[i].yl;

if (fabs(dx) > 30) sin_ang = dy/dx;

x = ver_line[0].xl; /* coords of vertex pt */
y = ver_line[0].y1;

if ((fabs(dx) > 30) && (sin ang < -.176) && (sin_ang > -.839)) (

*width = (int)(sqrt(dx*ax + dy*dy));
if (*width != 0) w=TRUE; else w=FALSE;
wx = ver_line[i].x2; /* coords of end pt of width direction */
wy = ver_line[i].y2;

else if ((fabs(dx)>30)&&(sin ang<.839)&&(sin_ang>.176)) {

*length = (int)(sqrt(dx*dx + ay*dy));
if (*length != 0) 1=TRUE; else 1=FALSE;
lx = ver_line[i].x2; /*coords of end pt of length direction*/
ly = ver_line[i].y2;

else (
*high = fabs(dy);
if (*high != 0) h=TRUE; else h=FALSE;
hx = ver_line[i].x2; /*coords of end pt of height direction*/
hy = ver_line[i].y2;
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)

)

if (((1==FALSE) && (w==FALSE)) II ((w == FALSE) && (h==FALSE)) 1:

((h == FALSE) && (1==FALSE)))

err("NEED more precise sketching or further information (wall).");
return(FALSE);

)

if (pno == 1)
if (1 == FALSE) (

*length = wall_thickness;
*cx = (int)(((wx+hx)/2 - 2047) * 2);
*cy = (int)(((wy+hy)/2 - 1638) * 2);
*cz = 0;

)

else if (w == FALSE) {

*width = wall_thickness;
*cx = (int)(((lx+hx)/2 2047) * 2);
*cy = (int)(((ly+hy)/2 - 1638) * 2);
*cz = 0;

)

else if (h == FALSE) {

*high = wall_thickness;
*cx = (int)(((wx+lx)/2 - 2047) * 2);
*cy = (int)(((wy+ly)/2 - 1638) * 2);
*cz = 0;

)

)

else (
if (at_vertex_test(&id,&row,&xv,&yv))

facet_direction(id,&f_di);
facet_dir_new(1,w,h,&nf_di);
switch (nf_di)
case 'x' :

if (f_di == 'y')
position_xwall_on_yfacet(id,row,xv,yv,y,
cx,cy,cz,length,width,high);
else if (f_di == 'z')
position_xwall_onzfacet(id,row,xv,yv,x,
cx,cy,cz,length,width,high);

break;

case 'y' :

if (f_di == 'x')
position_ywall_onxfacet(id,row,xv,yv,x,
cx,cy,cz,length,width,high);

else if (f_di == 'z')
position_ywall_on_zfacet(id,row,xv,yv,x,
cx,cy,cz,length,width,high);

break;

case 'z' :

if (f_di == 'x')
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position_zwall_on_xfacet(id,row,xv,yv,x,
cx,cy,cz,length,width,high);
else if (f_di == 'y')
position_zwall_on_yfacet(id,row,xv,yv,y,
cx,cy,cz,length,width,high);

break;

default : err("Invalid nf_di in wall_dimension().");

)

else (
xt = (double)(linseg[0].x1); /* assume 1st pt is on the

surface */
yt = (double)(linseg[0].y1);
on_facet_test(&id,xt,yt);
facet_direction(id,&f_di);
switch (f_di) (

case 'x' :

*width = wall_thickness;
block_position_x(cx,cy,cz,*length,*width,*high,
x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id);
break;

case 'y' :

*high = wall_thickness;
block_position_y(cx,cy,cz,*length,*width,*high,
x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id);
break;

case 'z' :

*length = wall_thickness;
block_position_z(cx,cy,cz,*length,*width,*high,
x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id);
break;

default : err("Invalid f_di in wall_dimension().");

)

)

return (TRUE);

/*** A routine to caldulate rib dimensions and position. *********/

rib_dimension(cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)
int *cx,*cy,*cz,*length,*width,*high;

double dx, dy, xt, yt, sin_ang;
int wx, wy, lx, ly, hx, hy;
int 1=FALSE, w=FALSE, h=FALSE;
int x, y, id;
int row, xv, yv;
char f_di, nf_di;

is_rib = TRUE;
is_wall = FALSE;
is block = FALSE;
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*length = 0; *width = 0; *high = 0;

dx = linseg[0].x2 - linseg[0].xl;
dy = linseg[0].y2 - linseg[0].yl;
if (fabs(dx) > 30) sin_ang = dy/dx;

x = linseg[0].xl;
y = linseg[0].yl;

if ((fabs(dx) > 30) && (sin_ang < -.176) && (sin_ang > -.839)) {

*width = (int)(sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy));
if (*width != 0) w=TRUE; else w=FALSE;
wx = linseg[0).x2; /* coords of end pt of width direction */
wy = linseg[0].y2;

else if ((fabs(dx)>30) && (sin_ang<.839) && (sin_ang>.176)) {

*length = (int)(sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy));
if (*length != 0) 1=TRUE; else 1=FALSE;
lx = linseg[0].x2; /* coords of end pt of length direction */
ly = linseg[0].y2;

else {
*high = fabs(dy);
if (*high != 0) h=TRUE; else h=FALSE;
hx = linseg[0].x2; /* coords of end pt of height direction */
by = linseg[0].y2;

if ((1==FALSE) && (w==FALSE) && (h==FALSE)) {

err("NEED more precise sketching or further information (rib).");
return(FALSE);

if (pno == 1) err("NO NO NO, RIB can't be the 1st feature!");
else {
xt = (double)(linseg[0].x1); /* assume 1st pt on the facet */
yt = (double)(linseg[0].y1);
on_facet_test(&id,xt,yt);
facet_direction(id,&f_di);
rib_direction(1,w,h,&nf_di);
switch (f_di) {

case 'x' :

if (nf_di == 'y')
*length = rib thickness;

else if (nf_di == 'z')
*high = rib_thickness;

*width = rib_hight;
block_position_x(cx,cy,cz,*length,*width,*high,

x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id);
break;

case 'y' :

if (nf_di == 'x')
*length = rib_thickness;

else if (nf_di == 'z')
*width = rib_thickness;
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*high = rib_hight;
block_position_y(cx,cy,cz,*length,*width,*high,

x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id);
break;

case 'z'
if (nf_di == 'x')

*high = rib_thickness;
else if (nf_di == 'y')

*width = rib_thickness;
*length = rib_hight;
block_position_z(cx,cy,cz,*length,*width,*high,

x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id);
break;
default
err("Invalid f_di in rib_dimension().");

)

return (TRUE);

/* A routine to check if either end point is around vertices of */
/* the exist object. *1

at_vertex_test(id,row,xv,yv)
int *id, *row, *xv, *yv;

{

char f_di, vector;
int i, j, k, kk;
int xy[2][2];

xy[0][0] = linseg[0].xl; /*end pts of new feature's 1st stoke*/
xy[0][1] = linseg[0].y1;
xy[l][0] = linseg[0].x2;
xy[l][1] = linseg[0].y2;

first_line_dir(&vector);

for(i=0; i<2; i++) (

j = 0;
while(data[j][0] != 0)

for(k=0; k<4; k++)
kk = k*2+22;
if(((abs(xy[i][0]-data[j][kk])) < 20) &&

((abs(xy[i][1]-data[j][kk+1])) < 20))
*id = j;
facet direction(*id,&f_di);
if(f_di == vector) {

*row = kk;
*xv = data[j][kk];
*yv = data[j][kk+l];
return(TRUE);

)
j++;
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return(FALSE);
)

/*****************************************************************/
/* A routine to find the direction of the first stroke. */

/*****************************************************************/

first_line_dir(vector)
char *vector;

)

double dx, dy, sin_ang;

dx = linseg[0].x2 linseg[0].xl;
dy = linseg[0].y2 - linseg[0].y1;
if (fabs(dx) > 30) sin_ang = dy/dx;

if ((fabs(dx) > 30) && (sin_ang < -.176) && (sin_ang > -.839))
*vector = 'x';
else if ((fabs(dx) > 30) && (sin_ang < .839) && (sin_ang > .176))
*vector = 'z';
else
*vector = 'y';

/* A routine to decide the facet-direction on which (x,y) locate */

facet_dir_new(1,w,h,nf_di)
char *nf_di; /* new facet direction */
int 1, w, h;

if ((1 == TRUE) && (h == TRUE)) *nf_di = 'x';
else if ((1 == TRUE) && (w == TRUE)) *nf_di = 'y';
else if ((w == TRUE) && (h == TRUE)) *nf_di = 'z';
else err("fail in facet_dir_new()");

)

/*** A routine to find longistude direction of a rib. ************/

rib_direction(1,w,h,nf_di)
char *nf_di;
int 1,w,h;

if (w==TRUE) *nf_di = 'x';
else if (h==TRUE) *nf_di = 'y';
else if (1==TRUE) *nf_di = 'z';
else err("Invalid nf_di in rib_directon().");

}

/* A routine to find dimension and position for putting a
/* x_wall on a y_facet
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positionxwall_on_yfacet(id,row,x,y,ey,cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)
iint id, row, x, y, ey;

int *cx, *cy, *cz, *length, *width, *high;

int x3d, y3d, z3d;
int lexwall;
int sign_l = 1;
int sign_w = 1;
int sign_h = 1;

switch (row) (

case 22 : x3d = data[id][7];
y3d = data[id][8];
z3d = data[id][9];
break;

case 24 : x3d = data[id][10];
y3d = data[id][11];
z3d = data[id][12];
sign _1 = -1;
break;

case 26 : x3d = data[id][13];
y3d = data[id][14];
z3d = data[id][15];
sign_l = -1;
sign w = -1;
break;

case 28 : x3d = data[id][16];
y3d = data[id][17];
z3d = data[id][18];
sign w = -1;
break;

default : err("Fail in mapping 2D/3D data in position_xwall...");
return(FALSE);

l_exwall = (int)(data[id][30] * .809017); /* =length of the exist
wall */

if (abs(*length 1 exwall) < 50) *length = l_exwall;
*width = wall thickness;

if (y > ey) sign_h = -1;
*cx = x3d + *width * sign_w;
*cy = y3d + (int)(*high * 1.236068 * sign_h); /* 1.236 = 1/.809 */
*cz = z3d + (int)(*length * 1.236068 * sign_1);

return(TRUE);

/*** A routine to find dimension and position for putting a */
/*** x_wall on a z_facet */

position_xwall_on_zfacet(id,row,x,y,ex,ex,cy,ez,length,width,high)
int id, row, x, y, ex;
int *cx, *cy, *cz, *length, *width, *high;
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int x3d, y3d, z3d;
int hexwall;
int sign_l = 1;
int sign_w = 1;
int sign_h = 1;

switch (row) (

case 22 : x3d = data[id][7];
y3d = data[id][8];
z3d = data[id][9];
sign w = -1;
break;

case 24 : x3d = data[id][10];
y3d = data[id][11];
z3d = data[id][12];
sign_w = -1;
sign h = -1;
break;

case 26 : x3d = data[id][13];
y3d = data[id][14];
z3d = data[id][15];
sign h = -1;
break;

case 28 : x3d = data[id][16];
y3d = data[id][17];
z3d = data[id][18];
break;

default : err("Fail in mapping 2D/3D data in position_xwall...");
return(FALSE);

*width = wall_ thickness;
h_exwall = (inj(data[id][32] * .809017); /* =hight of exist wall*/
a (abs(*high h_exwall) < 50) *high = h_exwall;

if (x < ex) sign_l = -1;
*cx = x3d + *width * sign_w;
*cy = y3d + (int)(*high * 1.236068 * sign_h); /* 1.236 = 1/.809 */
*cz = z3d + (int)(*length * 1.236068 * sign_1);

return(TRUE);

/*****************************************************************/
/* A routine to find dimension and position for putting a y_wall */
/* on a x_facet. */
/*****************************************************************/

position_ywall_on_xfacet(id,row,x,y,ex,cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)
int id, row, x, y, ex;
int *cx, *cy, *cz, *length, *width, *high;

int x3d, y3d, z3d;
int l_exwall;
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int sign_l = 1;
int sign_w = 1;
int sign_h = 1;

switch (row) {

case 22 : x3d = data[id][7];
y3d = data[id][8];
z3d = data[id][9];
break;

case 24 : x3d = data[id][10];
y3d = data[id][11];
z3d = data[id][12];
sign_h = -1;
break;

case 26 : x3d = data[id][13];
y3d = data[id][14];
z3d = data[id][15];
sign_h = -1;
sign_l = -1;
break;

case 28 : x3d = data[id][16];
y3d = data[id][17];
z3d = data[id][18];
sign_l = -1;
break;

default:err("Fail in mapping 2D/3D data in position_zwall_on_x.");
return(FALSE);

1_exwall=(int)(data[id][30]*.809017); /* =length of exist wall*/
if (abs(*length - 1_exwall) < 50) *length = l_exwall;
*high = wall_thickness;

if (x > ex) sign_w = -1;
*cx = x3d + (int)(*width * 1.236068 * sign_w);
*cy = y3d + *high * sign_h;
*cz = z3d + (int)(*length * 1.236068 * sign_1);

return(TRUE);

/*****************************************************************/
/* A routine to find dimension and position for putting a y_wall */
/* on a z_facet. */

/*****************************************************************/

position_ywall_on_zfacet(id,row,x,y,ex,cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)
int id, row, x, y, ex;
int *cx, *cy, *cz, *length, *width, *high;

int x3d, y3d, z3d;
int w_exwall;
int sign_l = 1;
int sign_w = 1;
int sign_h = 1;
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switch (row) (

case 22 : x3d = data[id][7];
y3d = data[id][8];
z3d = data[id][9];
sign_w = -1;
break;

case 24 : x3d = data[id][10];
y3d = data[id][11];
z3d = data[id][12];
sign_w = -1;
sign_h = -1;
break;

case 26 : x3d = data[id][13];
y3d = data[id][14];
z3d = data[id][15];
sign_h = -1;
break;

case 28 : x3d = data[id][16];
y3d = data[id][17];
z3d = data[id][18];
break;

default : err("Fail in mapping 2D/3D data in position_xwall...");
return(FALSE);

*high wall thickness;
w_exwall = (int)(data[id][31] * .809017); /* =width of exist wall*/
if (abs(*width - w_exwall) < 50) *width = w_exwall;

if (x < ex) sign_l = -1;
*cx = x3d + (int)(*width * 1.236068 * sign_w); /* 1.236 = 1/.809 */
*cy = y3d + *high * sign_h;
*cz = 23d + (int)(*length * 1.236068 * sign_1);

return(TRUE);

/*** A routine to find dimension and position for putting a z_wall */
/*** on a x_facet. */

positionzwall_on_xfacet(id,row,x,y,ex,cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)
iint id, row, x, y, ex;

int *cx, *cy, *cz, *length, *width, *high;

int x3d, y3d, z3d;
int hexwall;
int sign_l = 1;
int sign_w = 1;
int sign_h = 1;

switch (row) (

case 22 : x3d = data[id][7];
y3d = data[id][8];
z3d = data[id][9];
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break;
case 24 : x3d = data[id][10];

y3d = data[id][11);
z3d = data[id][12];
sign_h = -1;
break;

case 26 : x3d = data[id][13);
y3d = data[id][14];
z3d = data[id][15];
sign_h = -1;
sign_l = -1;
break;

case 28 : x3d = data[id][16];
y3d = data[id][17];
z3d = data[id][18];
sign_l = -1;
break;

default:err("Fail in mapping 2D/3D data in position_zwall_on_x. ") ;
return(FALSE);

)

*length = wall_thickness;
h_exwall = (int)(data[id][32]*.809017); /* = hight of exist wall */
if (abs(*high - h_exwall) < 50) *high = h_exwall;

if (x > ex) sign_w = -1;
*cx = x3d + (int)(*width * 1.236068 * sign_w);
*cy = y3d + (int)(*high * 1.236068 * sign_h); /* 1.236 = 1/.809 */
*cz = z3d + *length * sign_l;

return(TRUE);
)

/*** A routine to find dimension and position for putting a z_wall */
/*** on a y_facet. */

positionzwall_on_yfacet(id,row,x,y,ey,cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)
iint id, row, x, y, ey;

int *cx, *cy, *cz, *length, *width, *high;
(

int x3d, y3d, z3d;
int wexwall;
int sign_l = 1;
int sign_w = 1;
int sign_h = 1;

switch (row)
case 22 : x3d = data[id][7];

y3d = data[id][8];
z3d = data[id][9];
break;

case 24 : x3d = data[id][10];
y3d = data[id][11];
z3d = data[id][12];
sign_l = -1;
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break;
case 26 : x3d = data[id)[13];

y3d = datalid1114];
z3d = data[id][15];
sign_w = -1;
sign _1 = -1;
break;

case 28 : x3d = data[id][16];
y3d = data[id][17];
z3d = data[id][18);
sign w = -1;
break;

default : err("Fail in mapping 2D/3D data in position_xwall...");
return(FALSE);

*length = wall_ thickness;
w_exwall = (int)(data[id][31) * .809017);
if (abs(*width - w_exwall) < 50) *width = w_exwall;

if (y > ey) sign_h = -1;
*cx = x3d + (int)(*width * 1.236068 * sign_w);
*cy = y3d + (int)(*high * 1.236068 * sign_h); /* 1.236 = 1/.809 */
*cz = z3d + *length * sign_l;

return(TRUE);

/*** A routine to find dimensions and positions of a blockm *********/

block_dimension(cx,cy,cz,length,width,high)
int *cx, *cy, *cz, *length, *width, *high;

register i;
double dx, dy, xt, yt, sin_ang;
int wx, wy, lx, ly, hx, hy;
int 1=FALSE, w=FALSE, h=FALSE;
int x, y, id;
char f_di;

is_block = TRUE;
is wall = FALSE;
is_rib = FALSE;

*length = 0; *width = 0; *high = 0;

for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) (

dx = ver_line[i].x2 - ver_line[i].xl;
dy = ver_line[i].y2 - ver_line[i].y1;

if (fabs(dx) > 30) sin_ang = dy/dx;

x = ver_line[0].xl; /* coords of vertex pt */
y = ver_line[0].yl;
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if ((fabs(dx) > 30) && (sin_ang < -.176) && (sin_ang > -.839))
*width = (int)(sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy));
if (*width != 0) w=TRUE; else w=FALSE;
wx = ver_line[i].x2; /*coords of end pt of width direction*/
wy = ver_line[i].y2;

)

else if ((fabs(dx)>30)&&(sin_ang<.839)&&(sin_ang>.176))
*length = (int)(sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy));
if (*length != 0) 1=TRUE; else 1=FALSE;
lx = ver_line[i].x2; /*coords of end pt of length direction*/
ly = ver_line[i].y2;

)

else {
*high = fabs(dy);
if (*high != 0) h=TRUE; else h=FALSE;
hx = ver_line[i].x2; /*coords of end pt of height direction*/
by = ver_line[i].y2;

)

if ((1 == FALSE) or (w == FALSE) or (h == FALSE))
err("NEED more precise sketching or further information (block).");

return(FALSE);

if (pno == 1) (

*ex = (int)((((wx+lx)/2) - 2047)*2);
*cy = (int)((((wy+ly)/2 + (dy/2)) -1638)*2);

*cz = 0;

else
xt = (double)(linseg[0].x1); /*ssume the 1st pt is on the

surface */
yt = (double)(linseg[0].y1);

on_facet_test(&id,xt,yt);
facet_direction(id,&f_di);
switch (f_di)

case 'x' : block_position_x(cx,cy,cz,*length,*width,*high,
x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id);

break;
case 'y' : block_position_y(cx,cy,cz,*length,*width,*high,

x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id);
break;

case 'z' : block_position_z(cx,cy,cz,*length,*width,*high,
x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id);

break;
default : err("Invalid f_di in block_dimension().");

)

return(TRUE);

/* ??? */
/* wall_ dimension(
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/*** A routine to test if (x,y) in any facet of the exist object. **/

on_facet_test(id,xt,yt)
int *id;
double xt,yt;

(

)

int i, j;
double x[5], y[5];
double vlx, vly, v2x, v2y, 11, 12, cp, dp, ang;

i = fno-1;
for (i<fno; i>0; i--)
x[0] = (double)(data[i][22]);
y[0] = (double)(data[i][23]);
x[1] = (double)(data[i][24]);
y[1] = (double)(data[i][25]);
x[2] = (double)(data[i][26]);
y[2] = (double)(data[i][27]);
x[3] = (double)(data[i][28]);
y[3] = (double)(data[i][29]);
x[4] = x[0];
y[4] = y[0];

ang = 0.0;
for (j=0; j<4; j++)

vlx = x[j] xt; /* vector 1 */
vly = y[j] - yt;
v2x = x[j +l] xt; /* vector 2 */
v2y = y[j +l] - yt;
11 = sqrt(vlx * vlx + vly * vly); /* length of vectors */
12 = sqrt(v2x * v2x + v2y * v2y);
dp = vlx * v2x + vly * v2y; /* dot product of 2 vectors */

cp = vlx * v2y - vly * v2x; /* cross product of vectors */
if (cp >= 0.0) ang = ang + acos(dp / (11 * 12));
.else ang = ang - acos(dp / (11 * 12));

)

if ((ang <= 6.38) && (ang >= 6.18)) (

*id = i;
return (TRUE);

)

)

return (FALSE);

/** A routine to decide the facet-direction on which (x,y) locate **/

facet_direction(id,f_di)
char *f_di; /* facet direction to return */
int id; /* row index of data[][] */

if (data[id][19] >= 1) *f_di = 'x';
else if (data[id][20] >= 1) *f_di = 'y';

(



else if (data[id][21] >= 1) *f_di = 'z';
else
err("fail in facet_direction()");
return(FALSE);

return(TRUE);

/*** A routine to find spatial relationship between a new block */

/*** and a x_facet of an exist objects. */

block_position_x(cx,cy,cz,l,w,h,x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id)
int *cx,*cy,*cz,l,w,h,x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id;

double xl, yl, zl, x2, y2, z2, x3 ,y3,z3,dx,dy,rx,ry,rz,xx,yy,zz;

xl = (double)(data[id][22]);
yl = (double)(data[id][23]);
x2 = (double)(data[id][24]);
y2 = (double)(data[id][25]);
x3 = (double)(data[id][26]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][27]);

/* 2D data */

dx = fabs(xl - (double)(x));
dy = dx * tan(PI/6.0);
rx = ((double)(x) - xl) / fabs(x3 -xl);
ry = ((double)(y)-yl+dy) / fabs(y2 -yl);
rz = -rx;

xl = (double)(data[id][7]);
yl = (double)(data[id][8]);
zl = (double)(data[id][9]);
y2 = (double)(data[id][11]);
z2 = (double)(data[id][12]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][14]);
z3 = (double)(data[id][15]);

xx = xl;
yy = yl + ry * fabs(y2 -yl);
zz = zl + rz * fabs(z3 -zl);

if (x<lx) 1 = -1;
if (y>hy) h = -h;
if ((is_block) && (x>wx)) (

w = -w;
is_depression = TRUE;

/* 3D data */
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else
is_depression = FALSE;

*cx = (int) (xx + (double) (w) / .809017) + 4; /*??? trick to show
depres*/

*cy = (int)(yy + (double)(h) / .809017);
*cz = (int)(zz + (double)(1) / .809017);
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/*** A routine to find spatial relationship between a new block */
/*** and a y_facet of an exist objects. */

block_position_y(cx,cy,cz,l,w,h,x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id)
int *cx,*cy,*cz,l,w,h,x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id;

{

double xl,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,x3,y3,z3,x4,y4,z4,rx,rz,xx,yy,zz;
double ml,m2,m3,m4,xil,yil,xi2,yi2;

xl = (double)(data[id][22]);
yl = (double)(data[id][23]);
x2 = (double)(data[id][24]);
y2 = (double)(data[id][25]);
x3 = (double)(data[id][26]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][27]);
x4 = (double)(data[id][28]);
y4 = (double)(data[id][29]);

/* 2D data */

ml = (yl-y4) / (xl-x4);
m2 = (yl-y2) / (xl-x2);
m3 = m2;
m4 = ml;
xil = ((yl-y) (ml*xl - m2*x)) / (m2-m1);
yil = ((yl-ml*xl)*m2 - (y-m2*x)*ml) / (m2 -ml);
xi2 = ((yl-y) - (m3*xl - m4*x)) / (m4-m3);
yi2 = ((yl-m3*xl)*m4 - (y-m4*x)*m3) / (m4-m3);
rx = (xil-xl) / (x4 -xl);
rz = (yl-yi2) / (yl-y2);

xl = (double)(data[id][7]); /* 3D data */
yl = (double)(data[id][8]);
zl = (double)(data[id][9]);
x2 = (double)(data[id][10]);
y2 = (double)(data[id][11]);
z2 = (double)(data[id][12]);
x3 = (double)(data[id][13]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][14]);
z3 = (double)(data[id][15]);
x4 = (double)(data[id][16]);
y4 = (double)(data[id][17]);
z4 = (double)(data[id][18]);

xx = xl + rx * fabs(x4 -xl);
YY = yl;
zz = zl + rz * fabs(z2 -zl);

if (x<lx) 1 = -1;
if (x>wx) w = -w;
if ((is_block) && (y>hy)) (

h = -h;
is_depression = TRUE;

else
is_depression = FALSE;
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*ex = (int)(xx + (double)(w) / .809017);
*cy = (int)(yy + (double)(h) / .809017) + 4; /*trick to show

depression*/
*cz = (int)(zz + (double)(1) / .809017);

/*** A routine to find spatial relationship between a new block */
/*** and a z_facet of an exist objects. */

block_position_z(cx,cy,cz,l,w,h,x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id)
int *cx,*cy,*cz,l,w,h,x,y,wx,wy,lx,ly,hx,hy,id;

double xl, yl, zl, x2, y2, x3, y3, dx, dy, rx, ry, xx, yy, zz;

xl = (double)(data[id][22]);
yl = (double)(data[id][23]);
x2 = (double)(data[id][24]);
y2 = (double)(data[id][25]);
x3 = (double)(data[id][26]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][27]);

/* 2D data */

dx = fabs(xl (double)(x));
dy = dx * tan(PI/6.0);
rx = ((double)(x) - xl) / fabs(x3-xl);
ry = ((double)(y)-yl-dy) / fabs(y2 -yl);

xl = (double)(data[id][7]);
yl = (double)(data[id][8]);
zl = (double)(data[id][9]);
x2 = (double)(data[id][10]);
y2 = (double)(data[id][11]);
x3 = (double)(data[id][13]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][14]);

xx = xl + rx * fabs(x3-xl);
yy = yl + ry * fabs(y2 -yl);
zz = zl;

if (x>wx) w = -w;
if (y>hy) h = -h;
if ((is_block) && (x<lx)) (

1 = -1;
is_depression = TRUE;

else
is_depression = FALSE;

*ex = (int) (xx + (double) (w) /
*cy = (int)(yy + (double)(h) /
*cz = (int)(zz + (double)(1) /

/* 3D data */

.809017);

.809017);

.809017) + 4; /*trick to show
depression*/
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/*** A rule to check if the directions of line and ellipse
/*** are identical and to extrat dimensions of the cylinder.

cylinder_dimension(cx,cy,cz,r,l,direction)
char *direction;
int *cx, *cy, *cz;
double *r, *1;

char f di;
char line_direction, ellipse_direction;
int id;
double dx, dy, tangent, xt, yt;

dx = linseg[0].x2 - linseg[0].xl;
dy = linseg[0].y2 - linseg[0].yl;
if (fabs(dx) > 30) tangent = (dy/dx);
if ((tangent > .176) && (tangent < .839))
line_direction = 'z';

else if ((tangent > -.839) && (tangent < -.176))
line direction = 'x';

ielse if (fabs(dx) < 30)
line_direction = 'y';

else {
err("Need more precise line segment.");
return(FALSE);

if (elip[0].ang == 0.0)
ellipse_direction =
else if (elip[0].ang == -60.0)
ellipse_direction = 'x';
else
ellipse_direction = 'z';

*r = elip[0].a * 2;
*1 = sqrt((double)(dx*dx + dy*dy)) / .809017 * 2;
*direction = line direction;

if ((line_direction == ellipse_direction) && (pno == 1)) {

if (line_direction == 'y') (

if (abs(linseg[0].y2- elip[0].yc) >
abs(linseg[0].yl-elip[0].yc))

*cy = (elip[0].yc + (linseg[0].y2-linseg[0].y1)/2 - 1638) *2;
else
*cy = (elip[0].yc + (linseg[0].yl-linseg[0].y2)/2 - 1638) *2;
*cx = (elip[0].xc - 2047) * 2;
*cz = 0;

else (

if (abs(linseg[0].x2-elip[0].xc) >

abs(linseg[0].xl-elip[0].xc)) (

*cx = (elip[0].xe+(linseg[0].x2-linseg[0].x1)/2-2047)*2;
*cy = (elip[0].ye+(linseg[0].y2-linseg[0].y1)/2-1638)*2;

else (
*cx = (elip[0].xe-(linseg[0].x2-linseg[0].x1)/2-2047)*2;



*cy = (elip[0].yc-(linseg[0].y2-linseg[0].y1)/2-1638)*2;

*cz = 0;
)

return(TRUE);
)
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else if (line_direction == ellipse_direction) (

xt = (double)(elip[0].xc); /* asumme center of 1st ellipse is */
yt = (double)(elip[0].yc); /* on the facet. */

on_facet_test(&id,xt,yt);
facet_direction(id,&f_di);

switch (f_di) case 1

cylinder_position x(cx,cy,cz,xt,yt,*r,*1,*direction,id);
Ereak;case 1

cylinder_position_y(cx,cy,cz,xt,yt,*r,*1,*direction,id);
break;case '

cylinder_position z(cx,cy,cz,xt,yt,*r,*1,*direction,id);
Ereak;

default : {

err("Invalid f_di in cylinder_dimension().");
return(FALSE);

)

return(TRUE);
)

else (
err("line/ellipse direction dismatched in cylinder_dimension()");
return(FALSE);

)

}

/*** A routine to find spatial relation between a cylinder and a **/
/*** x_facet of the current object. **/

cylinder_position_x(cx,cy,cz,x,y,r,l,direction,id)
char direction;
int *cx, *cy, *cz, id;
double x, y, r, 1;

double xl,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,x3,y3,z3,dx,dy,rx,ry,rz,xx,yy,zz;

xl = (double)(data[id][22]);
yl = (double)(data[id][23]);
x2 = (double)(data[id][24]);
y2 = (double)(data[id][25]);
x3 = (double)(data[id][26]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][27]);

dx = fabs(xl - (double)(x));
dy = dx * tan(PI/6.0);

/* 2D data */



rx = (x-xl) / fabs(x3 -xl);
ry = (y-yl+dy) / fabs(y2 -yl);
rz = -rx;

xl = (double)(data[id][7]);
yl = (double)(data[id][8]);
21 = (double)(data[id][9]);
y2 = (double)(data[id][11]);
z2 = (double)(data[id][12]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][14]);
z3 = (double)(data[id)[15]);

xx = xl;
yy = yl + ry * fabs(y2 -yl);
zz = zl + rz * fabs(z3 -zl);

*cx = (int)(xx + 1/2.0);
*cy = (int)(yy);
*cz = (int)(zz);

)

/* 3D data */

cylinder_position_y(cx,cy,cz,x,y,r,l,direction,id)
char direction;
int *cx, *cy, *cz, id;
double x, y, r, 1;

(
int downward_cylinder;
double xl,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,x3,y3,z3,x4,y4,z4,rx,rz,xx,yy,zz;
double ml,m2,m3,m4,xil,yil,xi2,yi2;
double lb,wb,hb;

xl = (double)(data[id][22]);
yl = (double)(data[id][23]);
x2 = (double)(data[id][24]);
y2 = (double)(data[id][25]);
x3 = (double)(data[id][26]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][27]);
x4 = (double)(data[id][28]);
y4 = (double)(data[id][29]);

/* 2D data */

ml = (yl-y4) / (xl-x4);
m2 = (yl-y2) / (xl-x2);
m3 = m2;
m4 = ml;
xil = ((yl-y) - (ml*xl - m2*x)) / (m2-m1);
yil = ((yl-ml*xl)*m2 - (y-m2*x)*ml) / (m2-m1);
xi2 = ((yl-y) - (m3*xl - m4*x)) / (m4-m3);
yi2 = ((yl-m3*xl)*m4 - (y-m4*x)*m3) / (m4-m3);
rx = (xil-xl) / (x4 -xl);
rz = (yl-yi2) / (yl-y2);

xl = (double)(data[id][7]); /* 3D data */
yl = (double)(data[id][8]);
zl = (double)(data[id][9]);
x2 = (double)(data[id][10]);
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y2 = (double)(data[id][11]);
z2 = (double)(data[id][12]);
x3 = (double)(data[id][13]);
y3 = (double)(data[id][14]);
z3 = (double)(data[id][15]);
x4 = (double)(data[id][16]);
y4 = (double)(data[id][17]);
z4 = (double)(data[id][18]);
lb = (double)(data[id][30]);
wb = (double)(data[id][31]);
hb = (double)(data[id][32]);

xx = xl + rx * fabs(x4 -xl);
YY = Yl;
zz = zl + rz * fabs(z2 -zl);

if (((abs(linseg[0].y1 - elip[0].yc)) > abs(linseg[0].y2 -
elip[0].yc))

&& ((linseg[0].y1 - elip[0].yc) < 0))
1 = -1;

downward_cylinder = TRUE;

else if (((abs(linseg[0].y1 - elip[0].yc)) < abs(linseg[0].y2
elip[0].yc))

&& ((linseg[0].y2 - elip[0].yc) < 0))
1 = -1;

downward_cylinder = TRUE;

else
downward_cylinder = FALSE;

if ((downward_cylinder) && (r<lb) && (r<wb))
is_hole = TRUE;

else
is_hole = FALSE;

*ex = xx;
*cz = zz;
if(is_hole)
*cy = yy + (int)(1/2.0) + 4; /*??? trick to show a hole */

else
*cy = yy + (int)(1/2.0);

cylinder_position_z(ex,cy,ez,x,y,r,l,direction,id)
char direction;
int *cx,*cy,*cz,id;
double x,y,r,l;


